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Aritra Chatterjee

(ABSTRACT)



A general framework to design structural systems for a system-reliability goal is proposed.

Component-based structural design proceeds on a member to member basis, insuring ac-

ceptable failure probabilities for every single structural member without explicitly assessing

the overall system safety, whereas structural failure consequences are related to the whole

system performance (the cost of a building or a bridge destroyed by an earthquake) rather

than a single beam or column failure. Engineering intuition tells us that the system is

safer than each individual component due to the likelihood of load redistribution and al-

ternate load paths, however such conservatism cannot be guaranteed without an explicit

system-level safety check. As a result, component-based structural designs can lead to both

over-conservative components and a less-than-anticipated system reliability.

System performance depends on component properties as well as the load-sharing network,

which can possess a wide range of behaviors varying from a dense redundant system with

scope for load redistribution after failure initiates, to a weakest-link type network that fails as

soon as the first member exceeds its capacity. The load-sharing network is characterized by

its overall system reliability and the system-reliability sensitivity, which quantifies the change

in system safety due to component reliability modifications. A general algorithm is proposed

to calculate modified component reliabilities using the sensitivity vector for the load-sharing

network. The modifications represent an improvement on the structural properties of more

critical components (more capacity, better ductility), and provide savings on less important

members which do not play a significant role.

The general methodology is applied to light steel-framed buildings under seismic loads.

The building is modeled with non-linear spring elements representing its subsystems. The

stochastic response of this model under seismic ground motions provides load-sharing, system

reliability and sensitivity information, which are used to propose target diaphragm and shear

wall reliability to meet a building reliability goal. Finally, diaphragm target reliability is

used to propose modified component designs using stochastic simulations on geometric and

materially non-linear finite-element models including every individual component.
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(GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT)



This research proposes methods to design engineering networks for acceptable overall safety.

Some examples of engineering networks include electrical systems, transportation systems

and infrastructural systems. When any such system is designed, the properties of every

individual component (size, capacity etc.) are assigned according to cost and safety require-

ments. However, it is typically very difficult to reliably quantify the overall safety of the

entire system, which is technically known as ‘system reliability’. As a result, there are limited

options for engineers to adjust the individual component designs within a system to achieve

a pre-specified ‘targeted’ system reliability . This dissertation proposes computational and

statistical methods to achieve this.

The proposed methods are applied to a specific engineering system, namely a two story

building subjected to ground shaking resulting from an earthquake. Computer models are

developed for different scales of the building, beginning from the full building structure,

then its individual floors and walls, and finally the individual components that make up

each floor and wall. These models are verified with experimental results spanning all three

scales. The verified models are then used to both compute the overall system reliability

of the building subjected to earthquake ground shaking, as well as to modify its design

component-by-component to achieve a targeted system reliability which is different from the

system reliability of the original design.

The results indicate that the as-designed reliability of the building system is adequate, but

this reliability results from features of the building that are not expected to provide additional

safety. The research demonstrates means to obtain this additional safety by redesigning

the core functional building components, without relying on the unexpected added safety

from ‘non-structural’ components (such as partition walls inside a building). The methods

developed herein can be applied to redesign the components of various engineering system

networks such that a targeted overall system reliability can be satisfied, resulting in improved

performance and life-safety, potentially even at reduced costs.
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I hope I haven’t put you to sleep just yet because I am about to reach the exciting twist in
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Research motivation

Structural systems are comprised of components attached via connections acting in a network

to resist external loads, for example, bridge girder systems resisting flexural demands from

gravity loads, portal frame networks resisting seismic ground motions or a linked truss roof

system resisting gravity, wind and uplift loads. The performance goals for these systems

are related to overall integrity and safety, and failure to meet the goal results in collapse,

monetary loss, bodily injury or death.

The methodology to design these systems follows a component-by-component safety check

procedure. The component failure probabilities, expressed as reliability indices, are intended

to satisfy the system performance goal. This is a conservative approach because the system

failure probability is intuitively known to be greater than the component reliabilities. There

are several reasons that contribute to this conservatism, as listed in [36]:

1. Over-designed member sizes determined by market availability of structural sections.

2. Conservative loads and modeling assumptions.

1
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3. Additional strength and stiffness provided by non-structural elements.

4. Several component designs are governed by a serviceability limit-state.

5. Special care is given to critical elements such as important connections, hangar rods,

or columns during design and construction.

6. Several members pose no significant danger to the overall structural integrity when

they fail.

7. Member limit states, especially in steel structures, are often ductile, allowing for force

redistribution and alternate load paths, which are typically described as structural

redundancy.

8. The design criteria for framed members are often first hinge formation or a drift limit,

which do not cause structural failure and include a (typically undefined) margin against

overall collapse.

At present, explicit system reliability analyses are not performed either during the actual

design process or while developing component-based design standards. Due to the lack of

such analyses, it is difficult to predict the actual system response, which can possess a range

of behaviors – from a dense redundant network having several alternate load paths out of

the system, to a weakest-link type network that collapses as soon as any one member reaches

its capacity.

It is challenging to account for system effects during design due to the following reasons –

1. system level experimental results and high fidelity computational models are scarce,

2. system limit states are not well understood,

3. system reliability calculations are computationally challenging at large dimensions,

4. system reliability depends on component properties as well as the load-sharing network,

which is difficult to characterize.
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Particularly with relation to the fourth challenge outlined above, which is to character-

ize the load-sharing network, researchers have traditionally needed to identify individual

component-failure events that can combine to trigger overall system collapse – a task that

grows exponentially as the system gets bigger and the number of possible component failures

increase.

In the proposed approach the load-sharing network is characterized by its system reliabil-

ity and reliability sensitivity, defined as the derivative of system reliability with respect to

component reliability. It utilizes system-level experimental results (shake-table tests on a

full building) and subsystem computational models (floor-diaphragms, shear walls and roof

trusses) to obtain a direct simulation-based estimate for system reliability in cases where the

load-sharing network is too complex to characterize by combining all the candidate compo-

nent failures.

Although some structural design standards recognize the limitations of considering only com-

ponent reliabilities during design, they usually provide empirical modifications to component

capacity anticipating system effects, such as system factors for highway bridge superstruc-

tures [40] or repetitive member factors used in wood design [19].

In contrast, the sensitivity methodology proposed here enables design for a specified system

reliability by recommending new component reliabilities which lead to the system reliability

target. These modified reliabilities are based on the individual component properties as

well as the load sharing network, which is characterized by system reliability sensitivities of

individual components. The proposed component reliabilities are used within the current

load and resistance factor design framework to recommend component resistance factors that

meet the target system reliability.
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1.2 Research strategy

The research strategy begins with a pre-defined target reliability for structural systems based

on engineering intuition or failure-consequence analysis. This pre-defined target reliability

depends on the cost of failure of the system or the inability to meet a target performance.

The targeted system reliability is set to minimize the expected value of a consequence, which

is the product of the cost of the consequence times its likelihood of occurrence [11, 6]. The

cost of a consequence can be envisioned as the monetary cost resulting from collapse of

a residential building or damage to a critical facility. The higher the cost of failure, the

lower should be its likelihood of occurrence (probability of failure), and the higher should

be the targeted reliability. Target system reliability calculations thus depend on the impact

of failure on society and is independent of the engineering design procedure employed to

reach the target. The subject of failure-consequence analysis is beyond the scope of this

dissertation, which begins from a pre-established system reliability target.

Beginning with the targeted system reliability, the system is split into a hierarchy of sub-

systems, which for buildings include roof trusses, shear walls, floor lateral systems and floor

gravity systems. The next step is to consider each of the unfactored system load combinations

listed in ASCE-7, for which the load-sharing network among the subsystems is characterized

based on engineering intuition, previous research, full-scale experimental results, or in this

work, a building system computational model. The system load-sharing network is used to

propose target subsystem reliabilities that would meet the system reliability goal.

Taking each subsystem and its target reliability as the starting point, the next step is to

define the load-sharing network among the components within each subsystem. Detailed

computational models for the subsystems including every component and their connections

are used at this stage. The load sharing network, characterized by its system reliability

sensitivities, is used to propose component reliabilities that meet the subsystem reliability

goal.
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Finally, the proposed component reliabilities are used withinin a load and resistance factor

design framework (chapter 2) to recommend component resistance factors. These factors

satisfy the system reliability goal for each load combination and can be directly used in

structural design standards. The procedure is repeated for all ASCE-7 load combinations,

and the final output is a set of resistance factors that satisfy system reliability targets across

all load combinations. This framework is described in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Overall research strategy to propose modified component resistance factors that

meet a pre-defined target system reliability

A stochastic simulation framework is used to characterize the component load-sharing net-

work within each structural subsystem. This begins with a baseline model derived from

designing the subsystem according to current code provisions. Detailed computational mod-
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els for this baseline system are developed and subjected to the specific load combination

being studied. The component reliabilities for each member within the load-sharing net-

work as well as the system reliability for the whole subsystem is computed for this load

combination.

The baseline model is perturbed by modifying the properties (spacing, capacity, ductility

etc.) of each individual component. As a result, the component reliabilities and the over-

all subsystem reliability changes. The change in subsystem reliability per unit change in

component reliability quantifies the system reliability sensitivity to the component that was

modified. The system reliability sensitivities are then used to recommend new component

reliabilities that satisfy the reliability target for the subsystem, and the subsystem design is

updated to meet the new component reliabilities.

The procedure is repeated iteratively until the subsystem reliability goal is met, and the

end result is a set of component reliabilities that meet the target subsystem reliability which

was chosen to satisfy the system reliability target. The component reliabilities are then used

withing a load and resistance factor design framework to propose new component resistance

factors.

Since the proposed component resistance factors satisfy the subsystem reliability target,

which was initially chosen to meet the overall system reliability target, they result in com-

ponent designs aligned to the overall system performance goals. The component designs

can be met by usual load and resistance factor design approaches without necessitating full

system-level simulations in the design office. Finally, the set of steps is repeated for every

load combination, and the most conservative resistance factors are chosen.

The research application focuses on light-steel framed buildings, designed and tested by

professional structural engineers [61] in full-scale shake table building experiments. The

building is split into a hierarchical list of subsystems – shear walls, floor diaphragms and

roof trusses. The target subsystem reliability is set for each of these and modified component

reliabilities are recommended to satisfy them. Specifically in this dissertation, high-fidelity
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finite-element modeling, system reliability and sensitivity analysis is performed for floor

diaphragm subsystems under seismic loads. Parallel research efforts are focusing on applying

the same methodologies to the other subsystems.

1.3 Original contributions

System-subsystem-component hierarchical enumeration provides a new approach to design-

ing for system reliability, as outlined in Figure 1.1. The general approach is applied to

light-framed building systems, which are split into a hierarchy of subsystems in chapter 4.

The strategy is to first set the target system reliability for the building, which are used to

recommend target subsystem reliabilities for floors, walls and trusses using assumptions on

subsystem load-sharing. Rigorous finite-element analyses are performed at the subsystem

level to characterize the load-sharing network, which is used to re-align component relia-

bilities to subsystem targets set by system reliability considerations. The new component

reliabilities can be used to recommend resistance factors which satisfy the system reliability

target, by following component reliability steps which are described in chapter 2.

A system-reliability sensitivity metric is proposed in section 3.2 which can be used to char-

acterize any general load-sharing network of structural components. This characterization

is demonstrated for a simple redundant network of structural components in chapter 3,

highlighting its efficacy in accounting for component ductility during design. The sensitivity

quantifies the dependence of system reliability on the reliability of the individual component.

System reliability changes significantly if the component reliability of a critical member is

modified (higher sensitivity), or remains unchanged for a relatively less-important component

(lower sensitivity).

A direct-simulation based approach for system reliability estimation is proposed in section

2.2.3 as an alternative to classical failure-mode based system reliability for large systems

with several possible failure paths. The methodology is inspired by hazard-fragility analysis
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in earthquake engineering, and is distinct in two ways – (1) it is applicable to any hazard

type, not only seismic and (2) it includes the uncertainty in structural parameters whereas

seismic fragility analysis models the structure as deterministic and captures only the record-

to-record variability in response. The approach is verified with failure-mode approaches for

system reliability using a classical redundant system network in chapter 3.

A general approach is proposed in chapter 3 to compute target component reliabilities given

the system reliability target, using the vector of sensitivities for the load-sharing network.

This approach is used to compute target shear wall and diaphragm reliabilities in chapter 5

tuned to the building system reliability target, and screw-fastened connection reliabilities in

chapter 7 tuned to the diaphragm reliability target.

Chapters 4 and 5 outline seismic system reliability calculation and sensitivity analysis for

cold-formed steel buildings, and derive target subsystem reliabilities to meet a building sys-

tem reliability goal of 2.5. Load sharing factors between different subsystems are calculated,

and an interstory drift ratio based approach is recommended for system reliability calcula-

tion. A simplified reliability model is proposed that can calculate system reliabilities with

lesser computational power compared to the state-of-the-art incremental dynamic analysis

method used in earthquake engineering.

A high-fidelity finite element model for light-framed diaphragm subsystems is developed

using the general purpose finite-element application ABAQUS (chapter 6). The model uses

shell elements for all the floor diaphragm components (joists, tracks, panels, strap bracing,

blocking and clip-angles) and non-linear spring elements for every single fastener connection,

and matches the exact design details for a professionally-built cold-formed steel building.

The critical spring elements, which are assigned quadri-linear load-deformation relationships

characterized by component tests, can update their orientations during the analysis, and

contact between wood panels is modeled using bearing and frictional springs. The analysis

is thus both materially and geometrically non-linear. The model is used to characterize

subsystem response and reliability under in-plane lateral loads.
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The system reliability for floor diaphragm subsystems is calculated in chapter 7, using un-

certainty quantification at the fastener level combined with finite-element simulations. Tra-

ditional failure-mode estimation approaches would be intractable for the complex model

studied here due to the large number of components and candidate failure modes. Using

target diaphragm reliability calculated in chapter 4, sensitivity calculations are performed

to recommend final target component reliabilities and component design guidelines.

1.4 Dissertation structure

Chapter 2 provides a background on component-based load and resistance factor design,

including example derivations of cold-formed steel component reliability design criteria. It

also describes past research on system reliability and its application to design codes, and

concludes with descriptions of hazard and fragility anaylsis in performance-based earthquake

engineering which gives a more direct estimate of system reliability.

In chapter 3, the general methodology to characterize the structural load sharing network

and recommend modified resistance factors is discussed. This general framework is applied

to a well-known classical network, the Daniels system, which has frequently been used to

study system reliability methods in previous research. A convolution-based direct simulation

calculation approach for estimating system reliability is verified with example problems in

the literature. A light-framed diaphragm system is modeled as a Daniels network and its

members are designed to component LRFD guidelines. Component to system reliability

maps are derived for perfectly ductile, brittle or quadri-linear components in the network,

which are typically treated identically in component based LRFD, and modified resistance

factors that account for component ductility are proposed.

Light framed building systems are introduced in chapter 4 and the framework for whole sys-

tem reliability based design is described. The building is hierarchically split into subsystems

and components, and the function, design and behavior of the diaphragm and shear wall sub-
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systems is detailed. Load-sharing relationships between the subsystems as the building is

subjected to a seismic load combination is derived using a simplified spring model subjected

to non-linear time history analysis. The load-sharing relationships are used in chapter 5 to

calculate building system reliability, perform sensitivity analysis to recommend subsystem

reliability targets and analyze the structural implications of the sensitivity results.

In chapter 6 a high-fidelity finite element model is developed for floor diaphragm subsystems.

Diaphragm force-deformation response under in-plane lateral loads is calculated along with

component force distributions and reliabilities.

The deterministic modeling results are used in chapter 7 to incorporate uncertainty in com-

ponent response and run stochastic (Monte-Carlo) simulations on the diaphragm model.

The simulations characterize the diaphragm capacity distribution which is used to calculate

subsystem reliability under seismic loads. Sensitivity analysis is performed to tune the com-

ponent reliabilities calculated in chapter 6 such that the diaphragm subsystem reliability

target of 2.1 may be satisfied, concluding with proposed design modifications to satisfy the

component reliabilities.

Conclusions and future work are described in chapters 8 and 9 of the dissertation.



Chapter 2

Literature Review on

Component-Based Load and

Resistance Factor Design and

Classical System Reliability

This chapter presents a review of general component reliability methods used in load and

resistance factor design (LRFD), as well as previous approaches to solve the system reliability

problem. A detailed derivation of the component LRFD equations is first presented including

an example demonstrating the development of LRFD provisions for the design of cold-formed

steel members. This is followed by a description of previous approaches to system reliability,

and ends with hazard and fragility analysis approaches used in modern performance based

seismic design. Specific modifications to the existing procedures described herein which

define the research presented in the following chapters are highlighted.

11
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2.1 Background on component-reliability based design

2.1.1 Derivation of component-reliability based load and resis-

tance factors

Probability based criteria for structural design was introduced through load and resistance

factors intended for routine design checks [29]. The methodology came to be known as load

and resistance factor design (LRFD) which advanced the existing allowable stress design

guidelines. Although the underlying theory was probabilistic, a deterministic design format

was developed using proposed factors based on comprehensive statistical analysis for loads

and resistances. The factors were calibrated to insure reliability levels implied in existing de-

sign recommendations against two limit states – strength (the structure withstands extreme

loads) and serviceability (intended functionality is satisfied) during the design lifetime [35].

The procedure to derive load and resistance factors begins with the definition of a limit

state, which is an equation demarcating structural failure from acceptable performance. It

is expressed as a mathematical expression g(X) for the set of basic random variables X

that include structural properties (material and geometry of structural components) and

component load effects (bending moment, shear or axial forces) arising from system loads

(dead, live, wind, snow or earthquake).

g(X) < 0

implies failure
(2.1)

The generalized reliability index β is defined as the inverse standard normal distribution

function Φ at the probability of failure.

β = −Φ−1(P (g(X) < 0)) (2.2)
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This is generally applicable to any form of the limit state surface unlike simple or geometric

reliability indices [65]. This dissertation deals exclusively with the reliability index definition

used in Equation 2.2.

The LRFD approach recommends load and resistance factors to satisfy reliability targets

for each component in the structural system. Component reliability can be calculated by

comparing capacities to demands on a member to member basis. If the capacity of the ith

component in a structural network (obtained from component testing) is denoted as Ci and

its demand (evaluated from structural analysis) is Di then the component limit state is

gi = Ci −Di (2.3)

where Ci and Di are random variables, and Di is often described in structural reliability

literature as the load effect [104]. The component reliability index is obtained by using

Equation 2.3 to specialize Equation 2.2 as

βi = −Φ−1(P (Ci −Di < 0)) (2.4)

The probabilistic distributions for Ci and Di required to compute βi are generally unknown.

A convenient assumption employed in component reliability based design standards (for

example, AISI design standard, highway bridge load ratings[2, 40]) prescribes that the ratio

Ci/Di is distributed lognormally [58], in which case Equation 2.4 further simplifies to

βi =
logn

µCi
µDi√

V 2
Ci

+ V 2
Di

(2.5)

where µCi and VCi is the mean and coefficient of variation (COV) of Ci, and µDi and VDi are

the mean and COV of VDi .

The design criterion for a component-based LRFD procedure is to ensure that the component

reliability index is always greater than or equal to the target reliability index, that is, βi ≥ βt,i
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for all i components. Target reliability indices were established from the implied reliability

indices in allowable stress structural design codes in 1980 [29] and the typical values used

are 2.5 for members and 3.5 for connections. This is accomplished using load factors γ and

resistance factors φ that are calibrated to βt. The load factors γ, provided in ASCE-7, are

constant across material types and loading scenarios (that is, the relative magnitudes of

dead, live, wind, snow or earthquake loads).

In general the target component reliability will be obtained using different combinations of

resistance factors φ and load factors γ that change with the loading scenario, or conversely,

the required nominal resistance Cn for a given target reliability index would vary with the

relative magnitudes of individual load cases. Since it was desirable that a uniform set of load

factors be used for all loading scenarios, a constrained optimization technique was employed

that minimized the weighted square difference I(φ, γ), given by Equation 2.6, between the

required nominal resistance Cn,i given a fixed set of load and resistance factors and actual

nominal resistances C∗n,i required for a general loading scenario, across all j possible loading

scenarios [29].

I(φ, γ) =
∑

j loading scenarios

pj(C
∗
n,i − Cn,i)2 (2.6)

where C∗n,i is the actual nominal resistance required to reach the target component reliability

βt,i, and Cn,i is the required nominal resistance obtained from the LRFD design equation

using factors φ and γ. For example, if the load combination includes gravity and wind,

Cn,i = (γDDn + γLLn + γWWn)/φ [30], where γD, γL, γW are the load factors for dead, live

and wind loads, and φ is the resistance factor. The weighting factors pj were assigned

based on best estimates for the relative frequency of common load combinations for different

construction materials, and it was noted from sensitivity studies that the factors were affected

more by the range of loading scenarios considered than by the weight distributions. It was

assumed that nominal wind and earthquake loads were equally likely to be 0.5, 1.0, 3.0 and

5.0 times the nominal dead load and were assigned same relative weights pj. The relative
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weights for different live to dead nominal load ratios and different construction materials are

listed in Table 2.1 [30]

Table 2.1: Relative weights pj for different live to dead nominal load ratios as provided in

[29]

Nominal Live Load / Nominal Dead Load

Material 0.25 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.5 3.0 5.0

Steel 0 10 20 25 35 7 30

Reinforced Concrete 10 45 30 10 5 0 0

Light Gage and Aluminium 0 0 6 17 22 33 22

Masonry 36 36 20 6 2 0 0

Since the procedure outlined in Equation 2.6 would result in different load factors across

different construction materials which was undesirable, it was necessary to separate the load

and resistance factors, such that the set of γ factors would remain constant across different

materials and limit states, and φ factors would account for the corresponding changes. The

optimization methodology used additional constraints to obtain the final load factors. The

dead load factor γD was assumed as 1.2 which was considered to be the minimum acceptable

value in professional practice. For gravity load combinations, it was assumed that the same

factor γL = γS would be used for live and snow loads, and this factor should provide a

resistance factor φ for flexure in steel and reinforced concrete in the range 0.85 to 0.9, which

was satisfied by choosing γL = γS = 1.6.

While dead loads are expected to stay relatively unchanged over time, the quantity of interest

for other load cases is the maximum expected value over a time period. The maxima of two

separate load cases, for example, live and wind loads, have a low probability of occurring

simultaneously, and so another quantity of interest is the point in time load value, defined

as the measured load obtained when the random load process is sampled at an arbitrary
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time point. For example, two separate conditions were considered for the dead + live +

wind load combination – the first one included a maximum expected live load plus a point

in time wind load , and the other had a maximum expected wind load and a point in time

live load. Again setting φ factors to lie within 0.85 to 0.9 and γD = 1.2, the case with the

point in time live load generated a wind load factor of 0.1, which was ignored to obtain a

single dead + live + wind load combination given by γD = 1.2, γL = 0.5 and γW = 1.3.

Similar considerations for earthquake load combinations, counteracting loads, live + snow

load (important for upper story columns) and wind + snow load (important for certain roof

structures) led to the following final load combinations –

1.4Dn

1.2Dn + 1.6Ln

1.2Dn + 1.6Sn + (0.5Lnor0.8Wn)

1.2Dn + 1.3Wn + 0.5Ln

1.2Dn + 1.5En + (0.5Lnor0.2Sn)

0.9Dn − (1.3Wnor1.5En)

(2.7)

where Dn, Ln, Sn, Wn and En are nominal dead, live, snow, wind and earthquake loads

respectively. The load combinations provided in Equation 2.7 have undergone changes with

new versions of ASCE-7, and the ASCE 7-10 load combinations are
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1.4Dn

1.2Dn + 1.6Ln

1.2Dn + 1.6Ln + 0.5Sn

1.2Dn + 1.0Ln + 1.6Sn

1.2Dn + 1.0Ln + 1.0Wn + 0.5Sn

1.2Dn + Ln + 0.2Sn + En

0.9Dn − 1.0Wn

0.9Dn − 1.0En

(2.8)

The resistance factors φ are derived through the procedures outlined in [104, 58] and are

summarized in this section. The overall system demand Dsys is a load combination of

demands Dsys,j generated from j different load cases. Component demands Di are obtained

from system demands Dsys using linear elastic structural analysis as Di = ciDsys where ci

is a constant that converts system loads to component load effects. Thus the mean demand

µDi used in Equation 2.5 can be expressed as [104]

µDi = ci
∑
j

BjDn,sys,j =
∑
j

BjDn,i,j (2.9)

where bias factors Bj are the ratio of code specified nominal values Dn,sys,j to mean values

for load case j. The mean capacity µCi can be expressed as

µCi = MmPmFmCn,i (2.10)

where Mm, Pm and Fm are material, professional and fabrication factors and Cn,i is the code

specified nominal capacity for component i. The reliability based design equation is
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φiCn,i ≥
∑
j

γjDn,i,j (2.11)

The above design check is to be performed for all ASCE-7 load combinations (Equation 2.8).

The most severe case will govern, which conversely implies that the recommended resistance

factor φi will be the minimum value obtained after considering all load combinations. Using

Equation 2.11 in Equation 2.10, we get µCi ≥
MmPmFm

∑
j γjDn,i,j

φi
which can be plugged into

Equation 2.5 to get the reliability expression for the lognormal case as

βi ≥
logn

MmPmFm
∑
j γjDn,i,j

φi
∑
j BjDn,i,j√

V 2
Ci

+ V 2
Di

= βt,i (2.12)

Thus, given the target component reliability indices βt,i it is possible to recommend compo-

nent safety factors φi as follows [104]

φi =
MmPmFm

∑
j γjDn,i,j∑

j BjDn,i,j

e
−βt,i

√
V 2
Ci

+V 2
Di (2.13)

2.1.2 Example application of component-reliability design equa-

tions to cold-formed steel design standards

LRFD design provisions were developed for design loads [29], reinforced concrete [27] hot

rolled steel [35, 85] and cold formed steel [58]. Out of these, the specific case of cold-formed

steel is described here in detail because it is relevant to the light-framed building applications

proposed later in the dissertation.

Load combinations, target reliability and resistance factor equation

Lin and Galambos first developed resistance factors for cold-formed steel structural members

in [58].This research was limited to the dead plus maximum live load combination, that is
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1.2Dn + 1.6Ln, since this was the governing case in many practical designs. Using this

load combination in the design equation given by Equation 2.11 gives the required nominal

component resistance as φiCn,i ≥ ci(1.2Dn + 1.6Ln) or Cn,i ≥ ci(1.2Dn/Ln + 1.6)Ln/φ. It

was further assumed that Dn/Ln = 1/5, which is typical for light-steel framed structures.

Thus the nominal required resistance could finally be expressed as Cn,i ≥ 1.84(ciLn/φ), from

which the mean component resistance can be obtained using Equation 2.10 as

µCi ≥ 1.84(ciLn/φ)MmFmPm (2.14)

The mean component demand was obtained from Equation 2.9, using bias factors 1.05 for

dead load and 1.0 for live loads as recommended in [30], and the same assumption Dn/Ln =

1/5, as

µD,i = ci(1.05Dn/Ln + 1)Ln = 1.21ciLn (2.15)

The expressions for mean component capacity and demand, given by Equation 2.14 and 2.15

can be plugged into the Equation 2.5 for component reliability to get

βi ≥
(1.521/φ)MmFmPm√

V 2
Ci

+ V 2
Di

(2.16)

The load variability V 2
Di

was obtained by combining the variabilities VD = 0.1 and VL = 0.25

and bias factors 1.05 and 1.0 for dead and live loads respectively, as derived in [30]. The

expression for VDi is given by

VDi =

√
(1.05Dn/Ln)2V 2

D + V 2
L

1.05Dn/Ln + 1
(2.17)

Again assuming Dn/Ln = 1/5, one can obtain VDi = 0.21, which is the assumed variability

in demand used to derive all resistance factors.
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The component capacity variability arises from variabilities in the material, fabrication and

professional factors, which gives the capacity variability as

V 2
Ci

= V 2
M + V 2

F + V 2
P (2.18)

The material factor captures the variability in mechanical properties of members, and can be

estimated as the mean (Mm) and variance (Vm) in the ratio of a tested mechanical property

to its predicted strength. Recommended values for yield strength of stainless steel were

Mm = 1.1, VM = 0.1 , while those for the ultimate strength were Mm = 1.1, VM = 0.05. The

fabrication factor captures the uncertainties due to initial imperfections, geometric properties

and cross-sectional dimensions, for instance, the relatively high deviations in weld lengths.

Values for Fm and VF were provided both in the LRFD standard for cold-formed steel

members as well as the AISC criteria for hot-rolled steel members [35, 85]. Finally, the

professional factor reflected the uncertainty in predicting the ultimate strengths of members

and can be obtained as the test to predicted member strengths, as detailed for each specific

component type in the following sections.

Using the component reliability expression given by Equation 2.16 in the target reliability

expression βi ≥ βt,i, the resistance factor φ can be expressed as

φ =
1.521MmFmPm

e
βt,i

√
V 2
Ci

+V 2
Di

(2.19)

Target reliability indices βt,i were obtained from similar research performed for cold-formed

carbon steel which indicated reliabilities of 2.5 for members and 3.5 for connections. Since

the factors of safety used for allowable stress design of cold-formed stainless steel were higher

than the corresponding factors for carbon steels, the proposed target reliabilities were 3.0

for members and 4.0 for connections.

Using the proposed values of βt,i in Equation 2.19, resistance factors were derived for flexural

members, compression members, welded and bolted connections, as described in the following
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sections. The only remaining quantities required to calculate φ are the mean values and

coefficients of variation for the professional factors, which were obtained from the ratios of

the tested ultimate capacities to predicted values for each component type.

Thus there are three essential steps to obtain resistance factors for each component:

1. Develop equations to predict the nominal member capacity.

2. Perform experiments to obtain the mean tested to predicted capacity ratio Pm and

variance VP .

3. Propose values for the material and fabrication factors Mm and Fm, their variabilities

VM and VF and use these in Equations 2.18 and 2.19 to calculate φ. Use VDi = 0.21

throughout.

It should be noted here that the proposed modifications to the component reliability pro-

cedure discussed in this dissertation deal specifically with re-aligning the target reliabilities

βt,i based on the load-sharing network and its system reliability, while the remaining steps

to derive final modified resistance factors stay similar.

Resistance factors for flexural members

Two methods were proposed to obtain the nominal (predicted) strengths of flexural members.

The first method used the effective beam yield moment Mn = SeFy where Se is the elastic

section modulus and Fy the specified yield strength. The effective width method was used

to calculate the section modulus Se. The second method used the inelastic reserve strength

considering partial plastification of the section, but was only applicable to members not

subjected to lateral, torsional, later-torsional buckling or twisting, and only within specified

slenderness ratios.

Seventeen beam experiments performed at Cornell were used to obtain the mean test-to-

predicted ratio PM and variance VP . Since only two of these satisfied the slenderness criteria
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for the inelastic reserve strength method, the effective beam yield method alone was employed

to calculate predicted strengths. The mean test to predicted strength Pm was 1.189 and its

variance VP was 0.0608.

The material and fabrication factors were assumed as follows – Mm = 1.1, VM = 0.1, Fm =

1.0, VF = 0.05. The overall capacity variability calculated using Equation 2.18 was VCi =

0.13. Using these values in Equation 2.19, along with load variability VDi = 0.21, gives a

value of φ = 0.95, which was chosen as the resistance factor for flexural members.

Resistance factors for concentrically loaded compression members

Resistance factors were proposed for concentrically loaded stub-columns and compression

members subjected to flexural or flexural-torsional buckling. Due to the unavailability of

test data, resistance factors could not be derived for members that experienced torsional

buckling. The capacity for stub-columns was predicted as Pn = AeFyc where Fyc is the

yield strength in longitudinal compression and Ae the effective area calculated using the

effective width method. For compression members the capacity was Pn = AeFn where Fn is

the minimum among flexural, torsional and torsional-flexural buckling stresses. The flexural

buckling stress, for doubly-symmetric closed cross-sections or other cross-sections not prone

to torsional or torsional-flexural buckling was computed as :

Fn = π2Et/(KL/r)
2 ≤ Fy (2.20)

where Fy is the 0.2% yield strength, K the effective length factor, L the unbraced length

and r the radius of gyration of the full cross-section. The tangent modulus Et corresponding

to stress Fn was computed with the modified Ramberg-Osgood equation using a computer

program.

The flexural-torsional buckling stress for singly-symmetric cross-sections was predicted as

follows:
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Fn = (1/2β)((Fex + Ft)−
√

((Fex + Ft)
2 − 4βFexFt) ≤ Fy (2.21)

where β = 1 − (x0/r0)
2, x0 being the distance between the centroid and shear center along

the centroidal axis, r0 the polar radius of gyration about shear center, Fex the Euler buckling

stress about the symmetry axis and Ft the torsional buckling stress.

Fourteen concentrically loaded stub column tests performed at Cornell [50, 103] yielded

a mean test to predicted strength Pm = 1.265 and variance VP = 0.0608. For members

subjected to flexural buckling, tested strengths were obtained from twenty-nine column ex-

periments [50, 102] with I-sections and box-sections and pin-ended boundary conditions ,

giving a mean test to predicted ratio of 1.194 with a 0.114 coefficient of variance. An experi-

mental study on hat sections [101] provided test to predicted ratios for compression elements

subjected to torsional-flexural buckling as Pm = 1.111 and VP = 0.074.

The same material and professional factors as flexural members were chosen for compression

members – Mm = 1.1, VM = 0.1, Fm = 1.0, VF = 0.05. Based on these values a φ factor of

0.95 resulted in a reliability index of 3.4 for stub columns, demonstrating the accuracy of

the strength prediction method. For members subjected to flexural buckling, φ = 0.9 gave

a reliability index of 3.05, whereas in the case of members experiencing flexural-torsional

buckling, φ = 0.85 gave a reliability of 3.26. To maintain consistency between members

prone to different buckling modes and also with the LRFD criteria for hot-rolled shapes, a

uniform reliability of φ = 0.85 was chosen.

The strength prediction equations for concentrically loaded columns have evolved with time.

New expressions for the buckling stresses were adopted in the 1996 specifications in terms of

the slenderness ratio λc =
√

(Fy/Fe) similar to the column curve used in the AISC LRFD

specification. This was a direct strength prediction approach since it used the gross cross-

sectional area multiplied with a reduced stress for inelastic buckling to predict ultimate

capacity. These were verified with 299 experiments by Pekoz and Summer [77] showing a

better predictability compared to Equations 2.20 and 2.21. In the 2004 specification the
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direct strength method was extended to local and distortional buckling which considered

the entire cross-sectional elastic buckling stress for nominal capacity prediction, instead of

combining buckling stresses of individual elements in the cross-section and their effective-

widths as was the current practice at the time [88].

While the prediction equations updated with new versions of the AISI design specification,

the resistance factors remained un-altered. A verification study considering results from

675 column tests including Cee sections, lipped and unlipped Z sections, angle sections, hat

sections and members with perforations was carried out in [37, 38]. These studies utilized the

direct strength method for capacity predictions and recommended resistance factors of 0.8

for flexural, torsional or flexural-torsional buckling, 0.9 for local-global buckling interaction

and 0.95 for distortional buckling.

Resistance factors for welded connections

The nominal load for groove welds in butt joints in tension or compression was obtained

as Pn = LtFua where L is the welded length, t the thickness of the thinnest welded sheet,

and Fua the tensile strength of the annealed based metal. The nominal shear strength

for longitudinally loaded fillet welds was Pn = (0.7 − 0.009L/t)LtFua, L/t < 30 and Pn =

0.43LtFua or Pn = 0.75LtwFxx, L/t ≥ 30, where tw = 0.707t is the effective throat and Fxx

the tensile strength of the weld metal. For transverse loading it equalled Pn = 0.75LtFua or

Pn = LTwFxx. The first of these was to prevent sheet failure and the second to prevent weld

metal failure.

Tested strengths for groove welds were obtained from ten tests with 0.5 inch thick specimens

[31] and thirty-three tests with 1 inch thick specimens [33]. The overall professional factors

obtained were Pm = 1.113 and VP = 0.084. For transverse fillet welds, ten connection tests

[31] gave two sets of test to predicted ratios – Pm1 = 1.027,VP1 = 0.088 for predicted capacity

against sheet metal failure, and Pm2 = 1.207, VP2 = 0.089 for weld metal failure. The

corresponding values for longitudinal fillet welds, obtained from ten experiments conducted
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in [31], were Pm1 = 1.083,VP1 = 0.131 and Pm2 = 1.058,VP2 = 0.126.

The material and professional factors for welded connections were different from flexural or

compression members, and the values used were Mm = 1.1, VM = 0.05, Fm = 1.0, VF = 0.15.

A different target reliability of 4.0 was used for these components as well. These led to

resistance factors of 0.6 for groove welds, 0.55 for longitudinal fillet welds, 0.55 for transverse

welds against plate metal failures and 0.65 against welds metal failures.

Resistance factors for bolted connections

Resistance factors were calculated for sheet shear failure, bearing or piling up of material

in front of bolt and sheet tearing. Bolt shear or tensile failures were not included. The

nominal sheet shear strength was calculated as Pn = teFu, where t is the thickness of the

thinnest connected part, e the minimum edge distance or center-to-center distance of two

adjacent holes measured along the line of force, and Fu the tensile strength of the connected

sheet. The nominal bearing strength was calculated as Pn = Fpdt, Fb = 2Fu in single shear

and Fu = 2.75Fu in double shear, d the nominal bolt diameter. The tensile strength was

calculated as Pn = AnFt with An being the net section area and Ft the nominal tensile stress.

Tested strengths were obtained from twenty-four bolted connection tests between two 4 in.

X 20 in. steel sheets with single row of fasteners in single or double shear [31]. Four of these

failed in sheet shear giving test-to-predicted strength ratios Pm = 1.055 and VP = 0.054.

Thirteen tests were used for bearing resistance factors, out of which ten were pure bearing and

three combined bearing, tearing and shear, for which the professional factors were Pm = 1.018

and VP = 0.078. The remaining seven tests experienced tension failure with Pm = 1.101 and

VP = 0.098.

Material and professional factors for bolted connections were assumed as Mm = 1.1, VM =

0.1, Fm = 1.0, VF = 0.05, with a target reliability βt,i = 4.0. Using these values, resistance

factors of 0.7 were recommended for sheet shear, 0.65 for bearing and 0.7 for tension.
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Determination of resistance factors from testing structural members

The current AISI design provisions for cold-formed steel members (AISI S100-16 chapter

F) also provides recommendations for deriving resistance factors from component testing,

following the same reliability procedure described in section 2.1.2 using mean and variance

of test-to-predicted strengths Pm and VP .

Test results are allowed to be used directly without a strength prediction model with Pm =

1.0, for which at least three identical tests are required, and if any individual test deviates

from the mean result by more than 15 percent, additional tests until such deviation is

eliminated have to be conducted, or at least three additional tests have to be performed.

Alternately, a rational engineering model can be used for strength prediction, for which Pm

is defined as the mean strength to predicted ratio. The variance of the professional factor

VP is limited to a minimum value of 0.065.

The component variability expression given by equation 2.18 is modified as V 2
Ci

= V 2
M +

V 2
F + CPV

2
P . The correction factor CP depends on n, the number of tests performed, with

CP = 5.3 for n = 3 and CP = (1 + 1/n)m/(m− 2) for n ≥ 4, where m = n− 1.

Target reliabilities βt,i is recommended as 2.5 for members and 3.5 for connections, and mate-

rial and fabrication factors Mm, VM , Fm and VF are provided in table F1 of the specification,

with resistance factors permitted to be derived using equation 2.19.

2.1.3 Incorporating system effects in component-reliability based

design using empirical factors

It was acknowledged during the development of LRFD that although the practical recom-

mendation was a member to member safety check insuring satisfactory component reliabil-

ities, ideally the performance criteria should be system based [29] – a drawback that was

acceptable because structural system reliability would be far greater than the most critical
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component reliability. This resulted from several different factors – practical overdesign from

constructability considerations, conservative member limit states (for example, first plastic

hinge formation), ductile member limit states, ignoring beneficial effects from non-structural

members, serviceability controlled design and the fact that the structural system may not

fail when the critical member collapses due to redundancy and alternate load paths [36].

A recommended method to overcome the conservatism was the use of systems factors φs

that modified component resistance factors φi depending on the system limit state, such

that the final resistance factor would be φsφi [36]. Advancing upon the general limit state

g(X) discussed so far which does not consider the consequence of failure upon the structural

system, the following classification of limit states was recommended:

1. Serviceability limit state – Structures experience acceptable damage to system demands

that are expected to be breached several times during the structure’s intended lifetime.

Examples include floor deflection limits due to live loads or drift limits due to wind

loads.

2. Ultimate limit state – Structures respond to extreme demands that have low exceedance

probabilities during the design life in a manner that major failure to the network is

acceptably small, and life safety is maintained.

Based on the above limit states, the following systems factors φs were recommended for

different types of component failures –

1. φs = 1.1 for slight damage, such as first plastic hinge formation in compact members

that are part of a redundant frame, yielding of tension members or simply supported

non-slender beams on solid supports.

2. φs = 1.0 for moderate damage, caused by failures of columns in statically determinate

structures, slender members, beam or frame failures that lead to plastic mechanisms

or connections between multiple elements acting in tension, shear or a combination.
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3. φs = 0.9 for serious damage caused by frame instability under gravity loads where

side-sway is restricted by the presence of cladding.

4. φs = 0.8 or φs = 0.7 for complete damage cased by frame instability in the absence

of structural cladding, or component failures that bring down the whole system (gross

lack of redundancy).

The resistance factor modifications discussed above are similar to what is proposed in this

dissertation, however as can be seen these recommendations are somewhat empirical and do

not include explicit system reliability calculations.

Other examples of empirical factors that indirectly account for system effects include effec-

tive length factors in column design, nominal strength increases in repetitive light framed

construction and R and Cd factors used in seismic design for response modification and

deflection amplification. System factors used to account for system effects in wood construc-

tion are also based on simple modeling assumptions and engineering judgment, which lead

to discrepancies between the estimated strength used in calculating ‘apparent’ reliabilities in

design codes, and actual system strength leading to reliabilities observed in real structural

system response [86].

2.2 Background on system reliability for a network of

structural components

The component reliabilities βi in a structural system network define the system reliability

βsys based on the component load sharing characteristics. This depends on how component

failures interact and affect the network, for example, in some systems a single component

failure event may trigger system collapse, whereas in other, more benign situations, several

components would have to fail simultaneously for the system to fail. In this section the
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methodology to failure mode and direct convolution-based approaches to estimate system

reliability and their previous application to structural design methods is discussed.

2.2.1 System reliability calculation using failure mode analysis ap-

proaches

System level safety is quantified by the system reliability index βsys, given by

βsys = −Φ−1[P (SystemFailure)] (2.22)

where Φ is the standard normal cumulative density function and P (SystemFailure) is the

system failure probability. One way to solve Equation 2.22 is to consider individual structural

failure modes, any one of which can trigger system failure. Each failure mode comprises

combined component failures, such that the overall system reliability is expressed as [22]

P (SystemFailure) = P [∪Kk=1∩i∈Ck(gi(X) < 0)] (2.23)

where K is the number of system failure modes, each triggered by simultaneous component

failures for members belonging to individual cut sets Ck. The cut sets represent structural

components that can fail together to trigger system failure. For example, for the Colorado

State Highway bridge girder system considered in [32], two internal girders and one external

girder comprise a single cut set. An n component classical series system, whose failure

is triggered by any individual failing, will have n cut sets with a single component each,

whereas a classical parallel system will have a single cut set of n components. Solving

the system reliability problem in this form given in Equation 2.23 requires some form of

non-linear structural analysis to identify component failure interactions that lead to system

failure, each of which is termed a failure mode. Such procedures require the enumeration

of all possible failure modes that can lead to complete structural collapse, which makes
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the system reliability problem significantly challenging [70]. Various algorithms have been

proposed for this – some examples include the incremental loading method [84], truncated

enumeration method [66], the branch and bound method [23], hybrid analytical-simulation

methods such as linear programming [16], combined enumeration and adaptive importance

sampling [23],selective genetic algorithm search strategies [92], selective search for dominant

failure modes [53], matrix based system reliability [96] etc.

Once the failure modes have been enumerated, the exact system reliability may be computed

if the correlations between all individual failure modes are known. Since this information

is not available generally, many researchers have proposed mathematical upper and lower

bounds to system reliability which are practically useful if the band is narrow (upper and

lower bounds are close to each other) [25, 83, 97]. From a load-sharing network viewpoint,

upper and lower bound systems can be envisioned as springs arranged in series or parallel

– failure occurs in series systems when the first component fails, i.e., low redundancy, and

parallel systems when all components fail, i.e., high redundancy.

In general the events Ei, which imply failure of the ith structural component, constituting a

series or parallel system will be statistically dependent, and the exact solution to Equation

2.23 can be found only if the correlations between all modes are known. For example, the

exact series system failure probability is given by the inclusion-exclusion rule –

P (Eseries system) = P (∪i=ni=1Ei) =
∑
i

P (Ei)−
∑
i<j

P (EiEj) +
∑
i<j<k

P (EiEjEK)− .... (2.24)

Owing to the difficulty in solving Equation 2.24, there has been a great stress on developing

bounds for the system failure probability [95]. Unicomponent probability bounds for the

series system were first derived by Boole in 1954 [7].

max(Pi) ≤ P (∪i=ni=1Ei) ≤ min(1,
i=n∑
i=1

Pi) (2.25)
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which were extended to bi-component bounds through the efforts of Kounias, Hunter and

Ditlevsen [54, 43, 25, 95].

P1 +
i=n∑
i=2

max(0, Pi −
j=i−1∑
j=1

Pij) ≤ P (∪i=ni=1Ei) = P1 +
i=n∑
i=2

(Pi −maxj<iPij) (2.26)

The bounds for parallel systems can be obtained by converting to a series system using

De-Morgan’s rule ∩Ei = ∪Ei.

Upper and lower bound solutions for series systems have also been implemented in finite-

element based system reliability treatments for geometrically non-linear elastic structures

[47], with example applications to an elastic truss and suspended structures [34]. These

techniques were used for system reliability evaluation of suspension bridges, with specific

application to the Honshu Shikoku Bridge in Japan [48].

2.2.2 Applications of system reliability quantifications to struc-

tural design

Several studies have recommended design-code modifications based on system reliability

analyses. It was demonstrated in [42] that material behavior, load and resistance statistics,

load sharing relationships and damage level influence the system reliability for ductile and

brittle springs arranged in parallel. This study considered redundant spring systems with

linear elastic behavior until yield, following which the strength either drops to a residual

(brittle springs) or stays capped at yield (ductile springs) and it was recommended that

resistance factors be increased in systems with higher reserve strengths (multiple redundant

components). Detailed system reliability analyses on these systems are provided in chapter

3. These studies also recommended global system factors φR similar to those proposed in

[36] and discussed in section 2.1.3 which modified the component design check described in

Equation 2.11 as follows :
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φRφiCn,i ≥
∑
j

γjDn,i,j (2.27)

with φR ranging from 0.8 to 1.1 for zero to high strength reserves in the system. The strength

reserve was quantified by the system performance factor R = βsys(intact)/(βsys(intact) −

βsys(damaged)) where βsys(intact) and βsys(damaged) are the system reliabilities calculated

when component i is either intact or damaged.

System factors that increase or decrease nominal component resistance based on redundancy

are used in highway bridge superstructure design and load ratings [40]. Four limit states

were considered in this study :

1. Member failure – Component limit state described in section 2.1.1 and obtained from

component reliability analysis, with a capacity LF1, reliability βmember

2. Ultimate limit state – Ultimate capacity (LFu) of the bridge system or formation of a

collapse mechanism, reliability βult

3. Functionality limit state – Capacity at which the deflection of the main longitudinal

member equals or exceeds the span length/1000 (LFf ), reliability βfunc

4. Damaged condition limit state – Ultimate capacity (LFd) after one of the main load-

carrying components is removed from the bridge, reliability βdamaged

Using the above limit states and their capacities, system reserve ratios were defined as :

Ru =
LFu
LF1

, Rf =
LFf
LF1

, Rd =
LFd
LF1

, (2.28)

The redundancy of the bridge system was quantified using the differences between ultimate,

functionality and damaged reliability indices with the member failure reliability index, that

is, ∆βu = βult − βmember, ∆βf = βfunc − βmember and ∆βd = βdamaged − βmember. Using the
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lognormal form of the reliability expression given in Equation 2.5, these may be related to

the system load reserve ratios as follows:

∆βu =
lognRu√
V 2
LF + V 2

LL

,∆βf =
lognRf√
V 2
LF + V 2

LL

,∆βd =
lognRd

LL75

LL2√
V 2
LF + V 2

LL

(2.29)

where VLF and VLL are the coefficients of variation in LF1 and LL75 (the maximum 75 year

live load), LL75 is the mean value of LL75 and LL2 the mean maximum 2 year live load

(relevant for the damaged bridge condition).

The system factors were calibrated to target values of ∆βu, ∆βf and ∆βd, which were

recommended based on simple-span, steel and prestressed concrete bridge studies as :

∆βu ≥ 0.85,∆βf ≥ 0.25,∆βd ≥ −2.7 (2.30)

The required reliability margins can be converted to required system reserve ratios using

Equation 2.29 as :

Ru ≥ 1.3, Rf ≥ 1.1, Rd ≥ 0.5 (2.31)

Using these values, the following redundancy ratios were proposed for ultimate, functionality

and damaged limit states – rf = Rf/1.1, ru = Ru/1.3 and rd = Rd/0.5. The member reserve

ratio was defined as r1 = (Rprovided −D)/(Rreq −D), where Rprovided, Rreq and D are the

provided member capacity, the required member capacity and the dead load respectively.

Finally, the system redundancy factor was defined as φred = min(r1ru, r1rf , r1rd), which

could be used within the component LRFD design check as φredφiCn,i ≥ γdDn +γlLn(1 + I),

I being the impact load factor.

The system reliability methodology proposed in this dissertation follows a similar calibration

methodology which quantifies the system capacity corresponding to the ultimate limit state.
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However, it is distinct in the following ways – (1) the first-order lognormal assumption

is relaxed and system reliability calculations are generalized for all capacity and demand

distributions, (2) it is generalized for any load combination (not just dead + live) and (3)

the modified resistance factors, which are recommended for all components in the system,

are calibrated to an explicit system reliability target instead of the difference between first

member and system limit state reliabilities.

In the next section, the first of these advancements, that is, the capability to consider

general capacity and demand distributions, is described, and applied to an example problem

in chapter 3. The third advancement, which is an explicit calibration to system reliability

targets, is achieved by the reliability sensitivity methodology which is introduced in chapter

3.

2.2.3 Fragility and hazard analysis based system reliability for

seismic performance-based design

Modern seismic performance-based structural designs recommend performance criteria (for

example, immediate occupancy, life safety, collapse prevention) based on system response at

specified hazard levels [17]. These approaches explicitly compute system reliabilities using

multiple non-linear structural analyses [18] . The system reliability problem is broken into

two separate parts – one characterizing external demand (hazard) and the other representing

the probabilistic structural response (fragility). In contrast with failure mode enumeration

techniques discussed above, this is a direct structural simulation approach similar to the

methodologies employed in this dissertation.

The hazard level is expressed in terms of spectral acceleration which is a property of the

structure’s natural period and the ground-motion’s frequency content. This is statistically

characterized in terms of an exceedance probability over a given time period (for example,

2% in 50 years) [15]. Structural fragility is computed by probabilistically quantifying an
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engineering demand parameter (such as peak inter-story drift) through multiple simulations

with a ground motion set scaled to the same spectral acceleration [15]. Several examples of

structural fragility assessment can be found in [10, 28, 93, 44, 98]. These studies typically

quantify structural response variability to different ground motions without modeling uncer-

tainty in the structure itself. By contrast, the work presented here focuses on quantifying

the uncertainty in structural component properties to obtain fragilities for general loading

scenarios not limited to seismic.

The fragility-hazard based convolution framework for calculating system reliability starts

with the system failure probability definition as:

P (SystemFailure) = P (Csys −Dsys ≤ 0) (2.32)

where Csys and Dsys represent random system capacity and demand respectively. One way

to solve Equation 2.32 is to carry out direct Monte Carlo simulations considering variability

in structural properties as well as external demand (for example, [9]) and counting the

number of simulated failures. This approach would typically require a very large number of

simulations which can be prohibitive when system failure probabilities are low and structural

models have high computational demand. This is circumvented by splitting the system

reliability problem into two parts – fragility and hazard, the latter of which will typically

be available from independent analyses (for example, Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis

[14]) and the former can be estimated by orders of magnitude lower number of simulations

than required for direct failure probability estimation.

The system reliability expression given in Equation 2.32 can be recast as

P (Csys −Dsys ≤ 0) =

∫ d=∞

d=0

P (Csys ≤ d|Dsys = d)dFDsys(d) =

∫ d=∞

d=0

FCsys(d)dFDsys(d)

(2.33)

when Csys and Dsys are independent random variables, and Fx represents the cumulative
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distribution function for random variable x. The conditional probability P (Csys ≤ d|Dsys =

d) is known as fragility and the demand distribution fDsys(d) is the hazard, where fx is the

probability density function for random variable x. This approach is common in probabilistic

performance based seismic design, for example, where Equation 2.33 is further broken down

as [15]

P (Csys −Dsys ≤ 0) =

∫ d=∞

d=0

P (Csys ≤ d|Dsys = d)dFDsys(d)

=

∫ x=∞

x=0

P (Csys ≤ d)P (Dsys ≥ d|Sa = x)dFSa(x)

(2.34)

where Sa is the random spectral acceleration at the site whose probability distribution (haz-

ard) is usually approximated as [15]

P (Sa ≥ x) = k0x
−k (2.35)

with empirical factors k0 and k depending on the site conditions. In this dissertation we

assumed that the hazard distribution is known by these or other means and will typically

be modeled as a lognormal random variable.

The first part of Equation 2.33, the fragility P (Csys ≤ d) is often approximated by the

deterministic expression

P (Csys ≤ d) = FCsys(d) = Φ[ln(d/mCsys)/βCsys ] (2.36)

where mCsys is the median capacity and βCsys is the logarithmic standard deviation [28, 93].

This relationship has widely been employed to obtain seismic fragilities for non-ductile rein-

forced concrete frames [10], building frame systems made out of steel or reinforced concrete

[28], precast and prestressed bridge decks [93], highway bridge superstructures [44], nuclear

power plants [52] and fire sprinkler systems [98]. The usual practice in these studies is to
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determine the median demand measure at a given spectral acceleration Sa (which is random

due to earthquake record to record variability) and compare it with empirically defined ca-

pacities corresponding to performance levels (example, inter story drift ratio for immediate

occupancy or structural damage) to obtain the conditional failure probability given a spec-

tral acceleration. In contrast, the fragilities obtained in this work are expressed directly in

terms of demand loads at the ultimate limit state, which gives a probabilistic distribution

for system capacity that can be used for system reliability estimation.

The capacity distribution FCsys is to be obtained from a full inelastic system analysis, which

is similar to failure mode enumeration discussed in section 2.2.2, however the focus is on

capturing these modes within the distribution for Csys from direct non-linear simulations.

This is advantageous for system configurations in which some failure modes are dominant

which simplifies the system analysis because the improbable modes and their correlations

can be excluded.

If all uncertainty sources are modeled for a given structural system the capacity distribution

may be obtained by direct Monte Carlo simulation. Every random generation of the system

model including appropriate uncertainties in component behavior can be simulated to its

limit (convergence loss in the solver or end of analysis), such that the failure load gives a

single realization of random system capacity Csys, and by multiple simulations the system

capacity histogram can be constructed. It should be noted that ‘failure’ is intended as a

general term here which can correspond to a serviceability (load at which ∆ ≥ δlim, where

δlim is the serviceability deflection limit) or ultimate limit state, as described in section 2.1.3.

In chapter 3 the system reliability problem is solved for a representative redundant system

of springs using the direct convolution approach and is verified with previous failure-mode

based solutions described in the literature. The system is then designed with a modified

component reliability methodology using reliability sensitivities to characterize the load-

sharing network. This demonstrates the general research strategy for system reliability-based

design for a simple structural system.



Chapter 3

System Reliability-Sensitivity Based

Design with Example Application to a

Classical Redundant Spring System

This chapter discusses the proposed methodology to derive modified resistance factors that

satisfy a pre-defined target system reliability. The objective is to propose an algorithm to

solve for target component reliabilities βt,i which will satisfy a system reliability goal βt,sys.

The methodology to convert the vector of target reliabilities {β} to a vector of resistance

factors {φ} is the component-based LRFD method described in chapter 2. The focus here is

to quantify the relative importance of different components within the load-sharing network

using their system reliability sensitivities, and then use that quantification to solve for {β}.

The chapter begins with a general discussion of the proposed methodology, and then applies

it to a classical redundant structural network which is extensively used to validate system

reliability methods. The system reliability and sensitivities for this network is evaluated

using the convolution framework described in section 2.2.3, which is first validated with

previous results presented in the literature. Finally, a light framed floor subsystem is cast

as a simple parallel system model which is designed first using component-based LRFD and

38
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then with modified component reliability targets generated from their sensitivities to satisfy

a pre-defined system reliability.

3.1 Deriving functional relationships between compo-

nent and system reliability

The information on system load sharing characteristics can provide system reliability es-

timates from failure mode analysis or system capacity distributions. For an n component

system, the system reliability is a general function of the component reliabilities given by

βsys = B(β1, β2...βn) (3.1)

The above functional relationship does not hold in general, because the same βi can be

achieved by different combinations of the mean and variance in component capacity µC,i

and VC,i (see Equation 2.2). However this issue can be circumvented by constraining the

component designs, for example, by assuming strength variability VC,i to stay constant be-

cause design changes usually cannot affect manufacturing quality control which defines VC,i.

Moreover, practical constraints in the profession may only allow for certain discrete values

of µC,i and βi to be available commercially, for example, a pre-defined set of hot-rolled steel

shapes, or a small set of shear wall configurations for use in a cold-formed steel building.

Thus although Equation 3.1 appears to define a continuous function that is difficult to define

generally, practical constraints reduces the scope of B significantly, effectively making it a

map from a finite set of the vector {β} to a finite range of the scalar βsys.

The function B can be estimated if the system load sharing network is defined. For a series

system with independent components, the probability that the system does not fail equals the

product of the probabilities that every component survives. The system failure probability

is the complement of this event given by
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P (SystemFailure) = 1−
i=n∏
i=1

(1− P (Ci −Di < 0)) = 1−
i=n∏
i=1

(1− Φ(−βi)) (3.2)

This can be used in Equation 2.22 to obtain the functional relationship B as

βsys = −Φ−1(1−
i=n∏
i=1

(1− Φ(−βi))) (3.3)

If the system load sharing network is such that the functional relationship B cannot be

derived analytically, it can be constructed by numerically perturbing the component relia-

bilities and evaluating the system reliability at each such perturbation. This is demonstrated

in this chapter for a parallel system of redundant components with general load deformation

relationships.

3.2 Defining component reliability targets and resis-

tance factors using system reliability sensitivity

While structural design codes follow a component reliability based procedure, the end goal is

to insure acceptable failure probabilities for the whole system. The target system reliability

index βt,sys can be connected to system failure consequences, for example, the cost of a

building or a bridge being destroyed by an earthquake. This provides a more rational basis

to advocate target reliabilities compared to the calibration methodologies used in the original

LRFD theory development.

The pathway to make system reliability analyses usable in a structural design office is to

inform changes in component reliability targets (and thereby in resistance factors). Therefore

in this section the focus is on the relationship between component and system reliability

which is quantified by a newly proposed metric called the system reliability sensitivity. The

reliability sensitivity is used to solve for component reliability targets βt,i that lead to new
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component resistance factors calibrated to the system reliability target.

The component reliabilities βi within a structural system network determines its system

reliability βsys as described in Equation 3.1. Design changes influence the component βi

values which in turn impact βsys. Components in a system will generally have different

contributions to system reliability within a load-sharing network, and this can be quantified

by the reliability sensitivity Sβ,i for component i calculated as Sβ,i = ∂βsys/∂βi. For more

critical structural components, βsys is expected to change more drastically with βi, leading

to higher Sβ,i whereas the change will be less pronounced for less important components

with lower Sβ,i.

The component sensitivities Sβ,i can be quantified if information on the load sharing network

is available. They can also be obtained from incremental changes eβi to the component reli-

ability using the following finite difference scheme, holding all other component reliabilities

constant

Sβ,i =
B(βi + eβi)−B(βi − eβi)

2eβi
(3.4)

Using the sensitivities Sβ,i a new set of component reliability targets β∗i can be recommended

to meet the system reliability target βt,sys such that

βt,sys = B(β∗1 , β
∗
2 ...β

∗
n) (3.5)

The component reliability modifications ∆βi = β∗i − βi will be chosen to effect a net system

reliability change ∆βsys = βt,sys − βsys based on the following equation

∆βsys =
i=n∑
i=1

Sβ,i∆βi (3.6)

A general approach to solve for the vector of component reliabilities {β} leading to βsys =

βt,sys can be defined with the following set of steps:
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1. Establish a baseline design for all components (including connections) with initial vec-

tors {β} and {Sβ} using allowable stress design, component-based LRFD or any other

design approach.

2. Identify the most critical component m, that is, Sβ,m = max{Sβ}.

3. Reset the reliability for component m to β∗m = βm + (βt,sys − βsys)/Sβ,m.

4. Remove component m from the set and go back to step 2; repeat until all components

have been considered.

5. If βsys = βt,sys and each βi is acceptably low (or cannot be lowered further using this

methodology) then the solution has converged; use {β∗} as the vector of component

reliability targets.

6. If βsys 6= βt,sys or if further reductions in some reliability targets are desired, use {β∗}

as the baseline and repeat from step 2.

Within the general methodology proposed above, there might be other considerations to

choose {β}, such as preferred component limit states, for example, ductile failure mechanisms

or a beam failure preferred to a column limit state in a building, although these will also be

automatically captured in the system strength distribution FCsys and the sensitivity {Sβ}.

Once a final target component reliability set {β} is obtained, it may be used to propose a new

set of component resistance factors using the standard component LRFD format described

in chapter 2.

The above algorithm will converge quickly for systems with a small number of components

or systems with a weak link (meaning that {Sβ} will be a vector of zeros except for the weak

link which will have a high Sβ,i). However, for redundant systems with a large number of

components and connections having comparable Sβ,i, the number of iterations to converge to

βsys = βt,sys is on the order of n, where n is the total number of components and connections

in the system. The number of iterations can be reduced by treating groups of related
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components together, and changing reliabilities as a group when calculating {Sβ} and βsys.

This reduced-order approach is applied to a classical parallel component network in this

chapter and to floor diaphragm subsystems in chapter 7. It is also implemented by grouping

all components in a building subsystem (shear wall or floor diaphragm) together in chapter

5, which is the first step of the building system reliability loop described in Figure 1.1.

3.3 Demonstration of proposed system reliability de-

sign approach with classical parallel component net-

work

In this section the general system reliability sensitivity approach is applied to a classical

system (Figure 3.1) which is often used to test and validate system reliability methods [55].

This system was solved exactly by Daniels in 1944 [20] and is commonly referred to in system

reliability literature as the Daniels System [55, 97, 99, 51]. The original Daniels system was

a bundle of perfectly brittle wires with independent and identically distributed strengths

and the applied deterministic load was always equally distributed among the surviving wires

[97]. Under these conditions the Daniels system behaves as a perfect parallel system and its

solution is provided in section 3.3.1.
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X1 X2 Xn-1 Xn-2

EI = infinity

L
Figure 3.1: Classical Daniels system with perfectly brittle wires distributed in parallel [97]

Several variants of the Daniels system have previously been solved in the system reliability

literature. Two member, three member and two tier four member systems were studied in

[70], considering ductile and brittle bars. For a two member system with equal stiffnesses

and resistances R1 and R2 subjected to a system load L, failure regions are shown by shaded
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regions in Figure 3.2, with the dotted line indicating brittle and solid line ductile bars.

L

1 2

L

R2
e

R1
eL

L/2

L/2

Figure 3.2: Two member Daniels system from [70] showing member resistances for system

failure lying within the shaded region with dotted line for brittle bars and solid line for

ductile bars

This system was extended in [84] to include semi brittle behavior, and in both cases the

solutions were obtained using the incremental loading method by considering sequential

component failures. The same methodology was adopted in [42] to study components with

general stiffnesses, capacities and residual strengths. Two numerical examples were solved

assuming ductile, brittle or semi-brittle components (Figure 3.3) – first a two member sys-

tem with non-identical components for which the system reliability index was plotted against

the system safety factor (defined as the sum of component resistances divided by the total

applied load), and secondly a parallel system with identical components for which the varia-

tion in system reliability with number of components was obtained for different component

behaviors.
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η1
+R1
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1 2

R2
+

K2

η2
+R2

+

F2

Figure 3.3: Redundant system with general post peak behavior solved in [42]

A two bar system was studied in [62] as a Bayesian network considering series (system fails

when any single member fails) and parallel (all members must fail for system to fail) type

behavior considering correlations between the resistances RA and RB and the applied load

W . In the subsequent Bayesian network which was constructed, events A and B represent

component failures for each bar, while event C represents system failure (Figure 3.4).
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RA

RB

W

(a) Uncorrelated variables (b) Correlated variables

Figure 3.4: Two bar system modeled as a Bayesian network in [62] with component failure

events A and B, system failure event C and correlated or uncorrelated random capacities

RA, RB and random demand W

Similar to the studies conducted in [42], a series parallel system with general force deforma-

tion relationships as described in Figure 3.3 was solved using the failure sequence approach

in [39] (Figure 3.5 a). The series parallel system was described as a general multi-layered

Daniels system in [55] and solved using the branch and bound method, and a similar sys-

tem was studied using finite element modeling (Figure 3.5 b) for fatigue induced sequential

failures assuming perfectly brittle bars [56].
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Figure 3.5: General multi-layered Daniel system or series-parallel system solved considering

(a) sequential failure with semi-brittle components in [39] and (b) finite element modeling

with branch and bound algorithms in [56]

Bounds on system reliability were obtained for series, parallel and general system using linear

programming in [97]. The bounds were tested for the parallel scenario by considering a six

component Daniels system with strengths distributed as the Weibull random variable by

plotting system failure probabilities against applied load. The Daniels system was also used

for validation of proposed reliability based acceptance criteria for deteriorating systems in

[99].

The Daniels system is solved with the direct convolution methodology outlined in section

2.2.3 and compared to failure mode solutions. The overall system response is predicted using

a simple displacement-controlled algorithm which represents a full inelastic system analyses,
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simplified here owing to the inherent assumptions in the Daniels system. The system is

solved by applying incremental displacements ∆ at the loaded edge, and at each analysis

step the force in each spring Di is obtained from its load deformation response and summed

to calculate the system force Dsys (see Figure 3.6). The analysis is stopped when the net

system force reaches zero (all springs have failed). Monte Carlo simulations are performed

by including the spring strength COV to construct the system capacity distribution FCsys .

This is used in conjunction with the demand distribution FDsys to numerically solve the

convolution integral given in Equation 2.32 and obtain system reliability estimates. The

advantage of using this method is that any general force-deformation relationship for the

springs, including ductile, brittle and semi-brittle behaviors previously solved in the litera-

ture, can be considered with equal ease. The method can also be extended to solve Daniels

systems with general non-linear response which was difficult to consider in classical failure

mode analyses for system reliability.

D1
D2

D3 Dn-2
Dn-1

Dn

Δ

Reference
Axis

(undeformed
springs)

Dsys = Σ Di

Figure 3.6: Solution algorithm for the Daniels system by applying incremental displacements

∆ at the loaded edge, calculating individual spring force Di and summing to obtain system

force Dsys
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3.3.1 Verifying the direct-convolution system reliability estimate

with classical failure-mode solutions

In this section the simulation based system reliability procedure outlined in section 2.2.3 is

verified using previous studies provided in the literature.

Example Problem 1 – Six-member Daniels system with brittle components

The first example is a Daniels system with six brittle wires subjected to a load L (Figure

3.1) that was used for verifying system reliability bounds in [97]. The exact solution to

this was derived in [20] as a perfect parallel system whose failure event is equivalent to the

intersection of all component failure events Ei, and is reproduced here in the form provided

in [97]

P (SystemFailure) = P (∩i=ni=1Ei) = (n!)det



bn
b2n
2!

b3n
3!

... bn−1
n

(n−1)!
bnn
(n)!

1 bn−1
b2n−1

2!
...

bn−2
n−1

n−2!
bn−1
n−1

(n−1)!

0 1 bn−2 ...
bn−3
n−2

n−3!
bn−2
n−2

(n−2)!

... ... ... ... ... ...

0 0 0 ... 1 b1


(3.7)

where det[.] is the determinant of matrix [.], bi = F (L/i), L being the applied system load

and F the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of component capacities. This system was

solved in [97] for wire strengths having a Weibull distribution with CDF F (x) = 1− e−( xα )β

where α = 1.58 and β = 10. System reliability bounds were obtained by Linear Programming

and compared to the exact solution [20], uni-component bounds [7] and bicomponent bounds

[54, 43, 25] described in chapter 2.

The system is solved here using the convolution methodology described in section 2.2.3. Un-

certainty is modeled in the component strengths by independent sampling from the Weibull
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distribution and 250000 simulations to failure are performed according to the displacement

control mechanism given in Figure 3.6 to construct the system capacity CDF FCsys . For

each applied load value L the system failure probability is computed as n/250000, n be-

ing the number of Csys values lower than L, and the results are compared to the exact

Daniels solution in Figure 3.7. The convolution based estimates are within 10% at very low

failure probabilities of 10−4 and are overall closer at all applied load values compared to

uni-component, bi-component and linear programming upper and lower bounds provided in

[97].
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Exact Solution for Daniels System with Weibull distribution
Direct Convolution Solution with Weibull Components

Figure 3.7: Convolution based failure probability estimates obtained for Weibull distributed

Daniels system compared to exact Daniels system solution

As described in chapter 2, the system capacity CDF FCsys , which describes the structural

fragility when system capacity and demand are independent, is often modeled as a lognormal

random variable in the literature, and this approach will also be taken in the examples
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provided later in this dissertation. The assumption is tested on a Daniels system with wire

strength distributions described by the lognormal random variable having mean 1.5 and

standard deviation 0.18, which are the statistical parameters for the Weibull wires solved in

[97]. The same convolution methodology is used, but this time with only 5000 simulations

compared to 250000 used in the previous example. The resultant Csys histogram is fitted to a

lognormal distribution with mean and variance as obtained from the simulations. The failure

probability equals the lognormal CDF value at the applied system load. This assumes that

the fragility FCsys is lognormally distributed and provides system reliability estimates from

orders of magnitude lesser simulations compared to direct Monte Carlo analysis. The results

are compared to the exact Daniels solution in Figure 3.8 showing the accuracy of modeling

the system capacity as lognormal when the components are lognormally distributed.
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Exact Solution for Daniels System with Lognormal distribution
Direct Convolution Solution with Lognormal Components

Figure 3.8: Convolution based failure estimates obtained by modeling system capacity as a

lognormal random variable compared to exact Daniels system solution
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Example Problem 2 – Daniels systems with ductile, brittle or semi-brittle com-

ponents

The second example is a Daniels system having one to four components with semi-brittle

behaviors [42]. The post failure strength factor η denotes perfectly ductile components

when η = 1, perfectly brittle components when η = 0, and semi-brittle components for

intermediate values (see Figure 3.3).

The system was solved in [42] by obtaining the union of cut-set events (Equation 2.23) from

Monte-Carlo simulations, with sample sizes ranging from 5X105 − 5X108. For a 4 member

system, the failure probability is provided as the union of all possible cut-sets in Equation

3.8 [42].
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(3.8)

where Ejkl
i denotes the event that member i fails given that members j, k, l have failed.

The specific problem considered here consists of 1 to 4 member systems with η = 0, 0.5, 1 (i.e.,

brittle, semi-brittle and ductile), normally distributed, nominally identical and uncorrelated

component resistances and deterministic system load. The system safety factor, described

as the sum of the mean component resistances divided by the system load (
∑
µCi/µDsys) is

1.5, and the component coefficient of variation is 10%.

The system was solved using the convolution methodology with component strengths inde-
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pendently sampled from the Normal distribution with 1X105 Monte Carlo simulations. The

reliability index was computed as φ−1(n/250000), n being the number of Csys values lower

than µDsys . The results are compared to the failure mode analysis solutions given in [42]

(Figure 3.9).
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 =1.0, Failure Mode Solution
 =1.0, Direct Convolution Solution
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 =0.5, Direct Convolution Solution
 =0, Failure Mode Solution
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Figure 3.9: Variation in system reliability index with number of components for ductile,

brittle, and semi-brittle behavior providing comparisons between convolution based results

and failure mode analysis results provided in [42]

This example shows the accuracy of the proposed methodology for ductile and semi-ductile

systems in addition to the brittle system verifications provided in section 3.3.1.
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3.3.2 Example redundant spring system designed with LRFD

In this work we use the Daniels system to establish the general simulation based system

reliability and sensitivity methodology. The system is first designed by a component based

reliability approach, following which its system reliability and component to system reliability

map B is established, which are then used to recommend modified component reliability

targets and resistance factors. Since a direct simulation approach is used, the components

are not restricted to have perfect ductile, brittle or semi-brittle behaviors. The parallel

spring system can thus represent a variety of structural networks – for example, a bridge

girder system under dead loads or a portal frame network under ground motions, within

the bounds of a highly simplifying assumption that there is uniform load sharing among the

components proportional to their stiffnesses. The rigid link connecting the springs stays rigid

throughout the analysis, whereas in a real system the link will be expected to disintegrate

after failure initiation leading to varying demands among the components which will cause

load redistribution. The simplified model is being studied only to highlight system reliability

effects in an example parallel-spring network which is comparable to other studies conducted

in the literature and to demonstrate the simulation based reliability methodologies being

developed in the research.

The present example represents a set of screw fastener connections comprising the load path

between the lateral force resisting system (LFRS) to the floor diaphragm in a cold-formed

steel building. As detailed in chapter 6, prototype floor diaphragms connect to the lateral

system through hundreds of fastener elements that we model here using the highly simplified

Daniels system. It is stressed that the goal is not to use this model to inform actual changes

in design but simply to demonstrate the simulation based methodology using a network that

is simple enough to think through and analyze, and can be verified against past research.

In chapter 6, the actual floor diaphragm system is studied using high fidelity finite element

models that include all components in the network without using any of the simplifying

assumptions considered here.
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The system is designed for the ASCE 7-10 seismic load combination 1.2Dn+Ln+0.2Sn+En.

According to standard design practice, the lateral load effect on the diaphragm system arises

only from the seismic load case En which implies that Dn,i,j in Equation 2.13 is zero for all

j load cases except seismic, and γj is 1.0. The nominal demand recommended by ASCE

7-10 Equation 12.8-11 for this system is 37.2 kN as derived in section 5.6.2, whereas the

mean calculated demand on the diaphragm subjected to the design basis earthquake (10%

probability of occurence in 50 years), obtained from non-linear dynamic simulations described

in chapter 4 is 114 kN. If the mean load is then assumed to be 114 kN, with a nominal load

of 37.2 kN, the bias factor is 3. Note that although the analysis is simplified here because

the seismic load combination results in load effects from only a single load case, the general

framework would be the same for any other load combination and could be applied using

Equation 2.13.

The material factor Mm for screw connections in shear is 1.1 and the fabrication Fm = 1.0,

as described in AISI S100 - chapter F. The professional factor Pm represents the mean

test to predicted strength is the yield strength of 2 kN. Currently, prediction equations are

not available for the connections considered here (wood sheathing to steel screw-fasteners),

so it is assumed that the predicted strength equals the yield strength of 2.0 kN (Figure

3.10), whereas the tested ultimate strength is 3.9 kN, such that Pm = 3.9/2.0 = 1.95.

The component strength variability is given as V 2
Ci

= V 2
M + V 2

F + CPV
2
P , where VM = 0.1,

VF = 0.1, CP for twelve tests is 1.3, and VP = 0.17 obtained from conducting twelve

nominally identical experiments, as per AISI S100-12 recommendations [2] derived from

[58], resulting in VCi = 0.24. The coefficient of variation for the seismic load case VDi = 0.38

as derived in [104].

If we assume that the design engineer proposes a set of nominally identical fasteners in the

final design for constructability ease, Equation 2.13 can now be used to recommend compo-

nent resistance factor φi for LRFD design guidelines if the target component reliability βt,i

is given. As discussed in section 2.1.1, the LRFD target component reliabilities were derived

from implied reliabilities in design codes that did not have a probabilistic basis, and were
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typically 2.5 for members and 3.5 for connections. A component reliability procedure with

βt,i = 2.5 would then recommend a uniform resistance factor 0.21 for the spring set consid-

ered in this example. The extremely small value for φi results from the high seismic load

bias (3.0) which results from the severe under-prediction of code recommended diaphragm

nominal demand, as well as the seismic COV of 0.38 used here compared to the LRFD load

effect COV of 0.21 [58]

The system can now be designed using the resistance factor φi = 0.17 derived above. The

nominal system demand Dn,sys is 37.2 kN and the predicted nominal component capacity

µCi = 3.9kN , which was observed in fastener experiments conducted at Virginia Tech for

the connection configuration comprising the critical diaphragm load path (chapter 6). For a

system with n fasteners the nominal component demand is 37.2/n, and using this in Equation

2.11 gives n = 89 fasteners required.

Note that the design recommendation is completely silent on the nature of the load sharing

network and implicitly assumes uniform load sharing between all components. The system

strength, and therefore the system reliability, will vary greatly depending on the ductility

and the randomness in component strengths, as demonstrated in the following section.

3.3.3 Redundant spring system structural response calculation in-

cluding load-sharing

The sytem designed in section 3.3.2 is analyzed with the displacement controlled algorithm

described in section 3.3.1. The force deformation response for each fastener (Figure 3.10)

is obtained from quadrilinear backbones constructed from individual fastener experiments

conducted at Virginia Tech and described later in this dissertation. The peak backbone force

equals the component capacity µCi used in section 2.1.1 for component reliability based

design. This general backbone would be difficult to consider using classical approaches

(section 2.2.2) but the convolution methodology (section 2.2.3) is easily applicable to this
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case.
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Figure 3.10: Force deformation relationships for each spring in redundant system, matching

experimentally obtained fastener backbones for diaphragm subsystem components studied

in chapter 6
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Figure 3.11: Randomly sampled spring backbones (dotted lines) obtained by independently

sampling peak capacity from a lognormal distribution and keeping all secant stiffnesses con-

stant, with the baseline or mean backbone shown in bold

The components have variable strengths characterized by their COV which affects system

response. We study this by randomly sampling component peak strengths from a lognormal

distribution with mean µCi and COV VCi . The random backbones are obtained by inde-

pendently sampling only the peak capacity and keeping the secant stiffnesses constant. The

randomness modeling protocol is motivated from experimentally obtained force deformation

relationships described in chapter 6. An example set of 10 such backbones are shown as

dotted lines in Figure 3.11.

The system force deformation response for a single Monte-Carlo realization is plotted in

Figure 3.12 and compared to the system load deformation response obtained when uncer-

tainty is not modeled in the components (deterministic case). The system strength drops

compared to the deterministic case because failure is triggered by the weakest link among

the components.
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Figure 3.12: Sample system force deformation behavior when randomness in spring capacity

is set to 17% (shown in blue), showing onset of system collapse caused by the weakest link

causing a drop in system capacity compared to the 0 COV case (red)

The 123-spring set designed in section 3.3.2 satisfies component based LRFD guidelines. The

design approach was based on a second moment procedure because it utilized only the mean

and standard deviation of capacities and applied loads. No information was required on the

actual component load deformation characteristics, for example, response non-linearity or

ductility. We now consider two classical examples of component force deformation behavior

– elastic perfectly plastic (EPP) and elastic brittle (EB) – and their effects on system load

redistribution. Results from a single random simulation are plotted in Figure 3.13. For the

elastic perfectly plastic system, once the weakest component reaches its capacity its load

does not drop to zero, resulting in perfect load redistribution which allows the system to

reach its full capacity nµCi . The elastic brittle system is characterized by essentially zero

load redistribution which makes it behave as a weakest link network with no alternate load

paths. These two idealizations form the upper and lower bounds to real structural response.

The LRFD design method does not explicitly distinguish between these sytems on the basis

of individual component behavior.
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Figure 3.13: Sample system force deformation behavior for three different component models

– elastic perfectly plastic, elastic brittle and quadrilinear, with randomness in spring capacity

is set to 17%, showing differing load sharing behaviors leading to varying system capacities

The change in normalized mean system capacity
µCsys
nµCi

with change in component COV VCi

is plotted in Figure 3.14. At zero component variability, the EPP, EB and experimentally

characterized components produce identical system capacities because the weakest link has

the same strength as every other member in the system. With increasing variability the

differences in system response become more pronounced as the weakest link gets weaker,

resulting in lower mean capacities for the elastic brittle and quadrilinear component systems.
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Figure 3.14: Variation in normalized mean capacity with component COV, obtained from

200 Monte Carlo runs for each system at each COV level, showing the reduction in capacity

with increasing variability for EB and quadrilinear components
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Figure 3.15: Variation in normalized mean capacity from 200 Monte Carlo runs with changes

in the fastener backbone indicating that as the softening branch becomes increasingly stiff

load redistribution becomes worse leading to decreasing system capacities

The variation in normalized mean system capacity
µCsys
nµCi

with varying softening stiffnesses

(−∞ for EB and 0 for EPP) is plotted for component COV = 17% (Figure 3.15). As the

softening branch in the component force deformation response becomes increasingly brittle,

load redistribution gets weaker leading to lower system capacities.

The above results indicate that even in a simple system of identical members system re-

sponse is affected strongly by member force-deformation characteristics which govern load

redistribution after failure initiation. A component based LRFD procedure does not account

for these effects and gives the same final design irrespective of member ductility, although a

system level analysis reveals strong differences.

In a real structural network comprising interconnected members the components will not

be identical and load sharing effects will dominate. This effect can be studied by including

non-identical members into the system network.
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3.3.4 Modified resistance factors for the redundant spring system

considering system reliability sensitivity

The system reliability for the fastener network designed in section 3.3.2 can be obtained

from the convolution methodology from section 2.2.3. The system capacity histogram is

generated from 500 Monte Carlo simulations (Figure 3.16). Although this can directly be

used to estimate the fragility FCsys in Equation 2.33, it is approximated as a lognormal

random variable with mean µCsys and COV VCsys estimated from simulations as discussed in

section 3.3.1.
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Figure 3.16: Histogram of system capacities obtained from 500 Monte Carlo simulations

for the Daniels System of screw-fastened connections along with approximate lognormal

probability density
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The system reliability can now be obtained by using the distribution provided in Figure

3.16 in Equation 2.33. This is done by numerically evaluating the integral within limits 0

to 2000 kN at load step 1 kN. The demand distribution Dsys is assumed as a lognormal

random variable with mean µDsys = 114kN and COV VCsys = 0.38, as justified in chapter 4.

The lognormal assumption is non-critical to the proposed methodology which will work just

as well for other hazard distributions. The numerical convolution framework then provides

a system reliability estimate of 2.7. By contrast, the minimum component reliability (in

this case uniform across the nominally identical component network) is 2.5, which points

to a beneficial system effect even in a system configuration characterized by unzipping or

catastrophic failures.

Having obtained estimates for system reliability, the next step is to map the functional

relationship B between system and component reliability, as discussed in section 3.1. For

the simplified structural system considered here, all components are nominally identical and

therefore the change in βsys with βi is uniform across all components. This is studied here

for the three fastener definitions (elastic perfectly plastic, elastic brittle and quadri-linear)

considered in section 3.3.3.

Based on the component reliability expression (Equation 2.5), βi changes with the component

capacity mean and COV µCi and VCi as well as component demand µDi = Dsys/n where

n is the number of components. From a structural designer’s viewpoint, if the design code

were to require a higher component reliability, either µCi or n would have to be increased

as the variability VCi depends on manufacturing practices across different industries and is

therefore more difficult to control. In the present case the number of components n is varied

from 50 to 130 in increments of 20. Note that the baseline case for βt,i = 2.5 was n = 89,

and the limits considered here correspond to βi = 1.4 and βi = 3.4.

Variation in βsys with βi is plotted for EPP, Quadrilinear and EB components in Figure

3.17. This establishes the component to system reliability map B. The relationship is linear

for this simple system but will be more complex in real structural networks having mixed
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series/parallel combinations. For each value of n, the component reliability is calculated using

the procedure outlined in chapter 2, and system reliability is evaluated using the convolution

framework described in section 2.2.3. System reliability is lower than component reliability

for elastic brittle components, and slightly higher for quadrilinear components. Benefits

from load sharing become palpable for elastic perfectly plastic components with βsys being

significantly larger than βi
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Figure 3.17: Variation in system reliability with component reliability for EPP, EB and

Quadrilinear components

The linearity in the relationship between system and component reliability results from

the structural topology, i.e. a set of springs in parallel, for which the mean system ca-

pacity µCsys = gnµCi , where g ≤ 1 is the ‘group effect’ factor that reduces the overall

system capacity based on the ductility in individual components (g = 1 for EPP). Assuming
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that βsys =
logn

µCsys
µDsys√

V 2
Csys

+V 2
Dsys

, which is the lognormal assumption widely used in LRFD spec-

ifications, V 2
Csys

= 1/
√
nV 2

Ci
, since the n fastener components are independent, such that

βsys =
logng+βi

√
V 2
Ci

+V 2
Di√

1/
√
nV 2

Ci
+V 2

Di

, which represents a linear equation with respect to βi.

For the system of identical components described here, the reliability sensitivity Sβ,i may be

calculated from the βsys versus βi plots (Figure 3.17) and equals 1.1 for EPP components, EB

components and quadrilinear components. The sensitivity can then be used to modify the

component LRFD resistance factors obtained in section 3.3.2 using the procedure outlined

in section 3.2.

Assume that the system reliability target is βt,sys = 3.5, such that ∆βsys is 0.5 for the

EPP network, 0.8 for the quadrilinear network and 1.4 for the EB network. Equation 3.6

can now be used to recommend component reliability modifications ∆βi for each network,

which equals 0.5 for EP, 0.8 for quadrilinear and 1.3 for EB, giving new target reliabilities

3.0 for EP, 3.3 for quadrilinear and 3.8 for EB.These values can be applied to Equation

2.13 to recommend new φ factors 0.17 for EP, 0.15 for quadrilinear and 0.12 for EB. The

higher value of φi for the EPP components rewards the system for its improved load sharing

behavior, whereas it is lower for EB and quadrilinear components due to poor load sharing

and unzipping system failures.

For the simplified system of identical components considered in this chapter, the system

reliability methodology provides new, uniform resistance factors for all components in the

system. Load sharing effects demonstrated in section 3.3.3, which were not accounted for

in a component based LRFD procedure, were captured here by providing higher βt,i and

lower φi for the quadrilinear components compared to EPP, which was implicitly assumed

during standard component based design. In real structural systems comprising thousands of

members with varying component reliabilities, the same procedure should provide spatially

varying βt,i from one component to the next. The system reliability sensitivity methodology

introduced here is used to complete the design loop given in Figure 1.1 in the following

chapters.



Chapter 4

Defining the System-to-Subsystem

Load-Sharing Network for

Cold-Formed Steel Framed Buildings

4.1 Introduction to cold-formed steel building systems

In the previous chapters system reliability and sensitivity informed design was generally

studied using idealized examples with lower computational demands. The end-objective is

to apply the methodologies to real structural systems with application to structural design

standards. The remainder of this dissertation focuses on this goal by applying the general

methodologies to light framed building systems, which are constructed using cold-formed

steel (CFS) with non-structural wood based cladding interconnected via screw fasteners.

Although traditionally used only in non-structural building subsystems such as curtain walls,

cold-formed steel is becoming increasingly popular in the low and mid rise building industry

owing to construction ease and economical viability [78]. Design methods for these systems,

particularly for extreme load conditions such as earthquakes, continue to be developed [8]
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and there is a relative scarcity of system level experimental / analysis data and behavior

characterizations necessary for performance-based seismic design.

To overcome the above shortcomings, full scale building tests were recently performed on a

prototype two story building (hereafter referred as the CFS-NEES building) by researchers

at the Johns Hopkins University. The experiments applied scaled ground motions upto

100% the design basis earthquake (DBE, Canoga Park) and maximum considered earthquake

(MCE, Rinaldi), with and without non-structural components. The overall conclusion from

this research was that the building far exceeded code-predicted capacities with or without

non-structural elements, the inclusions of which increased stiffnesses significantly. Although

subsystems comprising this building were designed for response reduction factor R = 6.5,

the actual behavior was highly elastic. Furthermore, the load was distributed to subsystems

that had not been expected to attract loads, for example, the gravity and partition walls

that are not detailed for seismic response.

Using the CFS-NEES building as a benchmark, this chapter discusses the overall performance

of light-framed buildings, breaking it down into subsystems and components and studying

the design, behavior and functionality of each. System reliability analyses are performed for

this building subjected to seismic ground motions using an approximate reliability model

described in chapter 5. A spring-based ABAQUS model is developed in this chapter to

propose load-sharing factors and design demands calculated by non-linear dynamic analysis,

which are used in chapter 5 for system reliability and sensitivity calculations.

4.2 Framework for whole building system reliability

based design

The whole building system reliability based design approach (Figure 1.1) begins with a target

system reliability for the building. The value for this can be derived from failure-consequence
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analysis in terms of economic losses, downtime, repair costs,injuries or deaths.

The next step is to define the load-sharing network between the subsystems of the building.

This is discussed in section 4.4 which uses the hierarchical classification of the buildings into

its subsystems and components (section 4.3) to propose series, parallel or mixed load sharing

networks for each load combination. The load sharing network can be used to compute the

system reliability analytically or computationally (section 5.1) which can be used to (1)

compute the system reliability given the subsystem reliabilities, or (2) compute reliability

sensitivities to propose subsystem reliability targets given the system reliability target.

With the hierarchical classifications and load-sharing networks defined, a framework to cal-

culate reliabilities and sensitivities for each individual subsystem will be required. In chapter

6 high-fidelity finite element models will be developed for cold-formed steel floor diaphragm

subsystems. Uncertainty modeling will be added to the diaphragms in chapter 7, leading to

its subsystem reliability calculation with a direct convolution approach and characterization

of the subsystem load-sharing network using the component reliability sensitivities.

4.3 Hierarchical classification of subsystems and com-

ponents in a cold-formed steel framed building

Cold-formed steel buildings are characterized by linked subsystems. These are enlisted below,

and subsequently called out for the CFS-NEES building in Figure 4.1. Similar enumerations

may be found in a companion paper from this project [94].

1. Diaphragm subsystem – one at each level (Figure 4.2)

(a) Sheathing

(b) Floor-joists

(c) Ledger-tracks framing the floor-joists
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(d) Sheathing-to-steel screw fasteners attaching floor panels to underlying framing

(e) Blocking providing lateral support between joist webs

(f) Strap bracing providing lateral support between joist bottom flanges

(g) Web-stiffeners connecting joist to blocking or ledger tracks

(h) Steel-to-steel screw fasteners attaching joist to ledger tracks, joist to wall-studs,

ledger track to wall stud and web stiffeners to joist, blocking and track webs

2. Wall subsystem – four sets at each level, one along each edge of the building (north,

south, east or west), each set has multiple shear and gravity walls (Figure 4.3)

(a) Sheathing

(b) Wall-studs

(c) Ledger-tracks framing wall studs at top and bottom

(d) Hold-downs at the bottom corners of shear walls (these are present only in shear

walls and absent in gravity walls)

(e) Shear anchors on ledger-tracks

(f) Sheathing-to-steel and steel-to-steel screw fasteners (attachments similar to di-

aphragm subsystems)

3. Roof truss

(a) Top and bottom chord members

(b) Web members

(c) Ridge-plate at intersection of top chord members

(d) Heel-plates at intersections of top and bottom chords

(e) Stub-columns attaching web and chord members

(f) Deck attaching to chord members
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(g) Steel-to-steel screw fasteners
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Figure 4.1: Hierarchical classification from system-to-subsystem in the NEES building with

individual subsystems symbolized for system reliability calculations [61, 78]

The behavior and design of diaphragm and shear wall subsystems are detailed next to propose

load-sharing networks between them as the building is subjected to seismic loads, and also

to provide final reliability-based design guidelines in chapter 5. Roof trusses do no alter the

load sharing relations under lateral forces and are excluded from these discussions.
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4.3.1 Behavior and design of cold-formed steel floor diaphragms

Floor diaphragms with wood sheathing through-fastened to cold-formed steel joists are com-

mon in light steel framed buildings. The sheathing panels, typically 1220mm X 2440 mm,

are attached to the CFS framing via minimum number 8 sized screw fasteners (4.8 mm di-

ameter). Diaphragms connect to the lateral force resisting system (LFRS) which is detailed

to provide strength and stiffness in the lateral direction. The role of the diaphragm is to

resist lateral loads and transfer them to the LFRS without damage. For seismic load effects,

this entails inertial load transfer occurring from floor masses (typically consisting 38% of the

entire building weight in light framed construction, [78]) through cold-formed steel perimeter

members as shown in Figure 2 (see inset cross-section detail) along the joist-parallel building

edge . In the joist-perpendicular direction, the floor joists frame into chord members (CFS

tracks). The floor and roof plates also limit building drift in extreme wind events, preventing

damage to gravity walls and facades [87].
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Floor Joists
Ledger Track

Ledger framing
(sheathing  sandwiched

within the walls)

Blocking

Floor sheathing panels

Figure 4.2: Description of the diaphragm subsystem showing joists, ledger tracks, sheathing

and ledger framing [61, 78]

Since a diaphragm’s function is to transfer lateral loads to the LFRS, they are designed for

lateral strength and stiffness according to the provisions in AISI S400-15. Diaphragm aspect

ratio (length divided by width) is limited to 4:1 for blocked diaphragms (all panel edges are

attached to structural members or panel blocking) and 3:1 for unblocked. Design deflections

for blocked wood structural panel diaphragms can be calculated using Equation 4.1.

δ = 0.052vL3/EsAcb+ ω1ω2vL/ρGtsheathing + ω
5/4
1 ω2α(v/0.00579β)2 +

n∑
j=1

∆ciXi/2b (4.1)

where Ac is the chord member in mm2, b is diaphragm depth parallel to load direction in

mm, Es is elasticity modulus for steel (203000 MPa), G is sheathing shear modulus in MPa,

L is diaphragm length perpendicular to load direction in mm, n is number of chord splices,
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s is maximum fastener spacing at panel edges in mm, tsheathing is nominal panel thickness is

mm, tstud is nominal framing thickness in mm, v is shear demand per unit width in N/mm,

equalling V/2b where V is total diaphragm load in N, Xi is distance between ith chord splice

and nearest support in mm, ∆ci is deformation value associated with ith chord splice, ρ is

1.85 and plywood and 1.05 for OSB, ω1 is s/152.4 and ω2 is 0.838/tstud. For unblocked

diaphragms, δ is multiplied by 2.5.

Diaphragm strength checks are performed in the format φRn ≥ Ru, where φ, the resistance

factor, equals 0.6 for seismic and 0.65 for wind loads, Rn is the nominal diaphragm capacity

derived from AISI S400 and Ru is the factored diaphragm demand obtained from ASCE 7

[5].

Nominal diaphragm strengths provided in Table F2.4-1 in AISI S400-15 are derived using

the following equation [57]

Rn = CpbCsheathingCDCdiVnn (4.2)

where Cpb is the capacity reduction factor for wood panel buckling, which is 0.83 for 9.5 mm

thick diaphragms, 0.915 for 11 mm and 1.0 for 12 mm , Csheathing is the reduction factor

for sheathing type which is 1 for Structural 1 plywoods and 0.9 for other sheathing types

like oriented strand board (OSB), CD is the load duration factor which equals 4/3 and is

increased from 1.0 typical of normal duration plywood stresses to account for the shorter

duration earthquake or wind loads, Cdi is the diaphragm factor which equals 1.1, n is the

number of fasteners per ft. (or 305 mm) along the diaphragm edge. The nominal fastener

strength Vn, is taken as 1.25 kN based on Lum’s work in [57] which was derived from the 1991

National Design Specification methodology given in Equation (4.3). Note that Lum reported

nominal strengths of 1.65 kN with a safety factor of 3.3 which gave an allowable strength of

498 N, but since the allowable strength safety factor recommended in AISI S400-15 is 2.5,

the nominal fastener strengths used in Equation 4.2 to generate AISI S400-15 Table F2.4-1

is 1.65kN/3.3 ∗ 2.5 or 1.25 kN
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Vn = kDtsFem/KD/(2 +Re) ∗ 2.5/3.3 (4.3)

where D is screw diameter, ts is side member (in this case, steel) dowel bearing length, Fem

is main member (in this case, wood) dowel bearing strength, k is a function of dowel bearing

strength, ratio of main and side member strengths, diameter, dowel bending strength and

side member dowel bearing length, KD is a reduction term and Re is the ratio of main

member strength to side member strength, 2.5 is the safety factor used in AISI S400.

It should be noted here that Rn and Vn are code recommended nominal strengths and

not mean strengths. Bias values (ratio of mean to nominal) are currently not provided in

design specifications for either the floor diaphragm system or the screw fastener component.

These considerations become important when component and system reliability analyses are

performed for these subsystems in chapters 6 and 7.

The diaphragm demand Ru for seismic loads can be obtained from ASCE 7-10 [5] section

12.10-1, as Ru = Fpx = (
∑n

i=x Fi/
∑n

i=xwi)wpx, where Fi is the diaphragm design force

applied at level i from an equivalent lateral force procedure, wpx is the weight tributary to

the level x for which force Fpx is calculated, and wi is the weight tributary to level i. The

value of Ru thus obtained must at least equal 0.2SDSIewpx and need not exceed 0.4SDSIewpx,

where SDS is the short period spectral acceleration and Ie is the importance factor.

Wood-sheathed diaphragms are understood to develop resistance to lateral loads through a

combination of sheathing shear stiffness and framing action (i.e., exterior cold-formed steel

chords act in tension and compression like a truss) with composite interaction defined by

fastener spacing and location [1]. There are limited experimental data on wood-sheathed

cold-formed steel diaphragms with distributed loads applied, however the tests that do exist

highlight the importance of the screw fastener connections [71]. Diaphragm load-deformation

softening resulted from screws tilting and tearing through plywood sheets that translate and

rotate as rectangular rigid bodies. The only tests reported in the literature were performed

on a 3650 mm by 7300 mm floor subsystem by the National Association of Home Builders
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(NAHB) [71]. Lateral loads were applied along one edge while the other edges running par-

allel to the direction of loading were held fixed to represent the stiff shear walls. Failure

initiated when the fasteners along the supported edges pulled through the sheathing which

is consistent with behavior observed in recent wood-sheathed diaphragm computational sim-

ulations [13]. This diaphragm edge connection limit state is the focus of system reliability

calculations presented in chapter 7.

4.3.2 Behavior and design of cold-formed steel shear walls

Shear wall subsystems acting as the lateral force resisting system in cold-formed steel build-

ings can include wood, gypsum, fiberboard panel, or steel sheet sheathing through-fastened

to cold-formed steel framing member, moment resisting frames or strap-braced walls. These

systems are subdivided into Type-1 and Type-2 shear walls, with the difference lying in

the fact that Type-1 walls have hold downs at the end of each segment corner (Figure 4.3)

whereas Type-2 has hold downs at the very end of the entire wall segment. The focus of this

dissertation is on Type-1 wood-sheathed shear walls that were used in CFS-NEES buildings.
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Wall studs

Ledger track

Hold-downs

Figure 4.3: Shear wall subsystem and its essential components [61, 78]

The nominal strength of Type-1 shear walls with aspect ratio h/w ≤ 2 is calculated as

vnw, where h is the shear wall height, w its width, and vn the nominal strength per unit

length given in Table B5.2.2.3-1 in the cold-formed steel structural framing standard AISI

S240-15 [3], or Tables E1.3-1 and E2.3-1 for wood sheathed and steel sheathed shear walls

respectively in cold-formed steel structural design standard AISI S400-15 [4]. Similar to

diaphragm subsystems, the underlying assumption of the strength prediction methodology

is that nominal system strength effectively equals the nominal connection strength times
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number of connections. The design strength equals the nominal strength times a resistance

factor which is equal to 0.6.

Design deflection of wood or steel sheet sheathed shear walls is given by:

δ = 2vh3/EsAcb+ ω1ω2vh/ρGtsheathing + ω
5/4
1 ω2ω3ω4(v/β)2 +

h

b
δv (4.4)

where h is the wall height, ω3 =
√

h/b
2

, b is the length of the shear wall, ω4 = 1 for wood

structural panels and ω4 =
√

227.5
Fy

, for steel sheets with Fy being the yield strength of the

sheet, δv is the vertical deformation of the anchorage. All the other factors are the same as

defined for Equation 4.1.

Shear walls act as the lateral force resisting system in cold-formed steel buildings and are

designed to dissipate energy during seismic events. The designated energy dissipation mech-

anism in wood sheathed shear walls are the structural member to sheathing connection and

the wood panel sheathing or the steel sheet sheathing, and yielding of strap bracing in cold-

formed steel strap-braced shear walls. All other components and connections in the shear wall

system, including chord studs, boundary members, collectors are designed for the expected

capacity of the overall system, with the design force limited to the seismic load effect times

the overstrength factor, that is, these are force-controlled components designed to resist the

maximum capacity the shear wall can develop. The shear wall design is itself controlled by

the elastic base shear divided by a reduction factor equalling 6.5 for wood-sheathed shear

walls.
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4.4 Load-sharing models between the subsystems in a

light-framed building subjected to seismic ground

motions

The remainder of this chapter will consider the load paths within the whole building as it

is subjected to the seismic load combination which will be used to recommend load-sharing

models for system to subsystem reliability analysis.

The load combinations to be used in the system reliability methodology are the unfactored

versions of the loads enlisted in chapter 2 Equation 2.8. Here we consider the force flow path

as the building is subjected to a seismic load combination D+E. Effects of ground motions

acting along one direction of the building are assumed to be independent of the effects in

the other direction, that is, the two load patterns can be considered separately in the system

reliability loop. Load sharing models for seismic ground motions acting in the short building

direction are discussed here for which the participating subsystems are the west and east

shear walls, floor and roof diaphragms. These are based on the discussions provided in [94].

As the ground shakes, inertial forces arise from the masses sitting on the floors. Since

building failure is expected to occur if any of the levels in the building collapse, it is assumed

that the different building levels act in series with one another. Furthermore, at any given

level, the shear wall system and the diaphragm system are assumed to be in series since the

failure of either one causes failure of the entire level. Finally, within the shear wall system

at each level, the east and west walls are assumed to be in series, whereas the shear walls

within each of these (constituting either the east or the west shear wall system) are assumed

to act in parallel. The overall building system reliability under these assumptions is given

by
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Pf (Building) = Pf [∪(∩WL1SW1,WL1SW2,WL1SW3), (∩WL2SW1,WL2SW2,WL2SW3),

(∩EL1SW1, EL1SW2), (∩EL2SW1, EL2SW2),

F loor, Roof ]

(4.5)

where Pf (S) is the probability of failure of system, subsystem or component S. The demands

on each of the subsystems are fully correlated and are a factor of the total seismic base shear.

Design codes assume values for these load-sharing factors based on the elastic lateral force

design method given in ASCE 7-10 and the relative stiffnesses of each subsystem, and are

summarized in Table 4.2.

Table 4.1: Relative demand ratios on individual subsystems due to unit building base-shear

demand, based on ASCE-7 elastic lateral force method [61, 78]

Floor Roof West SW (L1) East SW (L1) West SW (L2) East SW (L2)

SW1 SW2 SW3 SW1 SW2 SW1 SW2 SW3 SW1 SW2

0.41 0.59 0.12 0.12 0.26 0.20 0.30 0.07 0.07 0.16 0.12 0.18

The ASCE-7 load sharing factors listed above may not reflect real building behavior under

dynamic load effects and non-linear responses. The load-sharing factors are examined in this

work using a structural model including shear walls, floor and roof diaphragms as non-linear

springs with loading-unloading parameters modeled for dynamic loads. The development of

this model and the expected load sharing factors are discussed in the following sub-sections,

and inform system reliability models for the full building under seismic demands analyzed

in chapter 5.
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4.4.1 Full building computational model including subsystems as

non-linear springs

The full-building computational model, developed in the finite element package ABAQUS, is

shown in Figure 4.4. Although the model includes springs for floor and roof diaphragms, the

analyses is effectively one-dimensional in the direction that lateral loads are applied, since all

nodes are restrained in the two other directions (East-West, up-down). The objective is to

obtain load sharing factors between the subsystems for ground motions applied in the North-

South direction, and not to perform full dynamic analyses until building failure. Therefore

it is assumed that P − ∆ instabilities due to gravity loads, for example, are not going to

affect the load-sharing results significantly.

Building seismic weight is included as lumped masses at each node. The values for the

masses are assigned based on Table 1-11 in [78]. At roof level, the total mass is 11892kg

and includes supplemental weight (achieved by placing artificial masses on the diaphragm)

plus half the structural dead load (cold-formed steel framing plus wood sheathing). At each

wall node at roof level a quarter of the material mass is placed (739kg each). Similarly at

the floor level, supplemental weight plus half material mass (16572kg) is applied on the floor

node, and a quarter of the material mass (1188kg each) at the wall nodes.

Damping is included as mass-proportional Raleigh damping using the parameter alpha in

ABAQUS. The fundamental period of the building model is 0.45s (Table 4.2) or a frequency

ωn of 14rad/s. The mass-proportional damping coefficient used in ABAQUS, assuming a

ζ = 5% of critical damped system, is 2ζωn = 2 ∗ 14 ∗ 0.05 = 1.4 [21].
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Applied displacement in Y
(floor pushover analysis)

Applied displacement in Y
(roof pushover analysis)

Applied ground motion in Y 
(dynamic analysis),

restrained in Y 
(pushover analysis)

Applied ground motion in Y 
(dynamic analysis),

restrained in Y 
(pushover analysis)

Notes: 
(1) All nodes are restrained in X and Z directions
(2) All springs or user-elements act in direction Y

Y

X

Z

Figure 4.4: Full building model using ABAQUS nonlinear spring or user elements to represent

wall and floor subsystems

The floor and roof diaphragms are modeled as non-linear Spring2 elements acting in the

East-West or short building direction, load-deformation responses for which are obtained

from high-fidelity finite element models described in chapter 6. Shear-walls are modeled as

Pinching4 type [60] user-element springs (UELs) in ABAQUS [24] with cyclic backbones and

unloading-reloading obtained experimentally [59]. These relationships are plotted in Figure

4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Load-deformation backbones for diaphragm and shear wall subsystems

The west wall system of the building comprises one 2.4 m by 2.7 m shear wall and two

1.2 m by 2.7 m shear walls, whereas the east wall comproses two 2.4 m by 2.7 m shear

walls, as shown in Figure 4.6. The spring backbones described in figure4.5 and are assigned

accordingly between the floor and roof nodes on the west and east side, for example, the

west level 1 shear wall system has two 1.2 m by 2.7 m UEL’s and one 2.4 m by 2.7 m UEL.
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(a) (b)

2.4 m by 2.9 m
shear wall

1.2 m by 2.9 m
shear wall

2.4 m by 2.9 m
shear wall

2.4 m by 2.9 m
shear wall

Gravity Walls Gravity Walls

Figure 4.6: Short direction elevations for the CFS-NEES building system showing (a) the

west shear wall system and (b) the east shear wall system [61]. Shaded areas represented

sheathed shear walls which are part of the structural system, remainder is non-structural

It was observed during the NEES-building project that building response has a large sensitiv-

ity to gravity wall framing in the lateral load-resisting system models and on non-structural

components (partition walls, interior sheathing) [90]. To include this effect in the ABAQUS

model, additional springs are included in the lateral systems to simulate the gravity walls

(without sheathing). The stiffnesses and strengths of these springs are modeled at the 1.2 m

by 2.7 m shear wall stiffnesses, which is based on matching the modeled building fundamental

period to the experimentally measured fundamental period for the NEES building including

gravity framing but excluding all non-structural components, as explained in section 4.4.3.

As will become apparent in the system reliability analysis presented in the chapter 5, this

reduces building drift demands but increases force demands on the diaphragm subsystems.

In real building structures, non-structural systems further amplify these effects.
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4.4.2 Modeling protocol validation for a single degree of freedom

spring-mass damper system

The non-linear dynamic analysis protocol is verified with a single degree of freedom cantilever

system. The mass m assigned to this system is 0.12kN.s2/mm. The spring stiffness k is

20kN/mm, which brings the system time period 2∗π
√

m
k

to 0.49s, or a natural frequency of

12.9rad/s. This is exactly equal to the time period calculated using an ABAQUS eigenvalue

analysis. The damping coefficient for this system, using a mass proportional damping param-

eter α = 1.23, is 4.76%. The relative displacement of the spring obtained using an ABAQUS

implicit dynamic analysis with accelerations applied to the supported node is compared to a

solution for the single degree of freedom ordinary differential equation using the MATLAB

function ‘ode45’ [64]. The results, compared in Figure 4.7, validates the modeling protocol

for dynamic analysis using applied ground accelerations.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison between spring displacement obtained for a single degree of freedom

cantilever spring with accelerations applied at the supported node in ABAQUS, with a

MATLAB solution for the ordinary damped single degree of freedom differential equation

using the function ‘ode45’

4.4.3 Full building model eigenvalue analyses

Natural frequencies and mode shapes for the full building models were calculated using the

*Frequency option in ABAQUS which performs a dynamic eigen-analysis. These results act

as a check on the model by verifying that the computed time periods and mode shapes are

reasonable, providing comparisons to previous models and experimental results that give

insights on how the stiffness changes from the experiment to the modeling space, and across

different modeling stages (with and without gravity framing, for example). These results can

also provide estimates for the elastic base shear and drift demands, considering the entire

building as a single degree of freedom mass-spring-dashpot system.
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The fundamental building frequencies for each model are listed in Table 4.2 and compared

to fundamental frequencies obtained at each stage of the NEES-building experiments [80]

and OPENSEES model results discussed in [90]

Table 4.2: Building natural time periods in the short or north-south direction obtained from

two sets of computational models and experimental white-noised testing [81, 90]

Measurement Type Gravity Framing
First mode

time period [s ]

ABAQUS model No 0.49

ABAQUS model

Yes, equalling

shear wall stiffness

per unit length

0.45

OPENSEES model No 0.66

OPENSEES model
Yes

spring-based elements
0.32

NEES building,

no non-structural,

undamaged

Yes 0.36

NEES building,

no non-structural,

after DBE

Yes 0.51

NEES building,

all non-structural,

undamaged

Yes 0.26

NEES building,

all non-structural,

after MCE

Yes 0.34
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The time period for the ABAQUS model without gravity walls (only shear walls) is 0.49 s,

25% lower compared to the OPENSEES model fundamental period not including gravity

framing and ledger tracks at the tops and bottoms of shear walls. When gravity walls along

the short direction (Figure 4.6) are added to the model, with an assumed stiffness per unit

length equaling the 1.2 m by 2.9 m (shorter) shear walls, the time period decreases to 0.45

s. The inclusion of gravity framing in the OPENSEES model reduced the first mode period

to 0.32 s, effectively quadrupling the building stiffness [89]. This is comparable to the NEES

building (structural only) time period of 0.36 s calculated before applying ground motions.

The NEES building time period decreased to 0.26 s after non-structural components were

added, and increased to 0.34 s after undergoing damage from the MCE ground motion. The

ABAQUS model has a comparatively lower stiffness (higher time period) which is assumed

to result from the absence of any walls along the long building direction. As will become

apparent in dynamic analysis and reliability results, this increases the design inter-story drift

demand on the building system, decreasing its as-design system reliability.

4.4.4 Full building model non-linear static pushover analysis

Pushover analyses on the building are performed by applying displacements at the floor and

roof masses respectively. The resulting base shear versus applied displacement plots are

shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Base shear versus applied displacement plots for pushover analyses with displace-

ment applied at floor and roof nodes

Displaced shapes (magnified 50 times) are shown in Figure 4.9. The displaced shapes at

ultimate loads provide an indication of how increased stiffnesses arising from gravity walls is

a non-conservative effect, because this leads to higher force demands on the diaphragm which

governs the failure mode for the whole building. This is undesirable because the intended

ductile failure mode is yielding of the lateral force resisting system (shear walls).
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(a) With gravity framing, floor load (b) Without gravity framing, floor load

(d) With gravity framing, roof load (c) Without gravity framing, roof load

Figure 4.9: Displaced shape of ABAQUS model at ultimate response under pushover loads,

showing the change in failure mode due to including and excluding gravity wall stiffness.

Since the pushover analysis only applies loads at one level at a time, the diaphragm failure

mode could be unrealistic. In reality, the base shear is redistributed to both levels of the

building, leading to a higher cumulative demand on the first-floor shear walls which are

expected to trigger system failure as intended. However the analysis still demonstrates a

potential undesired effect of the non-zero lateral stiffness of systems not designed to carry

lateral loads, which is why this stiffness is included in the analyses presented here to include

the possibility of diaphragm failure triggering system collapse.

Since the pushover analysis applies a displacement boundary condition at either the floor

or roof node, it creates no force on the diaphragm to which a boundary condition is not

applied. If displacement boundary conditions are applied at both floor and roof levels, the

resulting forces will be dependent on the proportion of the two applied displacements, leading

to artificial estimates for base shear distributions. Therefore, a pushover analysis does not

provide information on base shear distribution factors between the floor and roof levels, and
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non-linear dynamic analysis is employed .

4.4.5 Full building model non-linear dynamic analyses

Non-linear dynamic analyses are carried out by applying ground motion acceleration time

histories at the base of the building, as indicated in Figure 4.4, using an implicit dynamic

algorithm in ABAQUS implemented as *DYNAMIC, IMPLICIT. The ground motions are

scaled according to two requirements given in FEMA-P695 [18] – (1) normalization against

peak ground velocity and (2) matching the spectral acceleration at the building fundamen-

tal period with the design basis earthquake spectral acceleration. The ground motions are

downloaded from Haselton Structural Research Group [41] which provides values already nor-

malized against peak ground velocities. The earthquake records used include the Northridge

ground motion recorded at Canoga Park (which was employed in the NEES-building exper-

iments) and the 44 near-field motions recommended in FEMA-P695 [18].

Base shear, floor and roof diaphragm loading time histories under the Canoga Park ground

motion are plotted in Figure 4.10. Peak displacements and forces are compared to the

experimental estimates in Table 4.3. The results are discussed in section 4.4.6.
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Figure 4.10: Total base shear, roof and floor force demand time histories for full building

ABAQUS model under Canoga Park ground motions

Since a single set of load sharing factors will be used in reliability analyses, it is important

to study the change in these factors as the system is subjected to increasingly strong ground

motions, resulting in non-linear response of the subsystems. These are studied using an

incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) approach [100] that applies increasing magnitudes of

ground motion demand on the structure characterized by its spectral acceleration. More

details on IDA and its application for seismic system reliability analysis are discussed in

chapter 5. Figure 4.11 (a) shows IDA plots for the builiding model subjected to the Canoga

Park earthquake record indicating spectral acceleration versus peak interstory displacement,

while Figure 4.11 (c) indicates spectral acceleration versus the shear demand on the floor

diaphragm relative to the total base shear demand.
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Figure 4.11: Incremental dynamic analysis for the full building model showing (a) spectral

acceleration in units of acceleration due to gravity [g] versus peak interstorey drift ratio of

first floor, (b) spectral acceleration versus floor and roof diaphragm shear demands and (c)

relative proportion of total base shear acting at the second floor diaphragm level

As the ground motion intensity (spectral acceleration) increases, the interstory drift ratio

(IDR), total base shear, and relative shear demand at the floor level increase. At 2.1% IDR,

the 2.4 m X 2.7 m shear walls reach their drift capacity (Figure 4.5), as a result of which

the floor shear demand begins to reduce. The results indicate that the base shear demand

on the building, as well as shear demands on the diaphragms, are a function of not just the

diaphragm seismic weight but also the stiffness of the lateral system. However for the scope

of this dissertation, this interaction is ignored and the relative force demand ratios (load

distribution factors) at the floor and roof level are assumed as constants.

The load distribution factors at the roof and floor level are calculated by taking the average
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of 44 ground motions, and the resulting factors are 0.55 and 0.45 and the floor and roof levels

respectively. Figure 4.12 (a) shows typical IDA plots for the builiding model subjected to

each earthquake record showing spectral acceleration versus peak interstory displacement,

while Figure 4.12 (c) indicates the spectral acceleration versus shear demand on the floor

diaphragm relative to the total base shear demand. The results of the interstory drift plots

are discussed in chapter 5. The relative base shear plots indicate that the floor shear varies

from 0.48 to 0.62 of the total base shear, with a mean value of 0.55 which is used in system

reliability analyses performed in chapter 5.
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Figure 4.12: Incremental dynamic analysis for the full building model showing (a) spectral

acceleration versus peak interstorey drift of first floor, (b) spectral acceleration versus floor

and roof diaphragm shear demands and (c) relative proportion of total base shear acting at

the second floor diaphragm level

4.4.6 Analysis of full building model responses and load-sharing

factor recommendations

Table 4.3 summarizes base shear and interstory drifts demands obtained from the ABAQUS

building model, the OPENSEES building model described in [90] and the NEES-building
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experiment [80]. The peak level 1 story drift and floor diaphragm displacements are over-

predicted in the ABAQUS model due to absence of the long-direction walls that act as

diaphragm chords increasing its rigidity. The peak base shear estimate from the NEES

experiment is lower than reality since it was calculated using load-cell readings at the base

of the shear walls, excluding the effect of shear wall overturning and forces resulting from

the gravity walls, as described in [81]. The base shear estimate from the ABAQUS model is

comparable to the OPENSEES model result. Comparatively, the ASCE-7 design base shear

assuming a response reduction factor R = 6.5 is 49kN , and the elastic base shear (if the

building stayed fully undamaged at its initial stiffness) at the actual building time period of

0.36s is 49kN ∗ 6.5 = 319kN . The results are as expected for structural systems subjected

to seismic ground motions, with the mean base shear lying in between the elastic and the

design base shear.

Table 4.3: Building drift, diaphragm displacements and base shear comparisons [81, 90]

Analysis Type or Experiment

Peak level 1

story drift

[mm]

Peak floor

diaphragm

displacement

[mm]

Peak base

shear [kN ]

ABAQUS model 41 23 208

NEES experiment 23 3.3 79

OPENSEES model 25 – 185

The mean interstory drift demand at level 1 from 44 near field FEMA P695 ground motions

is 38mm (interstory drift ratio of 1.5%), with mean load sharing factors between the floor

and roof diaphragms equalling 0.55 and 0.45 respectively, and a mean base shear of 208kN ,

which are used in system reliability and sensitivity calculations provided in the next chapter.



Chapter 5

Building System Reliability,

Sensitivity and Target Subsystem

Reliabilities

The objective of this chapter is to provide subsystem and component level design guidelines

tailored to a system reliability target for the CFS-NEES building subjected to an earthquake

ground motion acting in the north-south direction. The target subsystem reliabilities are

calculated using the reliability sensitivity algorithm introduced in chapter 3. The building

system reliability is calculated by convolution of building system capacity and demand. Two

different approaches are employed – firstly the incremental dynamic analysis method used

in state-of-the-art earthquake engineering recommendations given in FEMA P695 [18], and

a simplified alternate method to calculate seismic system reliability using interstory drift

ratios. The simplified reliability method reduces the computational burden of the FEMA

P695 process and directly considers the uncertainty in structural properties, and is chosen

for reliability sensitivity analysis to calculate target shear wall and diaphragm subsystem

reliabilities. Physical interpretations of the sensitivity results are studied using incremental

dynamic analysis. The chapter concludes with overall design recommendations for CFS

98
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buildings under seismic loads from the system to subsystem level.

5.1 System reliability calculation for a cold-formed steel

building under seismic excitation

Building system reliability is evaluated with the same general treatment introduced in chap-

ter 3, that is, by a convolution of system capacity and system demand

P (Csys −Dsys ≤ 0) =

∫ d=∞

d=0

P (Csys ≤ d|Dsys = d)dFDsys(d) (5.1)

For the seismic design case, assigning appropriate quantities for capacities and demand is

a non-trivial problem, since earthquake loads act as accelerations at the base of the struc-

ture and are hard to characterize. Quantities such as moment magnitude, modified Mercalli

intensity or ground motion duration are non-scalable, that is, a higher value does not neces-

sarily indicate stronger ground motions. Some examples of scalable ground motion intensity

measures are peak ground acceleration and peak ground velocity, but although suitable for

hazard characterization, these quantities cannot quantify the structural capacity [100].

Two different quantities are used in this chapter to characterize structural system capacity

and seismic demand. The first of these is spectral acceleration, defined as the peak displace-

ment times square of natural frequency for a single degree of freedom spring-mass-dashpot

system subjected to an acceleration history. Considering structural demand and capacity

as spectral accelerations (Sa), system reliability can be estimated using the incremental

dynamic analysis method (IDA), described in the next subsection [100].

Capacity and demand can also be characterized as the peak inter-story drift ratio of the

structure. This approach enables an approximate system reliability calculation that does

not entail the high computational resource requirements of IDA, and is described in section

5.1.2. Results from the two different approaches are compared, and the approximate method
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is used to study variation in system reliability due to subsystem reliability modifications, that

is, system to subsystem reliability sensitivity.

5.1.1 System reliability calculation using incremental dynamic anal-

ysis

Incremental dynamic analysis, proposed in [100], is a methodology in which the structural

system is subjected to increasingly strong ground motions until collapse occures, defined by

a structural mechanism or a pre-established limit to inter-story drift (such as 1.5% or 2%

recommended in ASCE-7). The structural spectral acceleration capacity, denoted as SCT , is

the spectral acceleration at which this limit is reached.

The IDA methodology to calculate system reliability and tune designs for an acceptable

target failure probability is at the basis of FEMA-P695 [18], which is currently the state-

of-the-art in earthquake engineering. Table 7-3 in FEMA P695 lists the acceptable collapse

margin ratios for probability of collapse of 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% and 25%, given the system

collapse uncertainty. This table is derived by considering the structural capacity as SCT ,

the spectral acceleration at collapse, and the demand as SMCE, the spectral acceleration at

the MCE earthquake level. The collapse margin ratio equals SCT/SMCE, that is, the ratio

between the median capacity (assumed to equal the mean capacity) and the mean demand

for an MCE level earthquake. The lognormal expression for reliability introduced in chapter

2 (Equation 2.5, βi =
logn

µCi
µDi√

V 2
Ci

+V 2
Di

), is then used to obtain the relationship between collapse

margin ratio (CMR), collapse probability (Pcollapse), and total system uncertainty (βTOT ),

i.e., Pcollapse = Φ−1(−lognCMR/βTOT ).

The IDA methodology includes only the variability in demand (resulting from using multiple

ground motions to analyze the structure) but does not consider structural uncertainties

explicitly. Instead, the uncertainty parameter β is used to characterize structural capacity

uncertainty, and arises from record-to-record, design methods, test data and modeling related
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uncertainties, with a total value ranging from 0.275 to 0.95.

In order to find the actual system capacity distribution and its variability using IDA, multiple

analyses need to be performed for each IDA curve including random perturbations in system

behavior, which increases the required number of analyses by a few orders of magnitude.

To circumvent these computational demands, an approximate methodology is described in

the following section, which characterizes system demand and capacity in terms of the inter-

storey drift ratio. However, since the structural inter-storey drift demand does depend of the

capacities of the subsystems, Csys and Dsys are not truly independent, and the distribution of

Dsys must be re-computed at every new design point during the construction of the sensitivity

plots.

IDA plots for the as-designed CFS-NEES building modeled according to the protocol shown

in chapter 4 are provided below. Setting building capacity at an IDR of 2.1 % which is

the displacement capacity of the shear wall with lowest ductility, the spectral acceleration

capacity SCT has a mean 1.6 g and variance 0.6, with the design basis earthquake spectral

acceleration demand being 0.92g, when coupled with the total uncertainty 0.525 (FEMA-

P695 Table 9-6 , ‘good’ quality test data and ‘good’ design requirements) provides a system

reliability estimate of 1.0.
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Figure 5.1: Incremental dynamic analysis results for ABAQUS spring model for full building,

indicating spectral acceleration and interstory drift capacities

5.1.2 System reliability calculation assuming series-parallel rela-

tionships between subsystems

Incremental dynamic analysis is a computationally expensive process, and although it should

ideally be employed throughout the design space (as diaphragms and shear wall designs

are modified) to calculate system reliabilities, these analyses are time consuming. In this

section system reliability calculation using load-sharing relationships described in section 4.4

is presented, which provides an alternate methodology that does not entail the computational

demands of IDA. The system reliability mathematical model introduced in chapter 4 is

repeated here for convenience.
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Pf (Building) = Pf [∪(∩WL1SW1,WL1SW2,WL1SW3), (∩WL2SW1,WL2SW2,WL2SW3),

(∩EL1SW1, EL1SW2), (∩EL2SW1, EL2SW2),

F loor, Roof ]

(5.2)

The building system reliability given by Equation 5.2 can be solved using analytical ex-

pressions given for the series system in Equation 5.3 and its compliment for the parallel

system.

P (Eseries system) = P (∪i=ni=1Ei) =
∑
i

P (Ei)−
∑
i<j

P (EiEj) +
∑
i<j<k

P (EiEjEK)− .... (5.3)

where Ei denoted the failure event for the ith subsystem in an n component series system.

As mentioned previously in this dissertation, in general the subsystem failure events are

not independent and require knowledge of the higher-order probabilities of combined failure

of multiple subsystems. Methods to solve the equation can include simplified assumptions

(for example, independence of subsystem failure events or assumed correlation coefficients

between them) or by direct simulation (as described in chapter 3), which is the focus of the

present chapter.

Building system capacity and demand in the approximate methodology used here are ex-

pressed as the inter-story drift ratio (IDR) and not spectral acceleration. This permits a

simple calculation of the system capacity without needing to resort to full incremental dy-

namic analysis. Note that the structural demand distribution changes with a change in

system capacity, since different configurations of shear walls or diaphragms lead to different

IDR demands on the building. Therefore during reliability sensitivity analyses presented

later in this chapter, the IDR demands are re-calculated for each new structural configura-

tion, which increases computational demand but is still more efficient compared to full IDA

curves calculated at each new design point.
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The subsystem to system load sharing network can be represented as :
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Figure 5.2: System to subsystem load-sharing network under seismic loads applied in north-

south direction

Assuming that the system demand Dsys is known independently, the system reliability esti-

mation problem is reduced to a capacity estimation problem. The building system capacity

distribution can be calculated using a Monte-Carlo simulation procedure, given the load-

deformation relationships for each subsystem, their capacities and coefficients of variation.

The list of steps to calculate building system capacity for a single random simulation are

provided below.

1. Generate random samples of subsystem force capacities Ffloor, Froof , FWL1SW1 etc. for

each subsystem listed in figure 5.2

2. Check which subsystem controls building system failure:
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(a) The total base shear when the first shear wall reaches its force capacity is the sum

of forces for all shear and gravity walls at the corresponding displacement

(b) The base shear is divided between floor and roof diaphragms according to the

load-sharing proportion described in section 4.4

3. If the shear demand on the roof or floor is higher than its capacity, then the corre-

sponding capacity controls. The IDR capacity of the building is the displacement at

which the roof or floor force capacity is developed.

4. If the shear demands on the roof and floor are lower than their capacities, shear wall

capacity controls. The IDR capacity of the building is taken as the third point on

quadrilinear force-displacement relationships for shear walls, minimum controls.

5. Check for other IDR limits that might control system capacity, for example, a 1.5%

drift limits for non-structural walls.

The final step that checks for other drift limits is meant in a general sense that can extend

to any potential building collapse limit state such as out-of-plane drift capacity of walls

due to diaphragm deformation, and it is anticipated that the general methodology can be

tailored to these specific scenarios relatively easily. These cases will not be studied in this

dissertation.

The approximate methodology assumes system failure to occur if the diaphragm capacity

is reached, that is, softening and energy dissipation within the diaphragm systems are not

permitted. This is a conservative estimate that can be relaxed by studying subsystem to

system load-sharing behavior beyond the peak diaphragm demand in chapter 4. Alternately,

the IDA-based system reliability methodology (section 5.1.1) which considers spectral ac-

celerations as demands and capacities will directly include diaphragm energy dissipation

effects.

In step 2(b) of the approximate methodology, the base shear is divided in constant proportion

between the different levels of the building. The base shear proportion depends on the mode
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shape that the building responds in, and thus the frequency content of the ground motion

it is subjected to. These higher mode effects are automatically captured if capacities and

demands are described as spectral accelerations as there are no assumptions on the base

shear distribution between different levels. The proposed IDR-based methodology used here

calculates the average base shear proportions at the design basis earthquake and assumes

them to stay constant during reliability analysis. The limitations of this assumption could be

quantified by comparing system reliability estimates using spectral acceleration demands and

capacities and IDR demands and capacities. For the two story building considered here, the

two methodologies provide similar estimates as described next. However, discrepancies can

potentially arise for taller structures, whose analysis is beyond the scope of this dissertation.

Table 5.1 summarizes system reliability results for the as-designed CFS-NEES building,

modeled with the protocol described in chapter 4. The overall uncertainty for the FEMA-

P695 methodology is assumed as 0.525 for ‘good’ quality of test data and ‘good’ design

requirements (Table 9-6 in FEMA-P695) – note that this includes both capacity and demand

uncertainty. For the approximate IDR methodology the demand is assumed to have a 0.38

variability [104] whereas the capacity variability is obtained from simulations.

Table 5.1: Comparison of capacity and demand parameters expressed as interstory drift ratio

(IDR) or spectral acceleration (Sa) obtained from approximate system reliability model and

incremental dynamic analysis

Quantity Mean C.O.V.(%)

Design IDR demand 1.5 % 32

IDR capacity 2.1% 4.2

Design Sa demand 0.92 g –

Sa capacity 1.6 g 60

The building system capacity distribution FCsys is estimated using the algorithm discussed in
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section 5.1.2. Shear wall and diaphragm system capacities are obtained from the backbones

presented in chapter 4 (Figure 4.5). Shear wall system variances are obtained as 2.6%

for 1.2 m by 2.9 m shear walls and 1.9% for 2.4 m by 2.9 m shear walls, from stochastic

pushover simulations on OPENSEES structural models [8]. Floor and roof mean capacities

and variances are obtained from the results presented in chapter 6. Combining these together

using the system reliability algorithm results in a building system IDR capacity of 2.3 inches

with a variance of 4.2%. As discussed in chapter 4, the building system IDR demand is 1.5

inches. Variance for the seismic load combination is assumed as 0.38 from [104]. Combining

these together in the convolution methodology results in a building system reliability of 1.1.

Comparatively, system reliability estimated using IDA with a 0.525 total uncertainty is 1.0.

The building system IDR capacity uncertainty of 4.2% is a result of variabilities obtained

from shear wall simulations, which in turn result from fastener strength variabilities obtained

from component level experiments. Additional layers of uncertainty are expected in real

buildings. At the fastener level, there is added uncertainty resulting from field installation

practices. At the shear wall level, variabilities are added by construction practices for the

shear wall, as well as thicknesses and properties of the sheathing and steel whose screw-

fastened connections govern shear wall strength. At the building level, there might be other

subsystems that initiate building failure, and the assumption that failure initiates only at the

shear wall with least displacement capacity may not hold. Finally, load distribution varies

in a real building, both between shear walls (assumed to act as perfectly parallel springs)

and at different levels of the building (assumed to be subjected to constant force ratios of

0.55 and 0.45 in this work). These additional sources of variability are neither quantified

nor accounted for in this work, but could be studied at the shear wall level, for example, by

performing a set of experiments on nominally identical shear wall specimens.

The calculated as-designed system reliability is low because it over-estimates displacement

demands compared to the real system which has a greater stiffness resulting from gravity

walls in both directions. For example, if the IDR demand is 0.8% (equalling the NEES

structural-only measured IDR at the design basis earthquake), and system reliability is
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still controlled by shear-wall subsystem failure, then the system capacity remains at 2.1%,

resulting in a building system reliability of 2.7. The reduced IDR demand results only from

the gravity systems without sheathing and without non-structural walls, which decrease the

IDR demand and increase system reliability even further [80].

The system reliability results for the as-designed building are similar to findings presented

in [89] which state that the building fails to satisfy FEMA-P695 requirements if the gravity

walls are excluded, performs just satisfactorily when gravity walls are included, and is highly

over-conservative when non-structural components are added.

5.2 Target building system reliability for seismic loads

The target building system reliability is calculated indirectly from acceptability criteria out-

lined in FEMA P695 [18], which checks an acceptable collapse margin ratio (ACMR), given

the total system uncertainty βTOT , to recommend response reduction factor R, overstrength

factor Ω and deflection amplification factor Cd for the design of new seismic force resisting

systems. The collapse margin ratio is defined as the ratio between the spectral acceleration

causing median collapse and the spectral acceleration at MCE. This leads to an ‘acceptably

low probability of collapse when subjected to MCE ground motions’, whose value is 0.1 (av-

erage across all archetypes) and 0.2 (for each individual archetype). The acceptable mean

probability of collapse of 0.1 given the MCE ground motion equals a reliability of 1.3 under

MCE demand loads.

According to Bayes theorem, the overall probability of collapse due to ground motion equals

the probability of collapse given an MCE ground motion times the probability of the MCE

ground motion occurring. By definition, the MCE ground motion has a 2% probability of

exceedance in 50 years. Therefore, for a building with 0.1 collapse probability given an MCE

ground motion, the probability of failure is 0.1*0.02=0.002 in 50 years.

In this work the DBE ground motion is used as the mean system demand to maintain
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consistency with ASCE-7. Since the DBE earthquake has 10% probability of exceedance

in 50 years, the building collapse uncertainty given the DBE earthquake should equal

0.002/0.1=0.02, to ensure the same overall failure probability of 0.002 in 50 years. Thus

the acceptable target reliability given a DBE earthquake equals −Φ−1(0.02) whose value is

2.1. Therefore, using the DBE ground motion as the mean system demand, a target reliabil-

ity of 2.1 provides the overall collapse probability in 50 years which is considered acceptable

in FEMA P695. However, the target in this dissertation is set as 2.5 to maintain consistency

with classical LRFD which recommends a target reliability of 2.5 for structural members, and

to ensure a degree of conservatism to offset potential errors in scaling the MCE probability

to a DBE event.

5.3 Target subsystem reliabilities calculated with gen-

eral reliability sensitivity algorithm

In this section the reliability sensitivity analysis described in chapter 2 is performed from

the building system to floor diaphragm and shear walls. It begins with a computation of

sensitivities for the shear wall and diaphragm subsystems, followed by subsystem reliability

modifications to reach the system reliability target.

The reliabilities of shear wall and diaphragm subsystems are calculated based on their actual

expected demands and capacities, which are different from what is used in codes and stan-

dards, as described in the following paragraphs. The subsystem reliabilities are calculated

by the general convolution methodology given in Equation 5.1.

Subsystem capacities Csys for shear walls equal their displacement capacity Pd3 (see Figure

6.6 for convention) at the point of softening initiation, which is equivalent to a 2.25% IDR for

the 2.4 m X 2.7 m shear walls (most critical subsystem). Note that this is different from cur-

rent design standard procedures that consider force capacity and demand for the lateral force
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resisting system and provide resistance factors for the same, whereas in reality this is part

of the ductile mechanism for which a displacement capacity is more important for ensuring

adequate seismic performance. Subsystem capacities for floor and roof diaphragms are taken

as their ultimate strengths as obtained from finite-element models verified experimentally.

Again, these are different from code-specified nominal capacities for these systems.

Both shear wall and diaphragm demands are taken as the mean values from non-linear

dynamic analyses using 44 ground motions. The mean shear wall demand at the first floor

of the building (the controlling case) is equal to the mean building IDR demand of 1.5%. The

diaphragm mean demands are substantially different from code specified demands obtained

using an ASCE-7 methodology, as discussed in chapter 6, Table 6.4. The mean demands are

re-calculated for every new design point in the sensitivity analysis.

A reduced order sensitivity analysis (chapter 3) is performed by grouping all shear walls

together, and the floor and roof diaphragm together, such that the system is represented

as 2 main groups whose reliabilities are perturbed together, similar to what might be done

during real building design. Subsystem reliabilities are modified by perturbing their force-

displacement backbones as described in chapter 3. Within the shear wall group, the west

level 1 2.4 m X 2.7 shear wall has the lowest reliability, as does the roof diaphragm in

the second group. At each new design point (defined by modified subsystem reliabilities),

the spring-based building model is analyzed under the effect of 44 far-field ground motions,

which provide mean estimates of the shear wall IDR demand and diaphragm shear force

demands, that can be convoluted with the corresponding subsystem capacity to obtain its

subsystem reliability estimate. The table of sensitivity iterations is provided next, followed

by a step-by-step description.

The reader is reminded from chapter 2 that the general set of steps in a sensitivity analysis is

to identify the component m with highest reliability sensitivity Sβ,m = max{Sβ}, modify its

reliability as β∗m = βm + (βt,sys − βsys)/Sβ,m, and move on to the next component, repeating

until all reliabilities are as low as desired, controlling limit states are favorable and the system
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reliability βsys = βt,sys.

Table 5.2: Reliability sensitivity analysis from the building system to the shear wall and

diaphragm subsystems; the subsystem reliabilities are indicated as the minimum in the shear

wall group (βSW,min) and diaphragm group (βdiaphragms,min); DC indicates a discontinuity

where the reliability sensitivities are indeterminate

Iteration Number βSW,min βdiaphragms,min SSW Sdiaphragms βsys βt,sys − βsys β∗m

1 1.3 1.3 1.3 0 1.1 1.4 2.4

2 2.5 1.3 0 1.7 1.9 0.6 1.7

3 2.5 1.6 DC DC 2.4 0.1 –

4 2.5 2.1 1.3 0 2.4 0.1 2.6

5 2.7 2.1 – – 2.6 -0.1 –

The algorithm begins (row 1 of Table 5.2) with subsystem reliabilities, sensitivities and

system reliability for the base case design. Reliability sensitivity is 1.3 for shear walls and 0

for diaphragms because the controlling limit state is shear wall failure. The system reliability

is 1.1 and the difference from the target of 2.5 is 1.4, which points to a target reliability

β∗m = 2.4 for the shear walls.

During iteration number 2, the shear wall backbone forces and displacements are increased

by 40% to reach a subsystem reliability of 2.5 without modifying the diaphragms. The

system reliability only increases to 1.9, and the sensitivity to shear wall reliability becomes

zero, but is 1.7 for the diaphragm. The target reliability to reach the system target of 2.5 is

calculated as 1.7.

In iteration number 3 the diaphragm backbones are perturbed by 10% to reach a subsystem

reliability of 1.6 and a system reliability of 2.4. At this stage the system reliability sensitivity

becomes discontinuous. Increasing the diaphragm reliability leads to a negligible change in

βsys as the limit state has shifted to the shear wall, whereas decreasing the diaphragm
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reliability causes a step-decrease as the limit state shifts back to the diaphragm, followed by

monotonic decrease in βsys. Similarly, increasing the shear wall reliability leads to a step-

decrease in system reliability as the limit state shifts to the diaphragm, and decreasing shear

wall reliability causes monotonic decrease in βsys. Thus this point represents a limit-state

bifurcation point where the sensitivities are undefined.

In iteration number 4, the diaphragm limit state is eliminated by increasing the force-

deformation backbone by 30% of its baseline, leading to a reliability of 2.1. The system

reliability is 2.4, which is 0.1 less than the target of 2.5. The shear wall backbone is in-

creased by 10% more to 150% of the base case, leading to a reliability of 2.7 and βsys of 2.6.

This is considered to be a converged solution and the iterations are stopped. Based on this,

final reliabilities of 2.6 and 2.1 are recommended for the design of each individual shear wall

and diaphragm.

5.4 Analyzing modifications to the system load-sharing

network due to changes in subsystem reliability

Although the reliability sensitivity analysis converged in the above procedure, further analy-

sis is performed to obtain physical insight into what happens within the load-sharing network.

As indicated in Table 5.2, the shear wall system has highest sensitivity, but its reliability can-

not be directly increased to reach the system reliability goal (row 2) because the diaphragm

sensitivity increases during this modification.The shear wall reliabilities are doubled next

while holding diaphragm reliabilities at their base value, and incremental dynamic analyses

are performed to understand the resulting effect on the load-sharing network.
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5.4.1 Effect of perturbing shear wall reliabilities holding diaphragm

reliabilities constant

Since the system reliability computed in section 5.1.2 was governed by failure of the lateral

system, the first sensitivity effect studied is to double the force and displacement capacities

of all shear walls, keeping the stiffnesses constant at each leg of the backbone, as shown in

Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Modification of shear wall load-deformation backbone to double its subsystem

reliability

The perturbation in shear wall reliability decreases the building capacity to 1.6% IDR with

3.1% C.O.V., with building capacity controlled by roof failure in every single simulation

(Table 5.3). The capacity is lower compared to the base case due to increased force demands

on the roof and floor diaphragms at the same level of building IDR demand (Figure 5.3).
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This is also evident in the IDA curve for the Canoga Park ground motion shown in Figure

5.6.

Table 5.3: Comparison of building system capacity, demand and reliability for two different

levels of shear wall reliability, holding diaphragm reliability constant at its base value 1.3

Shear wall reliability IDR demand IDR capacity Building system reliability

1.3 1.5% 2.1% 1.1

3.8 1.2% 1.6% 1.0

As evident from Figure 5.6, the approximate reliability methodology assuming building fail-

ure at the onset of diaphragm failure is conservative, because the IDA plots do not indicate

softening even after the shear capacities are exceeded. However for the scope of this disser-

tation, this additional reliability resulting from diaphragm ductility is ignored. The general

methodology can be extended to include this either by directly using IDA for system re-

liability calculation, or by proposing load sharing relationships and failure criteria beyond

diaphragm peak force capacity.

The results indicate that increasing the lateral system reliability without protecting the

diaphragm lowers the overall building system reliability. One way to overcome this negative

impact is to increase the force capacity of the diaphragm such that the controlling limit state

remains shear wall failure. This is performed by using a blocked diaphragm configuration

instead of the unblocked diaphragm, as discussed in the next section.

5.4.2 Effect of increasing diaphragm reliability by use of blocking,

followed by perturbation in shear wall reliability

As described in chapter 6, the diaphragm response changes significantly from the blocked

case (upper bound of perfect friction between panels) to the unblocked case (lower bound of
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zero inter-panel friction). Figure 5.4 plots the load-deformation response for the floor and

roof diaphragms showing its variation from the blocked to the unblocked case for each.
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Figure 5.4: Load-deformation responses for floor and roof diaphragms with perfect inter-

panel friction (similar to blocked configuration) and zero inter-panel friction (similar to

unblocked configuration) showing the large increase in force capacity from the unblocked to

the blocked case

The blocked diaphragm has a significantly higher force capacity for both the floor and roof,

and therefore it might be used to obtain system reliability benefits using more reliable shear

walls, without prematurely causing diaphragm failure before reaching shear wall deformation

capacity is reached. The variation in building system reliability with shear wall reliability is

plotted in Figure 5.5 for a building with blocked floor and roof diaphragms.
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Figure 5.5: Variation in building system reliability with shear wall subsystem reliability for

a building employing blocked diaphragm configurations at the floor and roof

The results indicate that reinforcing the shear wall subsystem can provide monotonic in-

crease of building system reliability if the diaphragms have sufficient force carrying capacity

(blocked configuration). Finally, incremental dynamic analysis plots are also shown in Fig-

ure 5.6 at the Canoga Park earthquake for a building with double the baseline shear wall

reliability, and compared to a building system that has the same shear wall configuration

but with unblocked floor and roof diaphragms. The results indicate that in the unblocked

case, the roof diaphragm reaches its capacity before the full IDR capacity of shear walls

can be developed, which leads to the vertical portion of the response on the left plot (see

roof shear, unblocked, at the unblocked roof capacity). For the blocked diaphragm, the di-

aphragms continue to experience higher loads beyond this point, and the inter-storey drift

ratio continues to increase.
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Figure 5.6: Spectral acceleration versus roof and floor shear, level 1 interstory drift, for

building with doubly reinforced shear walls subjected to the Canoga Park ground motion,

indicating roof diaphragm capacity reached before drift capacity of shear walls

5.5 Recommendations for cold-formed building design

for seismic loads

System reliability analyses of the cold-formed steel building system subjected to seismic

loads reinforced previous research findings showing that the building has a high as-designed

reliability, not necessarily resulting from the design provisions (lateral force resisting system

design) but due to reduction in design displacement demands by gravity and non-structural

walls. The as-designed reliability (without considering the effect of non-structural elements)

was found to be 1.1, whereas on considering experimentally observed demands on the building

the reliability increased to 2.7, but this effect was ignored in this chapter

The building system reliability target was calculated as 2.5, conservatively chosen compared

to a target of 2.1 obtained from calibration to a FEMA-P695 target recommended for the

maximum considered earthquake. Reliability sensitivity analysis resulted in a shear wall

reliability target of 2.6 and diaphragm reliability target of 2.1 to reach the building target

reliability. It should be noted here that the sensitivity results are based on assumed subsys-
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tem load-deformation changes described in Figure 5.3 which should be modified to reflect

real changes in the design space (using different shear wall configurations) before being used

in design standard applications.

The target reliabilities are derived here for a single prototype two story building, where

the range of potential subsystems that can be used in the design of this building are cov-

ered by the reliability sensitivity perturbations. If all available subsystem modifications are

considered in sensitivity iterations (different shear wall configurations, fastener sizes, other

shear wall types such as strap braced shear walls, different diaphragm details), then a single

prototype building is sufficient to provide recommendations for all two-story cold-formed

steel buildings of similar geometry. For application to other design scenarios where such

construction is employed, additional prototypes need to be considered, including different

building sizes, aspect ratios, shapes and story heights. For new construction styles beyond

the set of prototypes studied, a set of sensitivity analyses would first need to be performed

before using subsystem reliability targets in design.

The subsystem reliability target of 2.6 is comparable to the building system reliability target

of 2.5. The similar reliabilities result from the fact that the shear wall subsystems control

building system failure, and the slightly higher value (2.6 vs 2.5) results from the assumed

system reliability model, where the failure of the weakest shear wall is equivalent to building

system failure.

5.5.1 Shear wall subsystem design using reliability sensitivity

As discussed in chapter 4, designated energy dissipation mechanisms in wood-sheathed shear

wall systems are the sheathing-to-steel screw-fastened connections. The shear wall subsys-

tem reliability target of 2.6 can be achieved by resizing the screw-fastened connection sizes

and spacings such that they can provide adequate ductility, by performing a subsystem-to-

component sensitivity analysis for shear walls.
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Components and connections within the shear wall that are not part of the designated energy

dissipating mechanism are designed to develop the force capacity of the shear wall. From a

reliability sensitivity viewpoint, this would mean that the design of the system is such that all

components other than the screw-fastened connections have zero reliability sensitivity within

the shear wall subsystem. As the connections are made increasingly reliable and the shear

wall subsystem reliability becomes greater, the force-controlled components will have non-

zero sensitivity to the overall response, which should be overcome by making their component

reliabilities adequately high. The final results of the shear wall subsystem sensitivity analysis

will yield βt,edm and βt,fc for the energy dissipating mechanism and the force controlled

component groups respectively such that the shear wall subsystem reliability βSW = 2.6.

Sensitivity analysis for the shear wall subsystem is beyond the scope of this dissertation.

Code specified capacities and demands are related to mean capacity and demand through

bias factors B as described in chapter 2, which can be used to recommend appropriate re-

sistance factors depending on the state-of-the-practice. For example, the strength resistance

factors used on shear walls can be tuned to obtain required displacement capacity consid-

ering appropriate force-deformation models for these subsystems. As design codes change

from one generation to the next, the bias and resistance factors may be updated accord-

ingly; however, the actual subsystem and system reliabilities described here are independent

of design standard assumptions.

5.5.2 Diaphragm subsystem design using reliability sensitivity

The reliability model used in this chapter (Figure 5.2) results in premature building failure

at roof diaphragms when using the base-case unblocked diaphragms in conjunction with

shear walls that have 4.2% IDR capacities. However IDA plots shown in Figure 5.6 indicate

additional spectral acceleration capacity available after the roof diaphragm reaches its ulti-

mate capacity. Explicit sensitivity analysis for the diaphragm-building interaction are not

performed here, instead a diaphragm force-controlled reliability of 2.1 is recommended using
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the approximate reliability model. This reliability is achieved by a diaphragm subsystem-

to-component sensitivity analysis performed in chapter 7, using high-fidelity finite element

models developed in chapter 6.



Chapter 6

Cold-Formed Steel Floor Diaphragm

High-Fidelity Modeling and

Component Reliability

In this chapter a high-fidelity finite element (FE) model of the as-designed 7010 mm X

15164 mm NEES building second floor diaphragm subsystem is developed using the com-

mercial finite element software ABAQUS [21]. Several computation studies have previously

been conducted for CFS building components and systems. Computational modeling that

captures elastic buckling and non-linear collapse response for CFS members are discussed

in [91]. Recent research has characterized CFS components and connections as non-linear

hysteretic springs including cyclic strength and stiffness degradation that could be utilized

in high fidelity finite element models or efficient numerical simulations [76, 24].

System level computational models have been developed for CFS shear walls at various

fidelity levels. The most basic model considers a subsystem as a single hysteretic spring [8].

Some higher fidelity models utilize the fact that deformations are primarily concentrated at

connection locations [8, 26, 75] and include full non-linear force deformation relationships

for the fastener elements with simplified assumptions for other components – rigid panels,

121
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beam-column elements for framing and springs for member-to-member connections and hold-

downs. Non-linear finite element models have been developed for shear wall subsystems with

framing members modeled as shell elements, sheathing as rigid plates, fasteners as non-linear

springs and rigid couplings for hold-downs [72]. Full building finite element models have also

been developed with equivalent spring elements for the panel-framing combination [63]. The

finite-element models developed in this research builds on the existing modeling protocols by

meshing the structural members (joists, tracks, sheathing, clip-angles, blocking and strap-

bracing) into shell finite-elements, with the screw connections attaching them modeled as

non-linear springs.

The model described here for cold-formed steel floor diaphragm sub-systems uses thin shell

element meshing for all floor components – sheathing, joists, tracks, clip angles, blocking and

strap bracing, whereas screw fasteners are modeled as non-linear spring elements. Geomet-

rically non-linear analysis is performed with fastener elements updating their orientations as

adjacent floor panels pull apart or bear against each other. The fasteners are characterized

as non-linear backbones with an initial elastic branch, a second plastic branch, followed by

two softening branches, based on recommendations provided in [45] using single shear exper-

iments conducted at Virginia Tech. Boundary conditions are carefully modeled to include

framing details,with the diaphragm attaching directly to ledger framing inside the shear

walls. The diaphragms are loaded monotonically in their own plane with uniform body

forces applied to the sheathing to simulate seismic inertia.

The FE model lateral response is compared to recent experiments performed on quarter and

full-scale diaphragms [74, 73, 67]. As the diaphragm is loaded to failure the screw-fastened

connection elements experience highest demands and system level non-linearity originates

primarily from their non-linear response. Fastener force demand vectors are documented

for all sheathing to framing springs, from which their component reliabilities are estimated.

The model is used in chapter 6 for stochastic Monte-Carlo simulations and system reliability

analyses.
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6.1 Description of diaphragm structural system

The structural system is the 2nd floor of the NEES building introduced in chapter 4 which

was studied in full scale shake table experiments at Design Basis and Maximum Considered

earthquake levels [78]. The as-designed specifications for the system including joist, panel

and fastener layouts, joist to track clip angles, blocking and strap bracing are adopted from

design documents created by professional structural designers [61], and the diaphragm plan

view is shown in Figure 6.1.

1200S250-97 floor joists @ 610 mm o.c. 

Short or Y or 2

Long or X or 1 

5 panel rows
 @ 1220mm

o.c.

914 mm

15164 mm

1200T200-97 rim track (typical)

Ledger Detail
(Figure 5.3)

610 mm o.c. 
610 mm o.c. 

Figure 6.1: Plan view of structural system showing panel layout, floor joists, edge tracks,

and edge supports that represent the lateral force resisting systems (gravity and shear walls)

The structural panels chosen were CD-CC structural oriented strand boards (OSB), each with

dimensions 1200 mm by 2400 mm by 18 mm thick, arranged in a staggered configuration and

fastened to supporting cold-formed steel joists (Figure 6.1). The wood sheathing connects

to the underlying joists with number 10 hex head steel self-tapping and self-drilling screw

fasteners (4.7 mm diameter). The fasteners are spaced at 152 mm around the diaphragm

perimeter, penetrating the wood panel and rim tracks. The fastener spacing, 152 mm at
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the diaphragm edges and 305 mm in the field of the diaphragm where the joists support the

sheathing, is selected based on AISI-S400-15, Table F2.4-1 [9]. Cold-formed steel joists are

1200S250-97 [13] lipped Cee sections where the 1200 means a 12 inch (305 mm) out-to-out

web depth, 250 means a 2.50 inch (63.5 mm) out-to-out flange width, and 97 corresponds to

a base metal thickness of 2.56 mm. The joist web is through-fastened to a 1200T200-97 rim

track (i.e., unlipped Cee section) with clip angles that are 1.5 inch by 1.5 inch (38 mm by 38

mm), 11 inch (279 mm) deep, 54 mil or 1.43 mm base metal thickness. Alternate sets of joists

are attached to 1200S162-54 blocking (1.43 mm base metal thickness) with 1.5 inch by 4 inch

(38 mm by 102 mm), 10 inch (254 mm) deep, 1.43 mm thick clip angles at approximately

1/3rd and 2/3rd distance along their lengths. Joist and blocking bottom flanges are screw-

fastened to 38 mm wide continuous straps of 1.43 mm thickness. The joist and track yield

stress and ultimate stress are 345 MPa and 450 MPa respectively [10]. Blocking or strapping

is used to transfer shear forces across OSB panel boundaries in blocked diaphragms; in this

work geometrical details corresponding to the full scale building experiments was considered

(Figure 6.2), which does not satisfy code requirements for a fully blocked diaphragm.

Floor JoistsStrap Bracing Blocking to Joist 
Connecting Clip AngleBlocking between joists

Figure 6.2: Blocking and strap bracing used to connect adjacent joists for lateral support

mimicking detailing used in full scale building tests.

Typical building design practice is to carefully detail the vertical elements that comprise

the lateral force resisting system (LFRS) which provide stiffness and strength against lateral

loads. This gives rise to differential movement between the diaphragm and the LFRS that

is resisted at the load transfer points. In the floor being studied here, the ledger framing

detail (Figure 6.3) is used such that the sheathing attaches to the shear wall tracks directly.

This detail plays a crucial role in determining diaphragm stiffness and load carrying capacity
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because it comprises the critical load path which transfers inertial forces from the diaphragm

to the lateral force resisting system, as explained in section 6.5. The critical fastener groups,

called out in Figure 6.3, include number 10 screws connecting the wall track to sheathing

and wall studs to edge joists that are not considered in the design code, in addition to

sheathing to joist connections governing design capacities discussed in chapter 4. These

connections govern the floor response to lateral loads and are characterized carefully using

single component experiments.

..

(2) #10 @ 610mm O.C. 
 (Sheathing to Wall 

    Ledger)

600 T 150-43 W/ 
#10 EA. LEG

600 T 150-54 W/ 
#10 EA. LEG

STUD PER SECT.
(1.4 mm thickness) 

(2) #10 EA. STUD
(2.5 mm CFS to 
1.4  mm CFS)
(Joist to Wall)

‘END’ JOIST
PER PLAN
(2.5 mm thick) 

#10 @ 152 mm O.C. 
(18 mm OSB to 2.5 mm CFS)
(Sheathing to Edge Joist)

Figure 6.3: Ledger framing detail where the floor frames into the short-direction shear walls

(section Ledger Detail in Figure 6.1) - note how the sheathing is sandwiched within the wall

ledger providing a direct load path from the walls for ground motions

[61]
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6.2 Screw-fastener shear response characterization

Nonlinearity in the diaphragm load-deformation response comes primarily from fastener be-

havior at the edges. These include the fastener groups described in section 1 connecting

sheathing to wall, sheathing to edge joists, and joists to wall studs, according to the ledger

framing details shown in Figure 6.3. Connection strength in cold formed steel construction

depends on joist, sheathing and fastener properties and thicknesses [79]. Current code rec-

ommendations, (chapter 4) predict a nominal strength of 1.2 kN for diaphragm fasteners

independent of sheathing and joist thicknesses which is inconsistent with engineering intu-

ition. Therefore this section characterizes the connections as multi-linear backbones (inspired

from [45]) using single-component shear experiments. The backbones have an initial elastic

branch, followed by strain hardening, softening and failing branches. The multi-linear back-

bone parameters, described in Figure 6.4, include the peak strength Fc, the cap deformation

δc, yield strength and deformation Fy and δy, failure load Fr and deformation at failure δr,

and initial, hardening, softening and residual stiffness Ke, Ks, Kc and Kr
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Figure 6.4: Multi-linear backbone parameters for characterizing fastener elements as quadri-

linear springs in finite element models based on recommendations from [45]

6.2.1 Sheathing-to-joist connections

The 18 mm thick OSB sheathing is connected to 97 mil (2.5 mm) joists by number 10

screw fasteners. This connection configuration is tested and characterized by single shear

experiments. The test configuration, shown in Figure 6.5 (inset), is described in detail in

[68]. Each test specimen is a 152mm by 203 mm OSB segment attached to 152 mm by 254

mm CFS plate with a single number 10 fastener, 51 mm from the ply edge. The bottom ply

is bolted to a fixed aluminum bracket and the OSB is sandwiched and bolted between two

aluminum brackets to transfer load from the crosshead. The experiments were conducted

with an MTS testing machine using a crosshead displacement rate of 0.025 mm/sec. Applied

force to the fastener was measured by a 150 kN load cell with an accuracy of 0.1 kN. Relative

displacement between the two plies was measured using a non-contact optical measuring

system that was developed and validated at Virginia Tech [68]. This comprised four red
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sticker targets, tracked at a rate of 30 frames per second using a Microsoft Lifecam cinema

HD 720 p video camera, and MATLAB [64] image-processing custom code provided in [82]

Fastener load-deformation response for each of the 12 tests is nonlinear from the onset as

shown in Figure 6.5 as the fastener cuts and tilts through the wood sheathing. In all tests,

the screw failed in shear and the load dropped to zero. The primary source of connection

load-deformation variability comes from the orientation and density of wood strands in the

OSB sheathing surrounding the fastener.
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Figure 6.5: Load displacement plots for 12 monotonic single shear tests with inset detail

showing test setup including OSB and CFS plates, aluminimum brackets and optical targets

for measuring relative displacement

Table 1 lists results for each of the 12 tests. The mean tested strength µV test is 3.9 kN with

a COV of 0.17. The average displacement at component failure (∆test) is 11 mm. These

values are used to calibrate probabilistic fastener force-deformation models that are used

in reliability analyses. Mean strength µV test is more than thrice the code recommended
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nominal strength Vn (3.9 kN vs 1.2 kN) which highlights the inherent overstrength in the

current AISI-S400-15 conservative prediction method

Table 6.1: Ultimate Capacity and Displacement at failure for twelve monotonic single shear

tests plotted in Figure 4

Test Number Vtest (kN) ∆test (mm)

1 3.9 14

2 4.1 12

3 4.0 8.7

4 5.1 13

5 2.9 6.3

6 4.7 10

7 3.3 4.0

8 4.3 10

9 3.8 15

10 3.8 9.3

11 4.3 12

12 3.1 10

Backbone parameters for the sheathing to framing fasteners (number 10 fastener, 1200S250-

97 joist, and 18 mm thick OSB) are derived from experimental force deformation relation-

ships. Peak strength Fc is taken as the maximum force reached during the experiment, and

cap deformation δc corresponds to force Fc in the force-deformation relationship. Residual

force Fr is taken as the load at which failure first initiates indicating a sharp drop in force.

Final deformation δr corresponds to Fr in the force-displacement plot, and it is assumed that

the force drops to zero at this point in the model corresponding to brittle failures observed

experimentally (Figure 6.5). Yield force and deformation Fy and δy are obtained using the

optimization routine fminsearch in MATLAB. The objective function to be minimized is set
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as the total squared difference in force between the fitted bi-linear curve and the experimen-

tal results until peak force Fc is reached. The initial estimates for Fy and δy are set as 0.55Fc,

and deformation at 0.55Fc respectively. Maximum allowed evaluations and iterations for the

fminsearch routine are both set at 5e9.

6.2.2 Joist-to-stud connections

Joist-to-stud and track-to-stud fastener backbones (number 10 fastener, 2.5 mm steel to 1.4

mm steel) are obtained from recommendations provided in [68], using general expressions

for force and stiffness that model the two plies as springs in series, F = αψβPss ≤ Pss

and K = αψβ( 1
E1t1

+ 1
E1t1

)−1 , where ψ = ( Pss
t1fu1d

)( Pss
t2fu2d

), Pss is the manufacturer reported

fastener shear strength (8.16 kN for number 10 hex head fasteners), fu1 and fu2 are the

ultimate tensile strengths of ply 1 and ply 2 obtained from tensile coupon tests (505 MPa

and 493 MPa), d is the fastener diameter (4.75 mm), E1 and E2 are the elasticity moduli of

ply 1 and ply 2 (203.4 GPa), and t1 and t2 are the thicknesses of ply 1 and ply 2 (2.56 mm

and 1.43 mm). The parameters α and β are obtained using MATLAB function fminsearch

by minimizing the error between model predicted and tested [68], and are provided for the

different backbone parameters in Table 6.2. Final backbones are plotted in Figure 6.6 and

parameters provided in Table 6.3
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Table 6.2: Fastener backbone trendline parameters for strength and stiffness, number 10

fastener, 2.5 mm steel to 1.4 mm steel [68]

Backbone Parameter α β

Fy 1.37 -0.52

Fc 1.76 -0.46

Fr 1.52 -0.59

Ke 0.32 -0.80

Ks 0.013 -0.68

Kc -0.035 -0.87

Kr -0.52 -1.58

6.2.3 Track-to-sheathing-to-track double shear connections

The sheathing-to-wall connections act in double shear between 43 mil (1.1 mm) steel, 18mm

OSB and 54 mil (1.4mm) steel with number 10 fasteners. Dedicated double shear experiments

were not conducted for these connections. Design recommendations provided in AISI S100

chapter E [2] predicts connection strengths for both 43 mil CFS - 18 mm OSB and 18 mm

OSB – 54 mil CFS as Pss indicating that the governing limit state is screw shear failure. The

connection backbones are therefore approximated with double the stiffness and strength of

the OSB to Steel single shear backbones based on their two planes of resistance (Figure 6.6).
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Figure 6.6: Final hysteretical backbones for critical fastener connections used as quadrilinear

spring force deformation relations in FEM

Table 6.3: Hysteretic backbone parameters for critical diaphragm fastener connections used

to characterize them as quadrilinear springs during FEM (forces in kN and stiffnesses in

kN/mm)

Fy Fc Fr Ff ke ks kc kr

Sheathing to Wall 4.0 7.8 7.2 0 6.7 0.46 -0.55 -∞

Sheathing to Edge Joist 2.0 3.9 3.6 0 3.3 0.23 -0.27 -∞

Framing to Wall 6.1 8.2 6.2 0 23 1.1 -2.4 -12
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6.3 Finite-element modeling protocol for cold-formed

steel floor diaphragms

This section describes the finite element modeling protocol employed in ABAQUS [21] in-

cluding mesh descriptions, material models, contact modeling and spring modeling.

6.3.1 Model geometry and material properties

Joists, tracks, panels, clip angles, blocking and strap bracing are modeled as ABAQUS S4R

elements – a 4 node linear shell element where R stands for reduced integration, meaning

that the number of Gaussian integration points used to calculate the element stiffness matrix

is decreased to improve computational efficiency and avoid shear locking. The S4R element

converges to plate buckling solutions at lesser elements per half-wavelength than the S4

element, which uses more Gaussian integration points (stiffer element, better accuracy) and

experiences membrane locking at less than 2 elements per half-wavelength [69]. ABAQUS

also provides the option to use quadratic shell elements (S8R, S9R5) that capture buckling

deformations more accurately with a coarser mesh compared to linear elements [69, 91].

However, these elements ignore changes in thickness with deformation and are inaccurate at

finite strains [21]
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S4R Elements
@ 25 mm o.c.

64 mm
51 mm

S4R Elements
@ 25 mm o.c.

305 mm

Floor Joist Mesh Floor Track Mesh

305 mm

Figure 6.7: CFS joist and track finite element meshing with selective refinement for clip

angle attachment locations

Mesh densities for joist and tracks are described in Figure 6.7. Rounded corners at flange-

web and web-lip intersections are not modeled. The mesh is selectively refined depending on

the floor layout to provide attachment points for fasteners. Initial geometrical imperfections

are not modeled because loading imperfections are adequate to trigger inelastic buckling.

The element size is 1in. (25 mm) along the length of the member, a sinusoidal buckled half-

wavelength of 12in. (305 mm) will be linearly interpolated across 12 nodes, which is typically

adequate for global, local distortional buckling modes. Except where the mesh is selectively

refined to provide fastener-attachment points, the unstiffened elements at joist flange edges

(lips) have the highest aspect ratio (4.8:1), which is well within the recommended limit of

8:1 [6]. This limit was proposed for S9R5 elements and is used here for S4R elements since

both elements perform comparably at this range at least for stiffened elements [6].

Panels are meshed as S4R elements with typical aspect ratio 1:1, except where the mesh is

selectively refined to provide attachment points to underlying framing. Mesh densities for

joist to track and joist to blocking clip angles, block sections and strap bracing are selectively

refined depending on fastener attachment points.
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S4R Elements
@ 2.54 mm o.c.

Floor Joist (typical)

Figure 6.8: Typical finite element meshing for floor panel with selective refinement for fas-

tened connections to underlying framing (floor joists and ledger track)
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Floor Joist
Clip Angle to Joist

Springs Floor Track

Clip Angle

Figure 6.9: Finite element mesh for joist to track clip angles with attachment points for

screw fasteners (spring element locations) shown in red

Blocking is used in the floor system at approximately 1/3rd and 2/3rd the joist length to

restrict lateral deflection between joists in the arrangement shown in Figure 6.2. Strap

bracing is used to provide a continuous connection between the bottom flanges of all the

joists. The joists connect to the blocking through clip angles, as shown in Figure 6.10.

Contact is modeled between the clip angle and the block as well as discussed in section 6.3.3.
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Floor Joist
Strap Bracing

Clip
Angle

Blocking

Springs

Figure 6.10: Finite element mesh for blocking, strap bracing and blocking to joist clip angles,

with attachment points for screw fasteners (spring element locations) shown in red

The material elasticity modulus for CFS is assumed as 203 GPa. Plasticity is modeled

using the *Plastic command in ABAQUS, assuming the yield stress to be 400 MPa and the

plasticity curve as provided in [69]. The OSB is modeled as isotropic with an elastic modulus

of 2.4 GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.30. This is based on shear modulus recommendations

provided in the International Building Code [46] Table 2305.2.2 for rated OSB sheathing.

The fastener connections are modeled as a combination of shear springs and axial couplings

as discussed in the next section.

6.3.2 Screw-fastened connection modeling for monotonic response

Sheathing-to-track and sheathing-to-edge-joist screw connections are modeled as ABAQUS

materially non-linear SpringA elements for in-plane (shear) response and coupling constraints

for out-of-plane (axial) response. In geometrically non-linear analyses, SpringA elements

develop internal forces as a function of the difference between their deformed and initial

(undeformed) lengths. Owing to the fact that the spring is capable of rotating, the initial
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length of the spring must be negligibly small so that the difference between original and

deformed lengths equals the shear deformation. This is shown in Figure 6.11
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Figure 6.11: Modeling of screw fasteners in the floor as a combination of axial couplings and

SpringA elements or two Spring2 elements

While the SpringA element is capable of updating its orientation during the course of the

solution akin to screw fastener behavior in a real structural system, it poses a geometrically

nonlinear problem to the finite element solver, and in the case of the floor diaphragm sub-

system which has more than 2000 fastener elements, convergence problems can easily arise.

An alternate to using the SpringA element is to use two mutually perpendicular Spring2

elements as shown in Figure 6.12. The two elements respond independently and can accom-

modate different forces without needing to update their line of action, such that the resultant

force acts along the line of action of the rotated fastener.

The following study demonstrates results of modeling a connection between two nodes as ei-

ther a single SpringA element of varying initial lengths, or as a pair of mutually perpendicular

Spring2 elements.
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Figure 6.12: Modeling of screw fasteners in the floor as a combination of axial couplings and

SpringA elements or two Spring2 elements

Force deformation relationships are plotted for the various springs as a function of spring

length and compared with the input backbone parameter. The coupled Spring2 pair acts

independent of the initial length, matches the initial response until the first change in stiffness

and then overpredicts the response. This element is thus appropriate only in cases where

the spring acts within the first leg of the response. The SpringA pair captures the actual

response well when the initial length is lower than 0.0254 mm which is approximately the

displacement at which the first stiffness change takes place.
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Figure 6.13: Force deformation relationships for Figure 6.12 case study in SpringA elements

with varying initial lengths and a pair of Spring2 elements

ABAQUS has difficulty converging when only SpringA elements are used in this floor model.

This is overcome by running an elastic analysis with Spring2 elements, setting the initial

orientations of all springs on that basis and then running a new analysis with SpringA

elements. Since the initial orientations match the first trial solution, the program is then

able to converge.

Screw fasteners connecting clip angles and straps to structural elements (joists, tracks or

blocking) are modeled as elastic Spring2 elements in ABAQUS with a spring stiffness 18

kN/mm because they do not experience sufficient demands to trigger non-linear response.

All other fasteners, i.e., sheathing to joist, sheathing to track, sheathing to wall, joist to

wall stud and track to wall stud connections are modeled as nonlinear ABAQUS SpringA

elements in the fastener shear plane and axial couplings in the out-of-plane direction. The
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SpringA elements are assigned quadrilinear force deformation relationships as described in

Figure 6.6 and Table 6.3.

6.3.3 Wood sheathing panel-to-panel contact modeling

Contact is modeled along all panel edges (seams) to prevent adjacent panels from penetrating

into or sliding against each other. This is achieved using 2 sets of springs running parallel

(frictional) and perpendicular (penetration) to seam boundaries. Contact spring locations

are shown in Figure 6.14. Frictional springs are rigid while penetration springs are bi-linear

with infinite stiffness in compression and zero stiffness in tension. Contact is also modeled

between clip angles and blocking sections (Figure 6.10) using the same protocol (compression

and frictional springs).

Compression-Resistant Springs Coupling (frictional)

Figure 6.14: Springs that model panel-to-panel contact along all seam edges

Recent experimental results [73, 67, 74] indicate that frictional coupling between panel seams

is high in blocked diaphragms due to support from underlying steel blocking through fastened

to the panels. However in unblocked diaphragms where panel seams are unsupported, the
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frictional coupling is minimal, allowing the panels to slide relative to one another. Therefore

an unblocked diaphragm configuration was also modeled using ABAQUS, and the compar-

ative model-to-predicted responses described below will further elucidate the role played by

these frictional springs at panel seams.

6.3.4 Model solution algorithm and boundary conditions

The Riks solution algorithm (*STATIC, Riks in ABAQUS) was used for diaphragm pushover

analyses with point loads distributed across the diaphragm to simulate inertial forces in the

short (weak) direction (DOF 2 or Y, see Figure 6.1). Boundary conditions are defined on a

set of nodes (highlighted in Figure 6.15) to which boundary conditions are applied via the

*BOUNDARY keyword in ABAQUS.

Figure 6.15: Diaphragm FEM model plan view with highlighted points representing bound-

ary nodes indicating regions where boundary conditions are applied via ABAQUS keyword

*BOUNDARY

The long-direction boundary nodes are restrained in the long direction (DOF 1 or X) while
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the short-direction boundary nodes are restrained in the short direction (DOF 2 or Y)

representing a case where the shear walls have infinite in-plane stiffness and negligible out-

of-plane stiffness. All boundary nodes are also restrained in the vertical direction (DOF 3

or Z). The edge joists, tracks and sheathing connect to the boundary nodes via SpringA

elements and axially rigid links as shown in Figures 6.16 and 6.17.

Floor Joist

Sheathing Board
Boundary Node 
(restrained in Y and Z)

Z

X

Rigid Link along
Fastener Axis

Sheathing Board

Edge Joist

Y

Rotating 
SpringA 
elements

Figure 6.16: Short boundary conditions for the diaphragm with sheathing and edge joists

connected to boundary nodes restrained in the short (Y) and vertically upward (Z) directions

through axially rigid links and ABAQUS SpringA elements that update their orientations

during the analysis
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Boundary Node 
(restrained in X and Z) Clip Angle

Floor Joist

Floor Track

Figure 6.17: Long boundary conditions for the diaphragm with sheathing and ledger track

connected to boundary nodes restrained in the long (X) and vertically upward (Z) directions

(connection modeling same as short boundary)

6.4 Verification of finite-element modeling protocol with

scaled experiments

The finite-element modeling protocol was verified against quarter-scale diaphragm experi-

ments recently conducted at McGill University [73, 74, 12]. The diaphragm configurations

for the experiments matched roof and floor diaphragms in the CFS-NEES building, with the

specimen configuration described in Figure 6.18.
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6100 mm

3 panel rows
 @ 1220 mm

o.c.

3550 mm

Ledger TrackFloor Joist

2440 mm

Blocking

Figure 6.18: Quarter-scale CFS-NEES building diaphragm experimental configuration for

tests performed at McGill University [73, 74, 12]

The diaphragm was tested under monotonic and cyclic displacement protocols applied to one

edge whereas the other edge was held fixed. The corresponding FE model, developed using

the same general principles discussed in section 6.3, is shown in Figure 6.19 with appropriate

boundary conditions.
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Applied displacement in X

All other DOFs constrained

All DOFs constrained

Indicates nodes to which
boundary conditions are applied

S4R elements
spaced at 25.4 mm 

Figure 6.19: Finite element model boundary conditions for McGill diaphragm experiments

[73, 74, 12]

The cyclic response of this model was captured using custom user-elements for screw-fastened

connections that are capable of including unloading-reloading response [24], whereas the

monotonic response was simulated using ABAQUS SpringA elements. The screw-fastened

connection backbone and cyclic parameters were measured with the experimental protocol

described in section 6.2.1.

The unblocked diaphragm experimental results were found to be bounded in between com-

putational models with perfect and zero friction between panel seams. This was due to

the fact that even in the absence of blocking, there is a non-zero inherent friction acting in

between the panel edges. The monotonic experimental response was matched by the finite-

element model (see Figure 6.20) by using spring elements spaced at 76 mm between panel

edges. These ‘friction’ spring were characterized with non-linear force deformation relation-

ships that increased as a step function as the inter-panel relative displacement exceeded zero

(model for static friction). The spring forces were capped at 0.07 kN for the CFS-NEES

building roof configuration, and 0.20 kN for the floor configuration. Friction was higher at
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the floor level than the roof level due to the use of thicker OSB panels which also had a

tongue-in-groove configuration that created a mechanical interlock. Interestingly, the same

frictional coefficient when used for the full-scale diaphragm model was found to match tested

results accurately (Figure 6.22).
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Figure 6.20: Comparison of monotonic responses obtained experimentally and with finite-

element model for CFS-NEES floor and roof configurations built with #8, #10 and #12

sheathing-to-framing screw fasteners [73, 74, 12]

The diaphragm model was also subjected to cyclic displacement protocols to compare its

predictions to the McGill experiments. However, the force-deformation relationship used for

frictional springs did not converge under cyclic loads due to the step-function assumption for

static friction, which is also an incorrect material model under load reversals. However, the

first few cycles for which the model converged under full-friction and no-friction scenarios

reiterated that these represented upper and lower bounds to the real response (Figure 6.21).
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Figure 6.21: Comparison of cyclic response obtained experimentally to full-friction and zero-

friction computational model responses that act as upper and lower bounds to the real

behavior [73, 74, 12]

The monotonic and cyclic responses of the finite-element model compare well to the exper-

iments which verifies the overall modeling protocol. The response of the full-scale model

developed using the same protocol is studied next under the influence of in-plane distributed

lateral loads.

6.5 Simulated full-scale diaphragm response under uni-

formly distributed lateral loads

Floor diaphragm response for the full-scale model under lateral loads is studied by applying

a uniform body force on the sheathing material using the option *Dload in ABAQUS. The

floor diaphragm midspan deflection, ∆floor, resulting from the distributed force, Pfloor is

plotted in Figure 6.22. The load-deformation response is nonlinear because of the fastener

connection until its capacity is reached when the sheathing to wall fasteners on the short

edges fail suddenly and the diaphragm loses the ability to carry more loads.

The diaphragm system load-deformation response for the unblocked case (where friction at
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the OSB panel seams is assumed as zero) in Fig. 7 shows an initial stiffness reduction of

85% when compared to the blocked diaphragm because in-plane shear stiffness continuity is

lost (39 kN/mm to 6.2 kN/mm tangent or secant stiffness from 0 to 8 mm), requiring the

underlying framing to carry the in-plane loads from OSB panel to panel until it flows in the

lateral system. The system failure mode also changes, shifting from the diaphragm-shear

wall interface to the field fasteners along the panel seams as they slide relative to one another,

resulting in an 80% decrease in diaphragm system capacity (compare 711 kN to 181 kN in

Fig. 7).
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Figure 6.22: Simulated wood-sheathed cold-formed steel floor diaphragm load-deformation

response under a distributed inertial force until failure initiation and convergence loss, show-

ing 85% higher stiffness and 80% higher strength when considering perfect inter-panel friction

(blocked) versus frictionless panel boundaries (unblocked)

Aside from verification with scaled diaphragm tests as discussed in section 6.4, a full-scale
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experiment was also recently completed on the same wood-sheathed cold-formed steel framed

diaphragm configuration considered herein [67]. The diaphragm test was conducted with a

geometry and fastener pattern consistent with the simulations, however the load was applied

with a drag strut connected between two joists at the diaphragm quarter points. As described

in section 6.4, a frictional coupling spring between all long edge panel tongue-and-groove

seams is incorporated in the simulation, where the spring stiffness of 0.003 kN/mm was

calculated from panel relative edge slip measurements taken during and after the scaled

diaphragm test [12]. The responses, compared in Figure 6.22 again confirm the accuracy of

the finite-element model.

The dependence of floor force-deformation relationship on the modeled coupling between the

panels (section 6.3.3) is further demonstrated by considering deformed shapes of the floor

in either case. The contact modeling which includes perfect frictional coupling is similar

to a ‘blocked’ diaphragm configuration which uses supporting steel framing along the panel

boundaries (seams) to transfer shear loads from one panel row to the next. For ‘unblocked’

diaphragms, this shear is not transferred through inter-panel friction and the panels slide

relative to one another instead. As a result, the diaphragm no longer deflects flexurally as

one whole unit, but the individual panels slide and rotate relative to one another. This is

evident from the final deflected shapes of the diaphragm model shown in Figure 6.23.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.23: Diaphragm deformed shapes at ultimate loads for (a) full coupling between panel

edges so that diaphragm responds flexurally as one unit or as a blocked diaphragm and (b)

no friction between panel edges with panels sliding individually relative to one another or as

a completely unblocked diaphragm

6.6 Load-path mapping for floor diaphragms under in-

plane lateral loads

The high-fidelity finite element model provides the capability to track force demands in

individual screw-fastened connection components within the floor, with the use of custom

MATLAB [64] code to read ABAQUS [21] *.dat output files, post process and plot force

demand vectors. Example output can be seen in Figure 6.24 which shows the load distribu-

tion among fasteners in the critical load path for the blocked diaphragm at the failure load

of 711 kN. There are two primary load paths transferring inertial forces from the blocked

diaphragm to the lateral force resisting system – sheathing to wall ledger (50.3%) and edge

joist to wall joist connections (49.7%). In other words, approximately half the diaphragm

load is transferred directly through the diaphragm panels and the other half through the

framing. The 49.7% transferred through the edge joists (framing) originate primarily from

sheathing to edge joist connections (47.2%) with some contribution from the field fasteners

(2.5%). This force distribution is characteristic of the blocked diaphragm case where perfect
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friction is modeled in between the panel boundaries.

Applied Load = 711 kN

Sum of Sum ofSum of

Sum of358 kN 335 kN 18 kN

353 kN

Scale
= 4.5 kN

Sheathing to Wall Connection Forces
Sheathing to Edge Joist Connection Forces
Sheathing to Field Joist Connection Forces
Joist to Wall Stud Connection Forces

Short 
or Y or 2

Long or X or 1 

Height or Z or 3 

Figure 6.24: Fastener forces in the applied load direction (short or Y or 2) showing load

transfer from diaphragm forces (red arrows, 711 kN) to (1) sheathing to ledger connections

(black arrows, 358 kN), (2) edge joists (magenta arrows, 335 kN) and (3) field joists (green

arrows, 18 kN), where (2) and (3) add up and get transferred through the joist to stud

connections (blue arrows, 353 kN)

For purposes of component reliability analysis described in section 6.7 and system reliability

analysis discussed in chapter 6, the flow of in-plane forces from the sheathing to the un-

derlying framing is needed. The force distributions in all sheathing to framing fasteners for

blocked and unblocked diaphragms are plotted in Figure 6.25. For the blocked diaphragm

case, the in-plane diaphragm forces are carried in the OSB as a shear element to the OSB-

to-wall connections, and the field fastener forces are minimal as shown in Figure 6.25 (a).

Similar to shear stress distributions in a deep beam, these increase progressively towards the

supported edges. The top ledger track is in a state of tension (fastener vectors point away

from each other) whereas the bottom ledger track is compression (fastener vectors point

towards each other). The corner fasteners experience a combination of shear and flexural

demands. Structural components experiencing highest demands include sheathing to wall

and joist to wall fasteners, with the former subjected to higher demand to capacity ratios
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due to lower peak strengths (see Figure 6.6). Failure initiates at the ultimate load in the

sheathing to wall connections, and once a single fastener fails, the load sheds to the adjacent

fasteners and the diaphragm connectivity ‘unzips’ resulting in convergence loss in the finite

element solver.

For the unblocked diaphragm case, the OSB sheathing is less effective and the field fasteners

experience up to 100% higher demands as they transfer in-plane forces from OSB panel

to panel, see Figure 6.25 (b). As described in [67], the individual panels in the unblocked

diaphragm rotate as rigid bodies, resulting in a displacement incompatibility relative to the

underlying framing. This relative displacement leads to high fastener shear demands at the

panel seams. This effect is also considered in cold-formed steel diaphragm design standards

[3, 4] which recommend lower diaphragm strengths in the unblocked case for loads applied

parallel to panel seams. As a result of this effect, the field fasteners are the first to fail in the

unblocked diaphragm in-plane response. Similar to the blocked diaphragm case, fasteners

towards the center of the diaphragm experience least force demands. The force vectors

obtained from the finite-element model agree well with fastener failure locations observed in

the full scale experiment [67], where fastener failures were not observed near the center of

the diaphragm.
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(a) 

Scale
= 1

(b) 

Figure 6.25: Normalized screw fastener to shear capacity vectors (Di/Ci) at diaphragm

system failure considering (a) blocked and (b) unblocked panel edges
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6.7 Floor diaphragm fastener reliability calculation

With the floor diaphragm structural system and its simulation protocol defined, reliabilities

can be calculated for the floor diaphragm components. As discussed above, critical compo-

nents governing system response are the sheathing to framing and edge joist to wall stud

fasteners connections which are the focus of this work.

6.7.1 Variability in the fastener strengths

Fastener ultimate strength Fc is used as component capacity in reliability calculations. The

mean strengths for sheathing to joist, sheathing to wall and joist to stud connections are

taken as Fc values defined in Figure 6.6 and Table 6.3. Sheathing to framing connection

strength coefficient of variation (COV) obtained experimentally is 0.165, which is also taken

as the COV for sheathing to wall fasteners. Joist to stud connection strength COV is taken

as 0.048 which is the average COV for steel to steel connections with number 10 fasteners

[68].

6.7.2 Variability in the seismic demand loads

The design standard recommended equivalent lateral force (ELF) on the floor diaphragm can

be calculated using ASCE 7-10, Equation 12.8-1 (ASCE 2010) for total base shear V = CsW ,

where Cs = SDS/(R/I). The design spectral response acceleration parameter in the short

period range, SDS = 0.93, is determined for a design basis earthquake (10% probability of

occurrence in 50 years) assuming the building is located in Orange County, CA. The total

base shear V = 49.2kN using a response modification factor R = 6.5 for the cold-formed

steel framed lateral system considered, an importance factor I = 1.0, and W = 345kN as

the effective building seismic weight, 41% of which acts at the floor level according to the

first mode building response, resulting in a diaphragm design load of 20.2 kN.
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The building loads standard ASCE 7-10 also has special provisions for diaphragm design

loads Fpx =
∑n
i=x Fi∑n
i=x wi

wpx, where Fi is the ELF load at level i, with a minimum set at

0.2SDSIwpx and maximum 0.4SDSIwpx, where wpx is the seismic weight tributary to level x,

which for the NEES 2nd floor diaphragm is 200 kN.

Mean diaphragm loads, which are the actual loads expected to act on a diaphragm during

a seismic event (different from design loads) can be estimated from the CFS-NEES building

shake table test for the DBE (Northridge ground motion recorded at Canoga Park). In-

strumentation for the experiment included load cells attached to the ties and hold-downs at

shear wall locations, whose forces were resolved to estimate a total of 79 kN base shear for

the building excluding non-structural components subjected to the DBE [81]. Assuming the

same load factor of 0.41 for first mode building response, this results in a 32.4 kN load at

the floor diaphragm, which is an under-estimate since it does not include the shears at the

bases of gravity walls.

The peak horizontal floor diaphragm acceleration in the CFS-NEES building shake table test

for the DBE Canoga Park earthquake record was measured as 0.92g with an average of four

accelerometers at the four corners measuring in the short building direction [78]. Multiplying

the acceleration by the floor seismic mass of 186 kN results in an inertial force of 171 kN.

This includes the sum of internal and damping forces in the system and therefore is higher

than the actual force demand on the diaphragm.

The seismic demand estimates show a wide variability since they depend on the inelasticity

in building response (assumed as a response reduction factor R=6.5 in ASCE 7-10), the effect

of non-structural components [78] and the energy dissipated due to damping. The demand

estimates are summarized in Table 4, and out of these the mean diaphragm demand of 114

kN obtained from ABAQUS full building simulations at the design basis earthquake is used

in this work. In Table 6.4, the mean load is compared to design force levels used in ASCE-7,

indicating a bias (mean demand to code specified design demand ratio) of 3.1 for the floor

diaphragm. The 3 times difference between the mean and design demand is not unexpected,
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since the design demand for earthquake loads is typically significantly lower than the mean

demand. From a reliability standpoint, this if usually offset by the mean ultimate capacity

being higher than the code-specified design capacity.

Table 6.4: Design forces at floor and roof diaphragm levels considering elastic lateral forces

(ELF), diaphragm design forces and simulation results

Level Weight ELF Diaphragm Load Fpx minimum Fpx maximum Mean demand

x wx Fx Fpx 0.2SDSIwpx 0.4SDSIwpx from simulations

[kN] [kN] [kN] [kN] [kN] [kN]

Roof 144 29 29 27 54 94

Floor 200 20 28 37 74 114

Variability in the diaphragm seismic demand is represented using the COV for load effects,

VQ = 0.38. It should be noted that a wide range of estimates are available for the uncertainty

associated with seismic loads. Values for the COV as low as 0.21 [58] and as high as 1.24

[104] are reported or recommended in the literature. A value of 0.38 has been selected here

to correspond to the ASCE 7-10 load combination 1.2D + 1.0L + 0.2S + 1.0E where D is

dead load, L is live load, S is snow load, and E is earthquake load, for California [104]. The

seismic load effect COV is obtained from a first order second moment reliability parameter

study employing Monte Carlo simulation that demonstrated VQ is as much as 75% higher

for load combinations including earthquakes than a typical D + L combination.
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6.7.3 Screw-fastened connection reliabilities in floor diaphragms

under seismic loads

The screw fasteners connecting the wood sheathing to the floor joists define the diaphragm

behavior, and the reliability of fastener component i can be estimated as per Equation 2.5:

βi =
logn

µCi
µDi√

V 2
Ci

+ V 2
Di

(6.1)

where µC,i and VC,i are the mean and coefficient of variation (COV) of the fastener capacity,

and µD,i and VD,i are the mean and COV of the component demand [58].

The distribution of fastener component reliability, calculated with Equation 6.1, is shown in

Figure 6.26, where µC,i and VC,i are the mean and COV of ultimate fastener strengths as

described in section 6.7.1. The mean fastener component demand, µD,i, is obtained from the

elastic distribution of fastener forces for the mean seismic demand 114 kN calculated from

simulations. The COV of the applied seismic load, VD,i = VD = 0.38 is calculated in recent

studies characterizing variability in ASCE 7-10 earthquake load combinations [104].
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Figure 6.26: Fastener reliabilities at mean system demand of 114 kN for unblocked and

blocked floor diaphragms.

In the blocked diaphragm, fastener reliability βi is lowest at the sheathing-to-wall connections

where the demand loads collect (βedge,min = 4.1), and increases in the field of the diaphragm

(βfield,min = 7.1). In the unblocked diaphragm, fastener reliabilities are lowest in the di-

aphragm field (βfield,min = 0.87), with higher edge fastener reliabilities (βedge,min = 1.1)

because the underlying steel framing carries 93% more of the demand load to the lateral

system.

The reliabilities obtained using the mean diaphragm seismic demands are relatively high

for the blocked diaphragm, but are quite low in the unblocked case. In the CFS-NEES

building there were additional non-structural components attached to the diaphragm which

potentially increased its reliability under seismic loads. Also, as discussed in the previous
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sections, the no-friction assumption between panels is conservative. However, just from

the diaphragm structural system viewpoint and its expected demands, system reliability

improvements are desirable for the unblocked diaphragm case.

In conclusion, the component reliability βi for each screw-fastened connection element in

the floor diaphragm subsystem was calculated in this chapter, using load-path mapping

obtained from high-fidelity finite-element models. The computer model was characterized

by component scale tests and its predictions were verified by subsystem scale experiments.

The next chapter studies the diaphragm capacity distribution and system reliability, and

tunes the set of component reliabilities obtained here to reach the diaphragm subsystem

reliability target of 2.1 which was calculated in chapter 5.



Chapter 7

Cold-Formed Steel Floor Diaphragm

Sensitivity Analysis and Component

Design

System reliability for the NEES building second floor diaphragm subsystem is estimated in

this chapter using the convolution framework discussed in chapter 2. Subsystem capacity

(Csys) distribution or fragility is computed using Monte-Carlo simulations on the high-fidelity

finite-element model described in chapter 6. Based on the component reliability trends, a

subset of structural parameters are selected for probabilistic modeling which, when combined

with variability in the system demand Dsys, in this case mean inertial shear force resulting

from seismic ground motions, leads to a direct system reliability calculation for the floor

diaphragm. The reliability sensitivity algorithm described in chapter 3 is then applied to

the component reliability vector β calculated in chapter 6 (Figure 6.26) to calculate the

sensitivity vector Sβ. The vector of sensitivities is utilized to reach a set of component

reliabilities for the screw fasteners that satisfy the subsystem reliability target βt,sys = 2.1

for floor diaphragms. As discussed in chapter 5, this subsystem reliability target is chosen

to meet the building system reliability target under seismic loads.
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The chapter begins with a description of the uncertainty modeling and fragility evaluation

framework, followed by system capacity distributions for the floor subsystem and system

reliability estimation using convolution.

7.1 Convolution based system-reliability assessment frame-

work

The finite-element model developed in chapter 6 is treated as a tool or black-box which

takes diaphragm structural parameters and load pattern as input and outputs the subsystem

capacity. Structural properties include all subsystem characteristics – floor geometry and

layout, cold-formed steel framing and OSB panel material and geometric properties, fastener

spacing and load-deformation response. The load pattern is the expected system demand

description, which in general could include any combination of the basic load cases. The

capacity is obtained by scaling the base load pattern until system failure occurs (in this case

characterized by loss of convergence in the solver). This procedure is detailed in Figure 7.1.
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SYSTEM MODEL

Structural Parameters

Floor Dimensions and Layout
OSB Material

Panel Dimensions
Steel Material

Cross-Section Dimensions
Screw-Fastened Connection Response

Connection Spacing

Load Pattern
ΣγjDj

Scale up Load Pattern Until System Failure

System Capacity
Csys = k ΣγjDj

where k is a scaling parameter

Figure 7.1: Finite-element model represented as a black-box which accepts structural pa-

rameters and applied load pattern as input, scales the load until failure occurs and provides

the scaled load at failure as the system capacity output

In general, the procedure outlined in Figure 7.1 can be extended to any external hazard

based on the analysis requirements for the specific application. For example, if the design

procedure stimulates a non-linear time-history analysis, the load pattern would be provided

as ground motion excitations at the support. The capacity would then be obtained by scaling

up the ground motions until failure occurs, and would be expressed in terms of a spectral

acceleration, in which case the stochastic methodology becomes equivalent to an incremental

dynamic analysis. A detailed description of this approach is provided in section 5.1.1.

The next step is to incorporate uncertainty in the structural parameters which converts the

analysis into a stochastic problem because the model and its capacity are both random.

The uncertainty is modeled by sampling from the statistical distributions for the structural
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parameters which provides a random generation for the structural model for each Monte-

Carlo simulation. Running an individual sample model to failure gives a single capacity

estimate (Figure 7.1) such that multiple simulations can be used to construct a histogram

of capacities as described in Figure 7.2
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Sample 1Load Pattern
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Figure 7.2: Stochastic simulation protocol incorporating randomness in structural parame-

ters to generate n random system models from which the system capacity distribution FCsys

may be constructed for system reliability estimation

It should be noted that uncertainty is not modeled in the load pattern. Instead, the de-

mand distribution is convoluted with the subsystem capacity distribution obtained above to

estimate the subsystem reliability as described in chapter 2.
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7.2 Incorporating uncertainty in floor diaphragm sub-

system finite-element model

Uncertainty in floor diaphragm structural response can arise from variabilities in any of its

component properties, including joist and track cross-sections, cold-formed steel stress-strain

response, OSB strengths and panel dimensions or even variabilities from construction prac-

tices. As discussed in chapter 6, the diaphragm capacity under lateral loads is governed

by the sheathing-to-steel screw-fastened connection properties. Although there will be sig-

nificant variability in the other components as well, the baseline simulations indicate that

these stay well within their elastic limits as the system reaches its ultimate strength. This

is supported by previous observations in similar diaphragm and shear wall systems whose

responses were governed entirely by the fastener behavior. Therefore it is assumed that

randomness in all components other than screw-fastened connections do not affect system

capacity which is why they are modeled as deterministic variables. The only components

that are treated as random are sheathing to cold-formed steel framing connections and joist

to wall stud connections along short edges.

Fastener ultimate strength Fc is treated as a lognormal distribution with mean and COV as

described in section 6.7.1. The fasteners backbones are sampled randomly such that ultimate

strength Fc is lognormally distributed, that is, the ith random generation Fci is obtained by

independent sampling from a lognormal distribution [58]. Stiffnesses are assumed to stay

constant in the four multi-linear backbone branches such that the remaining quadri-linear

parameters scale linearly with Fc, i.e. F i
y = F i

cFy/Fc, F
i
r = F i

cFr/Fc, δ
i
y = F i

cδy/Fc, δ
i
c =

F i
cδc/Fc, δ

i
r = F i

cδr/Fc, δ
i
f = F i

cδf/Fc . Figure 7.3 shows example sets of 10 randomly gen-

erated backbones (dotted lines) obtained using this protocol. Other than these fastener

connections all other diaphragm components are treated as deterministic because they do

not affect system response significantly.
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Figure 7.3: Example random backbones sets for sheathing to wall, sheathing to edge joist

and joist to wall stud connections with baseline (deterministic) shown in bold and random

realizations shown as dotted lines

7.3 Floor diaphragm subsystem capacity distribution

With the floor diaphragm baseline finite-element model described in chapter 5 and the struc-

tural uncertainty modeling protocol from section 7.2 defined, the next step is to choose a load

pattern for which the system capacity distribution may be estimated. For LRFD design-code

applications, each of the existing ASCE-7 load combinations would have to be considered

for system reliability analysis. We focus here on the ASCE 7-10 seismic load combination

1.2Dn + Ln + 0.2Sn + En. The lateral load effect on the diaphragm subsystem arises only

from the seismic load case En which is simulated as a uniformly distributed body force on

the sheathing as described in chapter 6. The gravity forces arising from dead, live and snow
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loads are not applied to the model under the assumption that they do not create a lateral

demand on the floor components.

Each Monte Carlo realization for the floor diaphragm model includes randomly sampled

fasteners distributed across the floor and is simulated until loss of convergence at the on-

set of cascading system failure. The fastener resistances are sampled as independent and

identically distributed random variables and the total lateral load is treated as independent

of the fastener resistances. Brute force Monte Carlo simulation is used throughout. That

is, no specialized sampling techniques such as Latin Hypercube, Importance Sampling, etc.

are used. Figure 7.4 shows the histogram of system capacities obtained from 100 Monte

Carlo runs for the blocked and unblocked floor diaphragms, the capacities obtained from the

deterministic simulation (Figure 6.22) and the assumed distribution of system demand Dsys
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Figure 7.4: Diaphragm system capacity (Csys) distributions for the blocked and unblocked

cases, showing random samples and baseline (deterministic) capacity; diaphragm system

demand (Dsys) distribution for the design basis earthquake
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The mean system capacity is 644 kN with a COV of 2% for the blocked diaphragm, and

176 kN with a COV of 3.3% for the unblocked diaphragm. The mean capacity in each case

is lower than the deterministically obtained capacity, which results from the fact that the

weakest component is driving system failure, as discussed in chapter 2.

7.4 Diaphragm system reliability calculation using con-

volution

The system strength distribution obtained above from Monte Carlo simulations can be used

in conjunction with an assumed distribution for the system demand to obtain a system

reliability estimate. The system reliability index βsys is

βsys = −Φ−1[P (Csys −Dsys ≤ 0)] (7.1)

where Φ is the standard normal cumulative density function, Csys and Dsys are random

variables for the system capacity and system demand, respectively. This can be approximated

if the distributions of independent random variables Csys and Dsys are known by numerically

solving the convolution integral

P (Csys −Dsys ≤ 0) =

∫ d=∞

d=0

P (Csys ≤ d|Dsys = d)dFDsys(d) (7.2)

and substituting the result into Equation 7.1. Typically, the demand distribution Dsys is

available from independent studies, for example, probabilistic seismic hazard analysis [14]

and is assumed here as lognormal with mean 114 kN and COV 38% as provided in section

6.7.2. System capacity Csys is assumed to follow a lognormal distribution with mean and

COV 644 kN and 2% for the blocked diaphragm, and 176 kN and 3.3% for the unblocked

diaphragm, as obtained in section 7.3. Numerically evaluating Equation 7.2 between the
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limits 0 kN and 1200 kN in 1kN increments and substituting the result in Equation 7.1 gives

a floor subsystem reliability βfloor of 4.9 for the blocked diaphragm and 1.4 for the unblocked

diaphragm.

The subsystem reliability is higher in both cases than the minimum component reliabilities

βi,min which is 4.1 for the blocked diaphragm and 0.87 for the unblocked diaphragm. The

higher system reliabilities compared to minimum component reliability represents the system

effect in the floor diaphragm. Based on this analyses, diaphragm design can now be geared

towards a target system reliability βt,sys = 2.1, derived for a building system reliability of

2.5 in chapter 5, as described in the following sections.

7.5 Identifying fastener groups which are most critical

to system performance

The stochastic simulations carried out above can characterize the load-sharing network by

identifying which components affect the system response more significantly and which ones

are less critical. One way to do this is to study the correlation between the random system

capacity and the fastener capacities. An example is shown here for the blocked diaphragm

configurations by choosing four fastener groups – sheathing-to-ledger track along the short

direction (short wall shear tabs), sheathing-to-ledger track along the long direction (long

wall shear tabs), sheathing-to-edge joist fasteners, and sheathing-to-ledger-track fasteners.

The random system capacities are plotted against the minimum fastener strength for each

of these fastener groups in figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.5: Scatter plots between random blocked diaphragm system capacity and minimum

fastener capacity among four different groups of fasteners modeled as random variables

The results indicate high positive correlations between the system capacity and the minimum

fastener capacities within the short wall shear tab and sheathing-to-edge-joist fasteners, and

low correlations with the fasteners along the longer edge of the building. This is expected

because the load which is applied parallel to the short direction of the building is resisted

primarily by the edge-fasteners at these locations. In other words, for the load pattern being

studied here, the system reliability sensitivity is higher for edge-fasteners along the short

diaphragm edges, and lower for the fasteners along the long diaphragm edges.

Although the correlation plots help identify fastener groups that critically affect the system

performance, they do not quantify the system reliability sensitivity. In the next section com-

ponent reliability modifications are performed for the screw-fastened connection components

to calculate system reliability sensitivities and solve for target component reliabilities that
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satisfy a system reliability goal.

7.6 Floor diaphragm sensitivity analysis and target com-

ponent reliabilities

The system reliability sensitivity plot for the floor diaphragm model with perfect friction is

shown in Figure 7.6. As the short-edge fastener reliability increases, the system reliability

increases linearly at first, similar to the redundant parallel system described in chapter 3. Af-

ter the fastener reliability reaches 4.9, the weakest link in the floor shifts from the short-edge

fasteners to the joist-to-wall stud connections. After this point, the floor system reliability

no longer changes with the edge-fastener component reliability and remains constant at 5.1.

In order to increase system reliability beyond this point, the joist-to-wall stud connections

need to be strengthened.
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The target component reliabilities for edge and field fasteners can be calculated by the

sensitivity analysis algorithm from chapter 3, which was used to derive the diaphragm target

reliability of 2.1 in chapter 5. The steps in the analysis are described in table 7.1 for unblocked

diaphragms.

Table 7.1: Reliability sensitivity analysis from the unblocked diaphragm subsystem to edge

and field fastener components.

Iteration Number βedge,min βfield,min Sedge Sfield Csys [kN] βsys

1 1.1 0.9 0.20 0.88 176 1.4

2 1.1 1.8 0.38 – 229 2.1
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The sensitivity analysis for the unblocked diaphragm begins with the baseline minimum edge

and field fastener reliabilities of 1.1 and 0.9, and a system reliability of 1.4. The sensitivities

are 0.20 and 0.88, and the component with the highest sensitivity, the field fastener, is chosen

to be modified to reach the target reliability of 2.1. This is carried out in the second step

by increasing its reliability to 1.8, at which stage the floor system reliability converges to its

target value of 2.1. The reliability sensitivity for the next component, the edge fastener, is

computed next. This has a non-zero value of 0.38, which means that its reliability cannot be

reduced for savings without adversely affecting βsys. The values of βedge = 1.1 and βfield = 1.8

are thus the minimum component reliabilities allowable for the unblocked floor diaphragm,

and the reliability sensitivity algorithm has converged in two steps.

7.7 Floor diaphragm component design recommenda-

tions

Based on recommended edge and field fastener reliabilities 1.1 and 1.8 for the unblocked

diaphragms component design resistance factors can be recommended using equation 2.13,

repeated here for convenience:

φi =
MmPmFm

∑
j γjDn,i,j∑

j BjDn,i,j

e
−βt,i

√
V 2
Ci

+V 2
Di (7.3)

where material, professional and fabrication factors Mm, Pm and Fm convert the code-

specified nominal capacity to mean capacity,
∑

j γjDn,i,j represents the load combination

(in this case 1.0E, the earthquake load case), Bj is the bias factor on load case j, βt,i is the

target component reliability (1.1 for edge fasteners and 1.8 for field fasteners), VCi is the

component capacity variability (0.17) and VDi is the component demand variability (0.38).

There are certain hindrances against performing this exercise at present. The diaphragm

design demand is 37.2 kN whereas the mean seismic load is 114 kN (Table 6.4). Thus the
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bias factor Bj (ratio of mean value to code-recommended nominal value) on seismic demand

is 3.1, and the demand load variability is 0.38. Combined together, these would lead to

resistance factors of the order of 0.1 as derived in chapter 3. Such a value will not be

acceptable to the engineering community, but it is not incorrect. If the design procedure

predicts component demands which are 3 times less than reality, the reliability method will

penalize it with appropriately low resistance factors. There is no mechanics-based pathway

to predict fastener demand loads Di such as the ones plotted in Figure 6.25 for cold-formed

steel floor diaphragms, and no prediction equations in design codes to calculate sheathing-

to-steel screw-fastened connection strengths, such that even if φ factors were derived, they

could not be applied in an actual component design scenario. Therefore it is recommended

that accurate methodologies to predict capacity and demand be developed first before new

resistance factors are proposed.

On the other hand, the LRFD resistance factor methodology and the current discrepancies in

load bias and variability can be circumvented to directly predict fastener capacities leading

to the diaphragm reliability target of 2.1, which in turn is calibrated to a building-system

reliability of 2.5. In the unblocked diaphragm case, this was achieved with the baseline

(#10) screw-fasteners along the diaphragm edge, and with a mean fastener strength of 5.8

kN in the field, which is 1.5 times the baseline strength of 3.9 kN. This design target can be

reached by reducing the fastener spacing along panel edges from 152 mm to 102 mm, which

will ensure that the diaphragm force capacity is not exceeded before the shear walls reach

peak load, allowing energy dissipation as intended and ensuring a building system reliability

of 2.5 under the design basis earthquake. This closes the system reliability loop proposed in

Figure 1.1.



Chapter 8

Conclusions

This chapter summarizes the work presented in the dissertation and discusses its major

conclusions, starting with general theoretical ideas and moving gradually to more specific

topics that were studied in greater detail.

8.1 General methodology to design for target system

reliability using system reliability sensitivity

8.1.1 System reliability calculation approach

A general system reliability methodology was proposed in chapter 2 which considers dis-

tribution of system capacity (Csys) conditioned on system demand (Dsys) and evaluates a

convolution integral to calculate probability of system failure. This approach relies on the

estimation of a probabilistic distribution for system capacity using multiple stochastic sim-

ulations on physics-based computer models, and assumes that the demand distribution can

be obtained from separate hazard analysis studies.

Physical quantities representing capacity and demand change from system to system. In

175
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classical force-based structural design, such as the redundant system network studied in

chapter 3, or the floor diaphragm system studied in chapter 6, the physical quantities of in-

terest are structural forces. In displacement-based structural design, such as the approximate

reliability method described in chapter 5, displacement capacity and demand distributions

are required. For the earthquake engineering state-of-the-art incremental dynamic analysis

method, capacities and demands are expressed as spectral accelerations, defined as peak dis-

placement times square of natural frequency for a single degree of freedom system subjected

to a seismic ground acceleration. These examples show how the random variables (Csys)

and (Dsys) can encapsulate both relatively straightforward and more complicated physical

quantities.

Examples of the capacity-demand convolution approach for system reliability can also be

envisioned for non-structural applications. In a transportation network the physical quantity

in question would be the number of vehicles, in an electrical network it would be energy in

kW − hr, in an infrastructure network comprising n number of hospitals this would be

number of patients expecting treatment and so on.

The convolution approach provides more accurate estimates for system reliability compared

to traditional methods such as fault or event-tree analysis and Bayesian networks. This was

demonstrated in chapter 3 by comparing results of a classical redundant system using both

approaches. Furthermore, since the convolution methodology uses physics-based models, it

can capture more realistic system response, for example, actual load-deformation behavior,

softening, energy-dissipation, strength and stiffness degradation in structural components.

Comparatively, classical reliability methods or Bayesian networks are generally two-state

systems represented as ‘fail / safe’ or ‘0 / 1’ which cannot capture load-redistribution within

the network. The proposed method can lead to detailed recommendations for the design of

such systems as discussed in the next subsection.
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8.1.2 System reliability sensitivity based design approach

A design approach to recommend component designs that satisfy a system reliability goal

was proposed in chapter 3 using system reliability sensitivity Sβ, defined as the vector of

partial derivatives ∂βsys/∂βi of system reliability with respect to component reliability. The

sensitivity vector Sβ, which may be calculated analytically if closed-form solutions for sys-

tem reliability are available, or can be estimated by a finite-difference scheme, quantifies

individual elements’ contributions to the load sharing network

The design application of Sβ is to reinforce components with high sensitivity and reduce

reliabilities for less sensitive components for savings. A general sensitivity-based design

algorithm was proposed which explores the space of alternate designs and converges to a

solution vector of component reliabilities resulting in a pre-defined reliability target set for

the system.

Although in general the sensitivity algorithm is a computationally demanding process in

a design space continuum with infinite alternate component reliability solutions, practical

constraints reduce these demands significantly. For instance in the structural domain, only

a few potential sizes of beams, columns or connections available in the market constitute

the design space that can be explored efficiently to propose a solution vector of component

reliabilities.

The sensitivity methodology was used in chapter 3 to obtain system reliability benefits on

ductile components compared to brittle components in a redundant load-sharing network,

in chapter 5 to recommend target subsystem reliabilities for lateral force resisting systems

and diaphragms in a building subjected to seismic ground motions and in chapter 7 to define

different resistance factors and design capacities for field and edge fasteners in blocked and

unblocked diaphragms.
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8.2 System-reliability based load and resistance factors

for structural design

The system reliability and sensitivity methodology can be utilized to recommend load and

resistance factors for structural design standards. Currently, resistance factors are calibrated

to a pre-defined component reliability target for different classes of structural components

through the load and resistance factor design (LRFD) methodology described in chapter 3.

The objective of the proposed sensitivity approach is to calculate new target component reli-

abilities that can be used in an LRFD framework to calculate resistance factors for structural

components.

The sensitivity-LRFD framework was demonstrated for a network of redundant components

in chapter 3 resulting in higher resistance factors for ductile members and lower resistance

factors for brittle members, which results from considering the system reliability and its

sensitivity. This is an improvement over standard component LRFD which only consid-

ers member capacities and not their force-deformation relationships, resulting in identical

resistance factors for ductile and brittle components.

The general framework also considers all possible load combinations acting upon the struc-

tural system, providing different component reliability targets for each. This is an improve-

ment over current AISI design standards that use resistance factors derived for a single load

combination 1.2D + 1.6L in all structural design scenarios. In the example problem stud-

ied in this dissertation, an assumed load combination 1.0E or just the seismic load case is

considered since it provides load-sharing information for perhaps the least understood load

case in structural engineering. Since the proposed methodology is not restricted to just

considering force capacities and demands on structural systems, it provides a pathway for

accurately considering seismic ground motions for which a displacement demand is usually

more significant than a force demand.
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8.3 Target design criteria for cold-formed steel build-

ing subsystems under seismic loads

The reliability methodology was applied to the analysis and design of cold-formed steel

buildings under seismic excitations. The end goal was to calculate system reliability for the

building and its sensitivity to subsystem reliabilities to propose subsystem reliability targets

aligned to the target system reliability.

To obtain system reliability and sensitivity estimates, a spring-based model for a two-story

building previously tested in shake table experiments (NEES building) was built using

ABAQUS (chapter 4). The model had a lower stiffness compared to estimates obtained

experimentally on the real building, indicating that non-structural components and gravity

walls along the direction perpendicular to applied seismic ground motions had a significant

impact on the overall lateral stiffness of the building.

The ABAQUS building model was subjected to 44 ground motions selected based on recom-

mendations provided in state-of-the-art earthquake engineering standard FEMA-P695, and

the non-linear dynamic analysis results were used to calculate inter-story drift demand, base

shear, and vertical force distribution statistics due to design basis earthquakes. The drift

demands on both the lateral system and the diaphragms were found to be high compared

to experimental observations, once again underlining the lower model stiffness compared to

reality.

System reliability analysis using the convolution approach on the full building under seismic

loads was discussed in chapter 5. Two approaches were presented, the first using spec-

tral acceleration demands and capacities as used in incremental dynamic analysis [100] and

FEMA-P695, and the other considering interstory drift demands and capacities using a pro-

posed approximate system reliability model. The latter approach is limited to considering a

lateral system drift limit as the building capacity and is incapable of considering additional

capacity due to diaphragm energy dissipation (as was demonstrated using example analyses)
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but entails far less computational resources, which is why it was chosen for system reliability

and sensitivity analysis. It was verified that the two methods provided comparable system

reliability estimates for the as-designed building under the design basis earthquake.

The sensitivity methodology was applied to two design scenarios, one using unblocked di-

aphragms at the roof and floor level, and the other with blocked diaphragms whose capacities

are several times higher compared to the unblocked case (Figure 5.4). The reliability of the

shear wall subsystem was modified in each case, and it was observed that system reliability

increases due to this modification only if a blocked diaphragm configuration is used; for

unblocked diaphragms the shear wall displacement capacity isn’t fully utilized due to pre-

mature failure of the diaphragm. It should be noted that this is partly due to a conservative

reliability assumption that reaching a diaphragm ultimate force capacity results in system

failure. Incremental dynamic analysis results (Figure 5.6) indicated that this might not nec-

essarily be true as there is reserve spectral acceleration capacity within the system beyond

diaphragm ultimate force capacity.

The sensitivity results were used to recommend design criteria for shear wall and diaphragm

systems within the modeling and reliability assumptions considered. These design criteria

were used within a sensitivity methodology for the subsystems to recommend component

reliability criteria as discussed for floor diaphragm subsystems in the next section. The

reliability sensitivity methodology is similar to a FEMA-P695 approach but can provide

design recommendations down to the component level instead of only recommending strength

reduction, displacement amplification and overstrength factors currently used in earthquake

engineering.
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8.4 Resistance factors for components in a cold-formed

steel floor diaphragm system under lateral loads

The reliability sensitivity approach was used to provide design recommendations for cold-

formed steel floor diaphragm subsystems in chapter 7. The sensitivity algorithm was imple-

mented on a high-fidelity finite-element model for the floor diaphragm developed in chapter

6, including shell and spring finite-elements for floor joists, ledger tracks, sheathing panels,

blocking, bracing, clip angles and screw-fastened connections. The model was validated using

experimental results from quarter-scale and full-scale diaphragm experiments, and provided

valuable information on the connection load paths and component reliabilities.

The diaphragm system reliability was calculated as 4.9 and 1.4 at two limiting cases with

perfect frictional coupling between panel seams (blocked diaphragms) and zero coupling

between panel seams (unblocked diaphragms). The reliabilities were modified to their target

value of 2.1 by changing the edge and field fastener reliabilities, culminating in a design

recommendation of reducing field fastener spacing in unblocked diaphragms from 152 mm

to 102 mm along panel seams. This demonstrated the potential of the reliability sensitivity

approach to convert a system level reliability target (building reliability of 2.5 under design

basis earthquake) to a component design change (reduced fastener spacing at panel edges).

The approach can be applied to other systems in the cold-formed steel building to eventually

provide design-standard recommendations for each individual component.



Chapter 9

Future Work

This chapter discusses future research applications of the work presented in this dissertation,

beginning with specific application to diaphragms and cold-formed steel building systems,

and then moving gradually to general applications in structural engineering, other engineer-

ing problems and the system reliability sensitivity theoretical framework.

9.1 Cold-formed steel diaphragm analysis and design

The finite element models for cold-formed steel diaphragm systems could be further devel-

oped by calculating friction between panel seams, by characterizing the fastener backbones

better to capture the unloading portion of the response and by improving the cyclic mod-

els to capture more cycles and match experimental results. These models could then be

used to characterize the unloading-reloading response parameters for diaphragm subsystems

for full building dynamic analysis. The models could also be used to perform multiple

non-linear analyses and recommend seismic response reduction, deflection amplification and

overstrength factors.

As discussed in chapter 7, the current design methodology for sheathed-cold formed steel
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diaphragms (AISI S400, AISI S240) does not include a pathway to calculate component

demands and capacities. This could be overcome by using a mechanics-based method to

calculate fastener force vectors, such as the one used in the Steel Deck Institute design

manual [49]. Screw-fastened connection capacity prediction may be carried out using recently

proposed general force-deformation trendlines developed at Virginia Tech [68]. These could

then be used in conjunction with the resistance factors recommended in chapter 7, or new

factors derived by a similar methodology, to perform LRFD component design for diaphragm

connections aligned to a building system reliability target.

9.2 Building system modeling, analysis and design

A full-scale high-fidelity model for cold-formed steel buildings can be developed. In the

present work, a reduced-order spring model was used to represent the building. Previous

work [90] has developed full building models primarily using truss elements in OPENSEES.

A full-scale high-fidelity shell, spring and user element based model for diaphragms was

developed in this dissertation. Similar models are available for shear walls [72] and could be

conjoined to create a finite-element building model which can be used for analysis under any

general loads to study the structural response and interaction of subsystems.

System reliability and sensitivity analysis can be performed using incremental dynamic anal-

ysis considering spectral acceleration capacities and demands instead of the simplified reli-

ability model used in this work. This will provide further insight into system response and

include load-redistribution after failure initiation in the weakest subsystem. Currently, the

reliability model is designed such that the first subsystem failure is considered to be equiv-

alent to building failure. However in reality the load can redistribute after the diaphragm

or the first shear wall reaches its capacity. These effects can be captured by a spectral

acceleration based system reliability sensitivity analysis.

Reliability sensitivity analysis should be performed using actual force-deformation backbones
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for shear wall, diaphragm and screw-fastened connection configurations available commer-

cially. In this work perturbations in the backbones were assumed based on an equivalent

stiffness assumption as a design example. In reality, the backbones at each perturbed value

of shear wall reliability (for example) should be available from tests, and can be used to

conduct a more realistic sensitivity analysis.

Sensitivity analysis and component design recommendations for shear wall subsystems can

be carried out in the same general manner as performed here for buildings and diaphragms.

As was discussed in chapter 5, these will eventually result in target reliabilities for the energy

dissipative members and force controlled components within the shear wall system.

In the seismic design domain, the methodology should be improved by predicting the effect

of gravity and non-structural walls more accurately, as these can have a significant impact

on the reliability calculations. The sensitivity method should still result in comparable

target reliabilities for the subsystems, but this can only be verified after studying such

examples. Displacement-design criteria can be developed for lateral force resisting systems

using the resistance factors proposed here. Overall, this can potentially provide pathways

to obtain more rational design criteria and resistance factors down to the component level

under seismic demands, as compared to the current FEMA-P695 methodology of calibrating

seismic design factors (which can have conceptual inconsistencies) to results from non-linear

dynamic analyses.

9.3 Application to other structural and non-structural

engineering systems

The general system reliability sensitivity approach can be applied to other structural systems.

System reliability analysis has previously found wide application in bridge redundancy rec-

ommendations, and the new method can add valuable new information to previous research
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results. It can also be applied to structural design standards in concrete or hot-rolled steel

similar to the proposed applications to cold-formed steel presented here. Another potential

application to the structural engineering community is to consider performance-based or

serviceability limit states that are easily included in this methodology by modifying capacity

values that relate to those limit states, for example, a floor deflection demand and capacity

in buildings under occupancy live loads.

Since the system reliability and sensitivity algorithms are formulated in general terms for

capacity and demand, they can also be applied to other non-structural engineering systems,

as discussed in chapter 3. Applications can be envisioned for transportations, electrical or

infrastructure networks. The key to the methodology is to develop physics-based models

that can capture capacity distributions, load sharing and load redistributions. These models

compare and contrast to statistical models such as Bayesian Networks or Markov Chains

that could potentially be too simplistic for the actual engineering network. Physics-based

models, on the other hand, would include the real response of the system, such as an interstate

highway with 5 lanes and the effect of an accident on one of the lanes, time to remove the

vehicle and the resulting traffic build-up. Realistic simulations can then be performed on

such systems to characterize their capacities under different loading scenarios, say office-hour

traffic at 5 pm, or Saturday afternoon traffic.

9.4 General system reliability sensitivity theory

The general approach for system reliability sensitivity based design proposed in chapter 3 was

applied to building and diaphragm structural systems. More examples should be considered

to broaden and understand the approach better, for example, studying small sized systems

(2-5 components) that include one weak link, systems with several different element groups

(this disseration focused on a maximum of 2 groups), competing limit states and sensitivity

bifurcation (as observed for shear walls and diaphragms in chapter 5), simplified redundant
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spring systems with unloading-reloading response under dynamic loads and so on. These

examples will help to develop a more robust and elegant algorithm that can generally be

applied to different load-sharing networks in the real world.
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